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Application of OLAP Tools for Cash Management and Forecasting
Odeta Shkreli
University of Tirana, Albania
Abstract
Nowadays, public finance organizations rely on transactional information systems to
manage the financial activity of the Government. These systems are useful for conducting
the daily operations, while they lack on performing complex financial analysis of the data,
which are crucial to many financial processes and to the decision making. Cash management
and forecasting is a specific area in public finance, where analysis of the financial data is
essential for the accuracy of the process. Analysis are performed on various data sources, on
various time periods, applying various calculations and comparisons. Taking into account
the complexity of the process, in this paper we will propose a diﬀerent environment that
can improve significantly the cash management and forecasting process in public finance.
Throughout this paper, we will shortly describe the data warehouse that will be used as the
core environment, where data from diﬀerent sources are integrated and made ready for
analysis, the need for a multidimensional model to organize the data and the application of
OLAP tools, which allow complex analysis at any level of aggregation, complex statistical
calculations, comparison of the information and multiple view of the data. Through this
analysis we will demonstrate the power of OLAP as of its multidimensional analysis, fast
access, and powerful calculations.
Keywords: cash management and forecast, data warehouse, multidimensional, OLAP, star
schema.

Introduction
Online Analytical Processing (OLAP) has quickly become a useful tool in many
financial areas such as financial accounting, managerial accounting, financial
modeling, financial forecasting etc. This research paper will focus on a specific
financial area: cash management and forecasting in public finance and analyze the
power of OLAP tools for the improvement of this process.
From e technical perspective, cash management and forecasting includes three main
processes: Data collection, Data analysis and Decision making. The data needed for
performing cash management and forecasting are collected from diﬀerent sources.
This data sources can be internal or external transactional information systems or
electronic files containing mainly financial data, prepared manually by the respective
employees. In order to perform accurate and advanced analysis, the data should be
integrated in a single database environment, which should be designed in such a way
to allow application of Business Intelligence tools, such as OLAP and data mining for
performing query and reporting, complex financial analysis, predictive analysis and
support decision making, that are crucial for the management and forecast of the
cash flow. A data warehouse is a centralized store of summary and detail information
from all relevant sources that is used to analyze a business by allowing for drill
down analysis and ad hoc discovery from multiple user groups (Kimball, 1996). For
the purpose of this study we will assume that the data are collected and integrated
in a data warehouse designed for the purpose of cash management and forecasting.
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The study will focus on the OLAP tools and their advantage for the process of cash
management and forecasting in public finance.
In the following section, we will describe the environment of the data warehouse
and the organization of the data, in order to better understand the usage of OLAP.
1.

The Data Warehouse Environment

The cash management and forecasting data warehouse is populated with financial
information extracted from diﬀerent data sources within and outside of the
organization in charge of the process. The database of the data warehouse stores
detailed accounting information as well as detailed forecasted and planned revenues
and expenditures of the General Government.
The table below explains the main data stored in the data warehouse needed for cash
management and forecasting:
Table 1: Data Warehouse data
Collected Tax and Customs revenues

Expenditures

Revenues

Collected Non-Tax revenues
Collected Debt inflows
Tax/Customs forecasts
Planned revenues (daily and monthly cash flow plans)
Executed expenditures
Budget plan
Planned expenditures (daily and monthly cash flow
plans)
Debt outflows

The purpose of this data warehouse will be to provide ways for eﬀective analysis
of the financial information across several dimensions, at any level of aggregation
and provide multidimensional view of the data. Therefore, the structure of the data
warehouse is based on the multidimensional model which is highly de-normalized
and redundant. The organization structure of the data in the data warehouse is
based on the star schema composed of one fact table and its dimensions, forming a
structure called cube.
In figure.1 is presented an example of the main start schema of the data warehouse
that will be used for performing financial analysis using OLAP tools. As a convention
we use the name transaction to refer to both revenues and expenditures.
As we can see in figure.1, our example star schema has four dimensions and the fact
table containing the measure amount, which indicated the amount of the respective
transaction and the foreign keys to its dimensions. The type of the transaction, whether
it is a revenue or an expenditure, is defined in the dimension table Dim_Version,
as well as the category of the transaction specifying if it is collected, forecasted or
planned. Financial descriptive information about the transaction is kept in the Dim_
Transaction dimension table, such as financial records on expenditures by related fund
sources (Chapter attribute), purpose for which revenues were collected and expenses
incurred (Function attribute), type of the transaction (Economic classification),
additional sub-analytical details to the economic classification (subaccount) and
currency of the amount. Whereas, detailed description on the entity performing the
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transaction is kept in the Dim_Institution dimension table such as government entity,
Line Ministry and Treasury District Oﬃce the Institution belongs to.
Another important dimension is the time dimension kept in the Dim_Date table.
The attributes in each of the last three dimensions specify hierarchies within the
respective dimension that allow the generation of reports and performing analysis
on diﬀerent aggregation levels, from the most summarized to the very detailed ones.
Dim_Date
Dim_Version
PK

PK

Version_Key

Day
Fact_Transactions

Transaction_Type
Category

Date_Key

Month
FK Version_Key
Year
FK Transaction_Key

Dim_Transaction
PK

Transaction_Key

FK Date_Key
Dim_Institution

FK Institution_Key

Chapter

PK

Amount

Institution_Key

Chapter_Desc

Institution_Desc

Function

Entity

Function_Desc

Entity_Desc

Economic_Classificatio
n

LM
LM_Desc

Economic_CL_Desc
TDO
Subaccount
TDO_Desc
Subaccount_Desc
Currency

Figure 1. Transaction star schema of the data warehouse
2.

OLAP tools

A.
The Need for OLAP
As we specified in the previous section, the purpose of the data warehouse is to
perform complex analysis using the available data. We chose the multidimensional
model as the best solution to complete our task. Now let us examine why. Referring to
our study, if we were to see only the income, we would understand that the income is
intertwined with many other dimensions. Daily earnings are meaningful only when
they are related to the date of collection, the nature of the income, the bank where the
transaction was conducted, the institution for which the income was collected, and
other dimensions. For planning, forecasting, and decision making, data should be
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analyzed through scenarios. For example, we can compare collected revenues against
planned revenue and against collected revenues in previous periods. We can analyze
revenue breakdown by type of income, by institution, by line ministry, by treasury
district oﬃce and so on. Analyzes can go even further, for example "How much
revenues have been collected in the last three months, detailed by months, in Tirana
treasury district oﬃce, according to budget institutions, detailed by type of income,
compared to the respective forecast, and compared with the same period last year ".
The analysis can continue even further. Further comparisons of this multidimensional
query may be required. An analyst may look for other comparisons, for example
with other treasury district oﬃces and rotate the presentation of the result between
the columns and the rows (Ponniah, 2010).
Despite the complexity of the query, the retrieving time should be consistent,
meaning that the end user should not be penalized for the complexity of its query
(Ponniah, 2010).
It is clear that Online Transaction Processing tools cannot fulfill the need for such
complex analysis. We need another set of tools specifically developed for serious
analysis and retrieval of the results in a short time, no matter the complexity of the
query. We need OLAP.
OLAP tools can help to predetermine diﬀerent dimensions and eliminate their
complexity.
The main OLAP operational structure is based on the concept of the cube. A cube
in OLAP is a multidimensional data structure (actual or virtual) that allows fast
analysis of data. It can also be defined as the capability of eﬃciently manipulating
and analyzing data from multiple perspectives (Turban et al, 2010). The arrangement
of data into the cube aims to overcome the limitations of relational databases,
allowing analysts to navigate to the database and detect sets of data (and their timely
progression) by changing data orientation through rotation and drill down / up
(through aggregation and de-aggregation).
B. OLAP Architecture and Main Operations
OLAP architecture is defined based on the way data is stored. There are 6 main
models of OLAP architectures (Ponniah, 2010):
1. ROLAP: where the data is stored in a relational database. In this case the online
analytical processing is relational;
2. MOLAP: where the data is stored in a multidimensional database. In this case, the
online analytical processing is multidimensional;
3. HOLAP: This model is a combination of ROLAP and MOLAP and the online
analytical processing is hybrid.
4. DOLAP: where the multidimensional data sets are created and transferred in
desktop machines and the online analytical processing is desktop.
5. Database OLAP: where relational database management systems support OLAP
structures and perform OLAP computations;
6. Web OLAP: where the OLAP data are accessed through a web browser.
The most commonly used models are ROLAP and MOLAP. The main features and
functions of these two models are (Ponniah, 2010):
ROLAP:
• Known environment and availability of many tools.
• Limitations on complex analysis functions.
• Drill-through to lowest level easier. Drill-across not always easy
MOLAP:
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• Faster access.
• Large library of functions for complex calculations.
• Easy analysis irrespective of the number of dimensions.
• Extensive drill-down and slice-and-dice capabilities
Based on these features and the purpose of our study, it is obvious that the most
appropriate model is MOLAP.
The main OLAP operations include (Han et al., 2011):
Slice and Dice: the slice operation performs a selection in a cube dimension, resulting
in a subcube. The dice operation defines a subcube by performing a selection on two
or more dimensions.
Roll-up: The roll-up operation performs aggregation on a data cube, either by
climbing up a concept hierarchy for a dimension or by dimension reduction.
Drill-down/up: Drill-down is the reverse of roll-up. It navigates from less detailed
data to more detailed data. Drill-down can be realized by either stepping down a
concept hierarchy for a dimension or introducing additional dimensions.
Pivot: Is used to change the dimensions’ orientation of a report. Pivot (also called
rotate) is a visualization operation that rotates the data axes in view to provide an
alternative data presentation.
3. Cash management and forecasting through OLAP tools
Analyzes that can be performed through the use of OLAP tools include comparative
analysis, managerial analysis, projection analysis, analysis of diﬀerent scenarios, and
so on.
Comparative analyzes enable users of all levels to use and analyze important
information that is needed to get acquainted with business performance and manage
financial activities that are part of the business line. This analysis is mainly based
on the calculation of diﬀerent data sets and comparison of performance versus
history and budget. This technique is also used for comparing diﬀerent sets of data
calculated with each other. Some of the most popular comparative analysis that can
be performed through OLAP tools for cash management and forecasting purposes
are explained in the next section.
OLAP tools provide an intelligent way to track and manage financial performance.
The system can automatically produce standard reports to help monitor financial
performance.
Another area that can benefit from the use of OLAP tools is accounting management,
which includes the preparation, reporting and interpretation of accounting
information to support decision making. OLAP tools help in designing reports
that provide the right information eﬀectively in due time and tailored to user
requirements. OLAP can be used for budgeting and forecasting.
Budgeting is outside the focus of our study, so we will not examine the OLAP tools
that help this process but only those who aﬀect cash management and forecasting.
Some OLAP tools have the ability to review the budget promptly based on the
performance, prepare forecasts, and improve the full budget cycle. They also provide
controls that help identify outliers and data that may be outside a specified range
and identify which data sources are missing, for example, based on the case study,
the data warehouse should be populated with data coming from various sources
in order to perform the function for which it was built. Through OLAP tools, it is
possible to identify which institutions have submitted the monthly or daily cash flow
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plans and the ones that have not, if there are exceptions or data outside of a defined
range or outliers in these plans etc. Unlike using separate excel spreadsheets, OLAP
tools analyze the entire budget process automatically and in an integrated way.
The budgeting process is closely related to the forecast. It is diﬃcult to predict the
future with precision, although OLAP tools help to achieve a kind of satisfactory
accuracy. Of course, in the forecasting process, despite the advanced and sophisticated
tools that can be used, the quality of current and historical data is of great importance.
A. Analysis About Cash Flow Forecasting
The Cash Flow Statement is intended to provide the relevant information on an entity's
revenues and expenses for a certain period of time. If used with other interpretative
information and the results of other financial reports, cash flow information helps
financial analysts to have information on:
1. The entity's ability to generate future cash flows;
2. Ability to meet the upcoming obligations;
3. The need for external funding;
4. The reason of the diﬀerences between revenues and expenses, and
5. Eﬀects on the financial position for investments, capital expenditures and
other financial transactions (cash or non-cash) over a period of time (GASB,
1989).
OLAP tools provide the ability to generate custom reports and define diﬀerent
criteria, extending the range and the ability to perform financial data analyzes.
Users could view multiple dimensions of data and also 'slice and dice' these data to
quickly and easily create an unlimited number of reports of interest.
The cash flow analysis monitors collected revenues against expenditures to highlight
patterns, providing insights into the government's ability to execute spending without
using short-term reserves or short-term debt. The cash flow may also identify patterns
that may aﬀect the long-term financial position (Kavanagh & Swanson, 2009).
Historical data are crucial for monthly patterns analysis. Usually 2 or 3 years of
historical data are enough for such analysis, but taking into account that new taxis
may be added (for which historical data do not exist) or possible disturbances in
economy, the predictive value of historical data may diminish.
OLAP tools can be used to make projections using the existing data. They can use
revenue and expenditure data to create multiple what-if scenarios, each describing
one or more alternative ways to construct a prediction of interest for the user. The
prediction typically takes the form of a multidimensional cube, whose dimensions
and measures correspond to business variables, to be interactively explored by the
user by means of OLAP front-end. To create a scenario, we need to specify the source
variables which relate to the business domain and the scenario parameters, that
we have to value in order to execute the model and obtain the prediction. Scenario
parameters convey information technically related to the simulation, such as the type
of regression adopted for forecasting and the number of past years to be considered
for regression (Rizzi, 2008).
The projections can be done on diﬀerent time periods using the time dimension
hierarchies and illustrate trends or changes in the financial performance. Scenarios
can help understand what happens to the forecast and budget if a given criteria
changes.
OLAP can be used to analyze special situations. Modeling can help identify problems
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and situations that aﬀect the entity's monetary position. Their diagnosis can lead to
cash management strategies.
For the purpose of forecasting cash flow, OLAP provides tools that use historical
data, determining the cash flow trend. Through them diﬀerent analyzes can be
conducted such as:
Forecasting scenarios: Through OLAP tools, a user can easily and quickly select a
subset of data to make the forecast. Given the multidimensionality and OLAP
architecture, the forecast can be done at any level, i.e. at a detailed level (by rolling
up or drilling down) by economic classification or subaccount, by institution etc.,
or more aggregated i.e. by chapter, by function, by Line Ministry, Entity etc. and for
diﬀerent time periods, monthly, quarterly, yearly and so on. The system analyzes the
data, automatically selects the most appropriate forecasting technique, and generates
hundreds of predictions, statistically accurate, in a very short time. The results can
then be compared with the budget and inform the managers on potential problem
areas or on unrealistic forecasts or budgets.
Comparison from year to year. Expenditures or revenues of the current month can be
compared with the same month of the previous year, identifying whether there are
any changes and, if so, the reasons for those changes. The same comparison can be
done at any other level by type of transaction, function, chapter and so on, depending
on the user specific needs.
Year-to-Year Comparison: OLAP tools can be used to generate current and previous
cash flow curves and compare them to have a broad view of the potential for
structural changes that may occur in government finances.
Source of Cash: The use of historical data on revenues provides the basis for analyzing
the cash flow trends that may aﬀect future revenue trends.
Identification of the timing of the major flows: Some large flows are specific as to timing
and can be identified in advance. These may include: tax payments; grants by foreign
donors; bond issuances and redemptions; salary payments; interest on government
debt; payments on major public projects; transfers to lower levels of government;
and social welfare or pension payments (Lienert, 2009).
OLAP tools can perform analysis and make predictions based on: historical data;
statistical calculations such as predictions based on the simple average, moving
average, weighted moving average and so on; forecasts submitted by Tax and
Customs Departments; planed expenditures in the budget plan and cash flow plans
submitted by Budget Institutions; and debt in and outflow plans.
With OLAP tools we can perform diﬀerent kind of analysis useful for cash
management and forecasting such as:
Ratio analysis: This is a form of financial statement analysis that is used to evaluate
diﬀerent aspects of the operational and financial performance, such as eﬀectiveness,
liquidity, profitability and solvency. The trend of these reports generated over diﬀerent
time periods help to determine whether there is improvement or deterioration of
the financial situation. OLAP tools are used to compare numbers against a previous
period (monthly, yearly etc.). They look at the relationships between individual
values and calculate how past performance has been and how it can be in the future.
For example, the data itself of the current state of accounts does not tell us much, but
when we match them with current obligations, we are able to determine if we have
enough money to cover the obligations.
Analysis by using ratio analysis can be grouped under the following (Kara, 2012):
• Liquidity analysis
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• Cash analysis
• Operating status analysis
• Financial structure analysis
• Profitability analysis
• Market eﬃciency analysis
Common Size analysis: This analysis converts each line of financial statement data
to an easily comparable, or common-size, amount measured as a percent (Saylor
Academy, 2012). It expresses each line item on a single year's financial statement as a
percent of one line item, which is referred to as a base amount. The base amount for
the balance sheet is usually total assets (which is the same number as total liabilities
plus stockholders' equity), and for the income statement it is usually net sales or
revenues. Income statements are presented as a percentage of income and balance
sheet items are expressed as a percentage of total assets (or total liabilities).
By comparing two or more years of common-size statements, changes in the mixture
of assets, liabilities, and equity become evident. On the income statement, changes
in the mix of revenues and in the spending for diﬀerent types of expenses can be
identified (https://www.cliﬀsnotes.com/).
Another example of using common-size analysis is to calculate the remaining life time
of capital assets. Using OLAP tools we can calculate and compare the depreciation
cost of the capital assets against the accumulated depreciation to determine the
general percentage of the remaining life expectancy. A low percentage indicates a
future need to replace a substantial part of the capital assets.
Variance Analysis: This is another type of analysis that can be done using OLAP tools.
We can observe if the actual financial status is in compliance with the budget plan, or
if there are variances. Comparing actuals with plan is a regular process in the public
and private sector. It rarely happens that actuals match with the plan, there are always
variances which can be convenient or not. In order to determine the future strategy,
managers should be able to understand the reason of the diﬀerences between actual
and plan. OLAP tools can be used to retrieve from the star schema the information
related with the collected revenues for a specific period, retrieve the information
related with the planned revenues for the same period and present this information
in multiple ways in order to allow the users understand the result. They can as well
be used to make comparisons between the results with appropriate techniques. These
kind of analysis can also be performed on other sets of data containing information
about expenditures, or drill down in lower hierarchies, like in some specific types of
income or expenditures and so on.
Variance analyses can as well help in the continuous monitoring of the cash by
comparing what is expected to happen with what has happened.
OLAP tools can be used not only to compare actual with fact, but also compare
the current year revenues with the previous year, current year with the mid-year
forecast, mid-year forecast with the budget and so on.
Conclusions
In this paper we presented a specific area of public finance that can benefit from the
application of information technology in general and OLAP tools in particular, to
increase eﬀectivity and eﬃciency to the cash management and forecasting process.
To achieve our goal, we explained the role of the data warehouse and we based
our research in a multidimensional star schema containing the necessary accounting
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information as well as plans and forecasts for the future periods. Organization
structure of the data in the data warehouse is important for maximizing the benefit
of OLAP tools. The data are organized in a cube structure, which forms the bases for
all OLAP operations.
We also explained why OLAP is needed and its main models and operations. We
chose the multidimensional OLAP model as the best solution for our job, based on
the features and functions this architecture oﬀers, which are used in the next section
where we look into the way OLAP tools can improve the process and how they can
be applied. In this section we identified reports, analysis and projections from the
simplest to the most complicated, using actual and historical data, data calculations,
data aggregation and de-aggregation and various other OLAP techniques for the
purpose of cash management and forecasting of the General Government.
Through these techniques users can prepare eﬀective and complex analysis along
several dimensions and can have a multidimensional view of the data through easy
and flexible access to information, without the need to know about the dimensions
or the complex actions that OLAP performs automatically.
We can conclude that OLAP systems are able to extract greater value from the
financial data by providing more flexibility in manipulating and viewing the data.
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Abstract
Educational system is the very foundation of a society. The lack of a strong and sound
foundation to society is like the fragility of roots to a tree. Thus, any deficiency in education,
sooner or later will be reflected in society. For this very reason, the state itself must be
engaged in this foundation so that it becomes stronger. However, unfortunately, Kosovo has
been suﬀering in this regard compared to other regions; till the end of the 90s of the last
century Kosovo suﬀered due to occupation and war, and after the freedom, it suﬀered due
to mismanagement of international and national administration. The educational process in
Kosovo has undergone many problems and challenges; it is still suﬀering of multidimensional
problems that the respective institutions and the students themselves are guilty of. If analyzing
the success and the overall progress of the educational process in Kosovo, one often creates
the impression that the teacher-student-parents relationship is broken.
Keywords: education, students, teachers, educational process, Kosovo before and after war.

Education above all
One of the most widely used concepts in educational process is the notion of
education. In English EDUCATION is defined as the facilitating process of gaining
knowledge, skills, virtues, beliefs, and habits. The primary educators of children
are parents and teachers themselves, whilst family and school are among the key
factors of socialization. In the family nest, children adopt the first lessons about life,
like their speech, perceptions about good and bad things - what one must do and
what mustn’t, and the general behavior. On the other hand, in school, in addition to
scientific knowledge, i.e., starting from reading and so on, they deepen, develop, and
improve their education gained from their families. The family, as the first powerful
environment, creates multiple opportunities for children’s education, and prepares
them for reading and writing (Krasniqi, I., 2002: 11); the eventual educational failure
at school "can create problems in child’s development personality" (Misha, A., 2003:
358). The family prepares children for personal life, while the school prepares them
for educational life. At school, children deal only with theory. They do not practice
how to be independent. There are times when family education contradicts with
school education; therefore this is investigated in the early days. "It is pointless for
parents to send unprepared children to school" (Komenski, J, 1946: 58). However,
in today’s society, education is not and cannot be a private matter of the family; it
cannot be left out to mercy, chance, or opposite actions in relation to other social
factors (Prodanović, L, 1975: 17).
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The school and the students’ improper behavior
The problematic and undisciplined behavior of students in the classroom causes a
number of negative consequences to the teacher. In addition to the teaching and
didactic methods, the pedagogical techniques are also considered as instruments of
finding educational paths (Grillo, K, 2002: 304), which aim at changing students’
behavior, "...especially problematic and persistent behaviors which as a consequence
uglify the classroom management system" (Brophy, J, 1987: 3). "The child absorbs
parental norms" and the deviance is caused when "the process of socialization
fails" (Schneider, H, 1987: 528). "The obvious and visible violence, like beating", (2)
the violence manifested in forms of "manipulation of inter-personal relationships,
like the spread of rumors", and (3) the violence used "to achieve immediate goals,
like beating a friend to take his/her money" (Lopez, E, 2008: 434), are some of the
most problematic forms of students’ misbehavior. In addition to parents’ approval,
teenagers "are also interested in having their peers’ approval..." and "...their peers are
a source of approval and disapproval of the problematic behavior...". On the other
hand, if the individual feels anxious because of his/her peers’ disapproval, s/he "...
is less likely to perform delinquent acts..." (Hirschi, T, 1969: 140, 149). According to
Tannenbaum, "only a few children get caught although all may be at the same degree
of guilty" (Tannenbaum, F, 1938: 19).
Changing the environment, friendship, and dealing with the new educator, in
addition to psychic tension, also cause stress on children. Students’ actions are
evaluated by their teachers depending on the characterization of the latter. The
student is at the center, while the teacher plays the role of class leader (Hills, J, 1980:
205). Teachers begin to notice the psycho-emotional changes of children and do not
have diﬃculties in understanding them.
They may unfairly label students' abilities based on the virtue of apparent traits
(physical appearance, social level, etc.,) and not based on the criteria related to
the real potentials of knowledge. So, the students’ labels at school, whether by the
teacher or peers, can be made in a grounded as well as ungrounded manner. Such
an illustration may be the behavior of a student with behavioral problems at school.
For another reason, the student may do an obnoxious act in the classroom. For this
he gets punished by the teacher. Later, because of the clumsiness, he creates a mess
and again he is rebuked by the teacher. Then s/he is blamed for something s/he has
not done. When the teacher uses labels like "bad" or "undisciplined", or other bad
labels, the student becomes angry and s/he may feel trapped in performing the role
expected from him/her. After that, the student may experience a strong desire to
accept his/her role in the classroom as defined by the teacher, especially when s/
he finds out that there are rewards as well as punishments that derive from such a
role... (Lemert, M 1951: 77). Labeling at school happens first of all because "students
have neither the capacity nor the power to determine whether they wish to be
labeled or not; and if yes, what kind of labels they wish to be given by the school
staﬀ. As a consequence, when labels are bad, students become readily vulnerable
victims to the labeling process" (Cullen, T, et al., 1976: 13). According to the author,
"labeling in the classroom is a real occurrence which has the potential to have longterm consequences, even negative ones for students" (Ercole, J, 2009: 22). Given the
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student's position at school, his/her limited power, often happens that the student
gets comfortable to the labeling given at school.
Negative labels are often associated with low outcomes in learning, while the
positive ones (positive teachers’ expectations for students) are associated with higher
learning outcomes.
Many students at school, though intelligent and psychologically normal, may
become "stupid" just because they are defined and treated this way. On the other
hand, "if the teacher insists on labeling only the deviant act, and avoids carefully
labeling the person as deviant, then the student will find it easier to define his/her
acts as something unusual, and more easily would avoid such behavior in the future"
(Hargreaves, H, et al, 1975: 259). American sociologist Rist noted that "within the
framework of labeling theory, an emphasis has been placed on the role of (academic)
institutions in selecting, labeling, and treating people in diﬀerent ways based on the
assessment that institutions have made to the individual" (Rist, C, 1977: 155). The
nasty vocabulary is increasing day by day; even the smallest children do not hesitate
to utter diﬀerent contumelies. Unfortunately, this vocabulary is also present in
educational institutions. "Kosovo Education Center KEC has identified 154 kinds of
insults said by the teachers. It is also published the teachers' nasty words dictionary,
such as: 'kastravec', 'gomar', ' lazdrak', 'e poshtër', 'bërllok', 'plehra', 'kafshë', 'shtazë',
'i çmendur', 'majmun', 'trullavicë', 'qurë', 'dibidus', 'budallë', 'analfabet', ‘lavire',
'derr’, ‘buallicë’, ‘lopë’, 'idiot', ‘hajvan’, ‘rruspi’, ‘qeder’, ‘kishk’, ‘qyski’, etc. [idiot,
dumb, ignorant, whore, donkey, monkey, cow, pig, etc.]" [Infopress Journal, Monday
29 January 2007: 8].
Students with special needs and conditions
It was the family among the first which faced many social problems that Albanian
society experienced in diﬀerent periods of time in the last twenty years. Children's
education is an issue that aﬀects all Albanian families, as it is related to children’s
intellectual development, future, career, or even financial security in the coming
decades. All parents try to do the best for their children, and this is an indisputable
fact. One of the most serious problems was the increasing number of children with
special needs who needed social and medical care; diﬀerent from the others. There
are no exact figures in this area, but their number seems to increase year by year.
During these two decades, information on disability and its treatment has increased
with very sensitive steps. Now, the medical staﬀ is more specialized in dealing with
various disability cases, and preparing parents or relatives of the child for the new
treatment mode. Social and psychological service workers work in various teams
in medical, community, and school institutions to properly handle and treat such
children. These children deserve a special attention and dedication from all those
who carry out the education process throughout their developmental, treatment,
and growth performance.
In addition to children with special needs, there are also many children with special
conditions, i.e., with diﬃcult economic and social conditions. According to MES
statistics, the number of students who abandoned school in the 2004/2005 school
year from the two levels was 5,567. Of the total number of students who abandoned
compulsory education in 2005, 1,932 or 47% of them were males and 2.209 or
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53% were females (Kosova Sot, Friday 17 June 2005, pp. 1 and 8). The newspaper
"Kosova Sot" Friday, June 17, 2005, p. 1 and 8 brought a headline, "This year, 5,567
students abandoned school" written by Valentina Rexha. It is said that many children
abandoned school because of their diﬃcult economic situation; just because there is
no one to care for their families, they were forced either to carry merchandise, or sell
cigarette and other things on the roads. In the school year 2003/2004, according to
MES statistics, in primary and secondary education, a total of 379 thousand and 637
students were enrolled, while the number of those who abandoned education was
6,463; while in the school year 2004/2005 the number of students who abandoned
school education of the two levels was 5,567 students. Of the total number, 1,932
students or 47% were males, while 2,209 or 53% of them were females. The newspaper
"Lajm" on Thursday, July 21, 2005 p. 3 brought Anita Kadri's report titled “Our
families depend on us”, where it is said that the number of boys who abandoned
school education was higher than the number of girls, because the boys – since their
childhood - need to take care of their families. In 2002/2003 school year, the total
number of students was 354,918. 5,703 of them abandoned the school, where 3,049
were females and 2,654 males. In the school year 2002/2003, of the total number of
354,918, 5.703 students abandoned education, where 3.049 were females and 2.654
were males. In the school year 2004/2005 out of 355,339 students, 4,141 abandoned
school; of them 1,932 were males and 2,209 females.
Considering the number of children for whom a special treatment is needed, it is
worth noting that for this category of people, the state as well as the good willing
mechanisms must do much more. This reminds us Albert Einstein's saying, "The
world is a dangerous place to live; Not because of the people who are evil, but
because of the people who do not do anything about it." (Chastain, J. et al, 2017: 5).
Education through the overcoming of diﬃcult challenges
With the violent abolition of Kosovo's autonomy guaranteed by the 1974 constitution,
following the installation of repressive measures in 1990, the education system
suﬀered too much. The University of Prishtina, the Academy, the Albanological
Institute, and upper-secondary schools were closed. Teaching and learning under
extremely diﬃcult conditions were conducted in private homes, while funding was
made from the 3%, which was collected by the Kosovo government in exile.
After the end of the war, it was noted that in primary and upper-secondary schools,
unqualified teachers were lecturing; therefore, they were required to continue their
education as much as needed. However, there were also qualified teachers, but
lacked knowledge regarding educational process.
Taking this into account the matura test loses its meaning as the students are being
tested rather than first teachers being tested.
The educational process is obstructed by several factors: many schools were damaged
by war, many were nonfunctional; there were also many overcrowded classrooms
with students, often over 45; the lack of discipline, and the lack of implementation
of regulations approved by the Ministry Of Education and Municipal Departments
prevails; educational institutions failed to observe teachers in their classrooms; there
is a parents’ lack of interest; there is a lack of motivation to the distinguished students
and teachers, and so on.
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One of the most common consequences is the loss of teaching time in order to set
order in the classroom. Other consequences are: the loss of motivation for work; the
reduced eﬀectiveness foe working; teachers’ dissatisfaction for work; the tendency to
leave the job, the increasing stress level, etc.
Education is politicized although the rulers deny it; every time the central government
changes - the minister of education changes too, and whenever the local government
changes - the school principal changes too. If a qualitative education is really needed,
this practice must be changed, at least in terms of education; instead of giving the
politicians leading positions on educational institutions, there must be people of
high quality knowledge and professionalism.
Pre-university education suﬀers from many problems, and all this is reflected in
university education which also has its own problems. Often the Rectors of the
University of Prishtina did not complete their mandate due to irregularities in
their selection. The implementation of the Bologna system significantly weakened
the quality criterion. The required literature was mainly in English while most of
the students did not understand it. Consequently, students were taught to take
exams with scripts that did not even reach 50 pages of A4 format – extracted from
the lectures; passing exams became extremely easy, while creativity, success, and
achievements were significantly reduced.
Private educational institutions
The concept for school in general and private one in particular is very early, even
earlier than the public school (Group of Authors, 2003: 40). After the war in Kosovo,
private schools and universities flooded like a river, and flourished like mushrooms
after the rain. The essence of all was business, while quality in general was extremely
poor. These were exactly the institutions that further degraded education in Kosovo.
Explaining this phenomenon, Academician Mehmet Kraja says: "To these schools,
which sometimes (or very often) did not meet the elementary requirements of the
courses against illiteracy, were camouflaged under great national and international
names that sounded beautiful, by creating the elite association on scientific knowledge
and art skills. It is only to be said, without a doubt that with these schools we made an
irreparable damage to ourselves in three basic points: first, we blackmailed, ruined,
and degraded to destruction the basic system of education; second, we produced
and continue to produce unprofessional poorly educated cadres who distribute their
ignorance and unprofessionalism aggressively across all institutions and segments
of social life, and third, which is the most serious one, we created a devastating idea
to the youth that school is nothing; that the conventional school of their parents is
overcome, unnecessary. The damage caused to our higher education by the Ministry
of Education through licensing (or with non-license at all) the private universities,
can be compared to the extent of the damage that Serbia caused to our education
in general during the last decades of the previous century. Just have a look on the
number of people - with important government and party posts during these years
- who went to the University in order to get a diploma or a 'scientific' title, and you
will know on what kind of level we have fallen. Three people who do not know and
have never done anything worthwhile in their life, meet together, fill in forms, open
a bank account, put on a nonsense name, establish a university, a specialized school,
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or whatever they like..." ( Kraja, M, 2009: 70, 153-154).
That the education in Kosovo continues to be in deep crisis is also evidenced by the
result of the OECD Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA 2015),
which ranks Kosovo at the lowest possible levels of education.
The headscarves issue
One of the most rumored issues in the media during the educational process
was the headscarf of girls who practice Islamic religion. There have been dozens
of cases when exemplary girls have been excluded from school just because they
wear headscarfs. At the same time, some female teachers have been excluded too.
Several complaints, demonstrations, and protests have taken place, and some public
debates and broadcasts have been held on this topic. The media have devoted a
great space to this topic. In the weekly newspaper "Java" number 149, dated June 2,
the headline of the week was reserved for a teacher of “Isa Boletini” school in Busi, a
small village in the municipality of Pristina, Mrs. Qefsere Fazliu. Exposing her photo
on the front page, the editorial board also gives the comment of the publisher Migjen
Kelmend titled: "The right to manifest the religion as a fundamental human right",
addressing criticism to the Council for Protection of Human Rights and Freedom,
Kosovo (CPHRF) for its non-reaction to this case. With the headline "God Forgives
Free People," p. 5 and 6, authors Petrit Musolli and Fehmi Maloku give details about
the case of the aforementioned teacher’s expulsion from the school principal Nebih
Gashi. The teacher addressed her issue to the head director of education in the
municipality of Pristina, asking them to give evidence based on the law for such
an expulsion, but she was meanly ignored. The same authors have also conducted
an interview with Kosovo's head-imam Mr. Sabri Bajgora regarding this case. Mr.
Bajgora in this interview emphasizes that the Islamic Community is committed to help
and support its believers. In addition to that, he said that they asked and discussed
with Kosovo Deputy Director, Mr. Lary Rosin about this case, who promised that it
will be carefully reviewed, and such abuses will not be allowed by law. Mr. Bajgora
then rises a few questions: "Why doesn’t the Ministry of Education Science and
Technology react to the nakedness of girls in upper-secondary and primary schools?
Why doesn’t it deal with drug issues, prostitution, and other bad habits that take
place openly in our schools? Why doesn’t anyone react to this issue?” Bajgora thinks
that this is a drastic violation of basic human rights. It is not true that clothing is
a religious propaganda. It is an individual matter; each person's taste. Mr. Bajgora
further says that if Kosovo institutions do not solve this case fairly, then there will be
chain reactions, and they will not be responsible about potential consequences. The
teacher of “Isa Boletini” school in Busi, municipality of Prishtina, Mrs. Qefsere Fazliu
was expelled from school just because of the headscarf. Regarding this case, the
ombudsperson, Mr. Novick has also reacted. He manifested his reaction by writing a
letter to the Minister of Education. Mr. Novicki requested from Minister Agim Veliu
to clarify on what basis or law was the teacher excluded, since there is no law on
wearing the headscarf and since the article 4.7 does not foresee the ban of headscarf
in public educational institutions. Mr. Veliu explained that the teacher was excluded
because she had preached religion in her classes (Java no.149 2 June 2005 p. 5 and 6).
Taking into account the issue that has been raised about the headscarf, a simple
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analysis leads to Islamophobia which is prevailing in Kosovo.
If we make a comparison of girls' headscarves with the lecturer's hat from Israel, dr.
Moshe Landsman who lectures at the University of Prishtina, in the Department of
Psychology, we see no diﬀerence; why does not the same standard apply for both of
them?! There has never been any reaction to this case.
What would happen if an Albanian University professor wore a pilgrim’s hat? How
would the Kosovar society reacted?
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Reforms in Public Administration in the Republic of Macedonia
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Abstract
Changing public administration is not a present-day ambition but, obviously, it is a constant
factor of programs for a more eﬃcient government that has been and is constantly present
in world politics and especially in the Western European countries. Public administration
in the Republic of Macedonia faces the overload with employees as administrators, lack of
professional staﬀ, institutions have inappropriate teams, etc. What disturbs more in reality
is the fact of its extreme politicization, and the reforms last from 1999 and have not resulted
in any eﬃciency. The endless debates are not a solution. The deadline should be defined
and a strategy for reforms in public administration should be adopted which will enable the
employment of professional staﬀ into the administration.
The government has announced the adoption of a law for reforms on public administration
in order to avoid numerous criticisms of politicization and unprofessionalism of the
administration, but nothing has been done in this regard. Experts are skeptical because they
think that the drafted strategy does not foresee concrete measures regarding the avoidance of
politicization employment in the administration.
Keywords: public administration, reforms, government, transition, corruption.

Introduction
The process of administrative transition requires a special attention and at the same
time the assessment of the concrete goals for achieving the objectives. Reforms aim to
ensure the eﬃciency and responsibility of the executive power in enforcing the law,
improving public services for citizens, controlling the budget spending, simplifying
administrative procedures in the exercise of various activities and reducing the
administrative apparatus. Public administration reforms, among the other things,
must support the development of democratic society.
The development of democracy and the market economy also requires the
establishment of a public administration that will improve the quality of services
that will be transformed into services for citizens and for economic entities, and will
promote a further development of the market economy.1 As one of the main motives
for implementing reforms in public administration in Eastern and Central European
countries is their intension to EU integration.
The administration in Macedonia, except being overcrowded with a number
that exceeds 100,000, it is also criticized for unprofessionalism, for the increased
corruption and being very influenced by politics that represent a continuous process
for countries in the transition process. This process should be orientated towards
the administrative system's capacity to deal with citizens' needs and the needs of
contemporary society.
There is the administrative-material legislative section of the Union which a potential
1
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candidate country for accession to the European Union should follow the idea of the
"European Administrative Space" that is approved in the European Principles for
Public Administration, SIGMA Papers no. 27. First of all, member states have a wide
range of autonomy and discretion in relation to the deployment of the administration
and leadership system, while that system is established and functions within the
political, and democratic regime.
2. Motives for Reforms Implementation
The government mentions the recent development of a democratic society and the
support of the development of the labor market as the main motives for implementing
reforms in the public administration in the Republic of Macedonia. Stating diﬀerently,
the stability and continuity of the state can only be ensured with the development
of a democratic administration, which means that reforms in public administration
in the Republic of Macedonia should ensure the development of a system of public
administration with the following characteristics:
• A small public administration, respectively a "state" with a changeable nature of
state intervention directed towards regulatory functions and follow-up functions;
• A simple structure of the public administration system in accordance with
parliamentary democracy – allowing as few as possible separate structures that
are not involved in the leadership of any entity responsible for its functioning that
has a direct parliamentary responsibility;
• Democratic administration which, in the framework of the constitution, during
the realization of the public competences and the use of the tools at its disposal is
governed by justice;
• Protection of the administration during the exercise of competences from political
interests and other interests, its control through transparent mechanisms and by
independent institutions;
• A responsible public administration citizen-oriented and eﬃcient in is service for
citizens and legal entities in the realization of their rights;
• A deconcentrated model of public administration.
3. The fundamental principles of the new system in public administration
From the main features of the public administration, the following basic principles
for functioning the new public administration system need to considered:
1.
Rule of Law
2.
Transparency
3.
Competence
4.
Stability
5.
Responsibility
6.
Predictability
7.
Equal treatment of users
8.
Eﬃciency and
9.
Ethics
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4. Directions - Reform spheres in public administration
The reform strategy in public administration in the Republic of Macedonia as
activities for reforms in order to have a structural suitability and functionality
emphasizes the following areas:
•
The system of state administration;
•
The system of public administration in the broadest sense;
•
The system of local –government;
•
Redefinition of the role of the state;
•
Realization and protection of citizens' rights;
•
Restructuring public finances and
•
Developing the system of the information technology.
However, no reform can be immediately applied in all spheres. Therefore, the
Government of the Republic of Macedonia will have to set the spheres of priority for
the initial reform period on the one hand and on the other hand to justify the need
for balancing the short-term, mid-term, and long-term reforms. Thus, the following
areas are proposed as priority:
• The system of state administration;
• Restructuring of public finances and
• Realization and protection of citizens' rights.
Thus, all those who have positions in executive, legislative and government branches
are government oﬃcials, while those in other public sectors such as culture, health,
education and others are members of the public administration.2
The European Partnership also includes key priorities and makes calls to Macedonia
for further eﬀorts in doing reforms on these area, such as: increased transparency,
further de-politicization in recruiting and in advancement of public service, greater
cooperation between state entities and the Ombudsman, internal control and audit
at the local level of governance.
The Public Prosecutor's Report refers to unreformed and poorly managed public
administration, it reports for the need for more professional conduct of oﬃcial
responsible persons, for their responsible and professional work in accordance with
the code of good administrative work, for greater responsibility of institutions, etc.
Although since June 2003, the government of the Republic of Macedonia has
also marked the fight against corruption as one of its strategic priorities. This
phenomenon as it is shown by serious international analyzes recently, remains one
of the worst wounds of this society, from the lower level of power to the higher level
of power. The degree of corruption of oﬃcial persons in Macedonia is quite high
and the consequences are very dangerous even for the very existence of the state of
Macedonia, with a corruption tendency to expand day by day and almost there is no
any foreign report that do not emphasize the issue of corruption.
5. Performance of public administration reforms
The public administration in the Republic of Macedonia has continually done
reforms in order to respond to the specific and current requirements that raised after
its independence. After the independence of the Republic of Macedonia, many
2
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reforms were taken in the normative aspect for a better functioning of the public
administration, but its practical functioning has not changed.
The system of state administration in the Republic of Macedonia consists of the
central part of the state administration - administration branches of law, executive
and judicial, including the self-government administration.
It is entrusted to the state administration the role of realizing the right reforms in
all areas of cooperation with the EU. This is evidenced by the national programs
of the Government of the Republic of Macedonia for the implementation of EU
legislation. These included provisions in the strategy are compatible with the aims
of the Euro-integration process and in the priorities arising from the implementation
of the constitutional provisions of the Ohrid Framework Agreement for an equal
representation of communities and decentralization.
With constitutional amendments of 2001 and the implementation of the principle
of equal representation and adequate community representatives in public
administration, and their participation, the increase of their participation appear to
be a priority in the process of PA reforms.3
Reforms in the PA as a whole and their ability to EU membership are two
complementary processes for the implementation which a strategic approach is
needed.
The main goals from reforms in the PA in the context of EU integration are: the
PA's capacity to implement the European legislation, the PA's capacity to implement
the overall economic policy reforms and the legal system, building the necessary
institutions for realization the free movement of capital, people, goods, and services
in the EU.
The Republic of Macedonia should decide for a rational, small, eﬃcient and
accountable administration. Even the issues related to the structure, distribution
and the use of human resources in the PA are of special importance during the
process of reforms. Present activities need to be included as concrete PA reforms,
such as: ensuring the strategic planning process in the administration, and defining
legal and sub-legal frameworks to PA. Another reform that has been applied in in
the EU countries and in the transition countries and there are still engagements to
implement a reform in order to simplify and clarify the tax system, especially the
tax laws that are approved and implemented to be as clear as possible and more
easily interpretable and understandable by the taxpayers. Furthermore, a reform
with special interest is the reform related with of the tax administration.
Conclusions
There were problems in Macedonia frequently the political will and real reforms
to be done. There are two models of administrations in the world, the first one is in
the function of realizing human rights, while the second one is in the function of the
realizing governing policies.
All western European countries have the first model, and unfortunately, Macedonia
is still at the stage where the state administration is in the function of serving the
political leadership.
The responsibility of the state administration as well as public services, entities,
3
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public enterprises and legal and physical persons who are being delegated and
entrusted the execution of public authorizations by law must be at a high level in
order to meet the needs of the citizens and to service the citizens.
Therefore, for PA to be perfect it needs to be reformed in order to eliminate the
gaps which are obstacles to the progress for a democratic society, because the role
of administration increases daily because of its involvement in diﬀerent spheres of
social development.
The administrators should research and articulate social interest, help citizens in
researching and finding successful solutions, and in all their actions to be within the
constitutional framework and principles as a model which is depoliticized and right
model of public administration in order to eliminate all existing problems.
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Abstract
The aim of this article is to provide a short overview of the choice of law rules for intellectual
property infringements according Rome II Regulation. This article highlights the main tenets
of the choice of law rules according the Rome II Regulation and discusses the European Court
of Justice recent case law practice in determining the applicable law. Given the uncertainty
of the case law, a recent proposal to replace the lex loci protectionis principle with a more
eﬃcient “market eﬀects” tests, is analyzed in more detail. Theoretical and practical aspects of
exclusion of party choice of law and escape clauses that are involved in the main body of the
Article 8 of the Rome II Regulation will be analyzed in the light of the modern developments
of private law.
Keywords: Rome II Regulation, Intellectual Property, Lex Loci Protectionis, Lex Loci Actus,
Party Autonomy, Non-Contractual Obligations.

Introduction and Purpose
A non-contractual obligation arising from such an infringement shall be governed
by the law of the country for which protection is claimed (lex loci protectionis).
Paragraph 1 of Article 8 of Rome II Regulation, is also applies to a non-contractual
obligation arising from an infringement of a unitary Community IPR. This excludes
any question that is not governed by the relevant community instrument. According
to Paragraph 2, the applicable law for such questions shall be the law of the country
in which the act of infringement was committed (lex loci actus). Parties to a noncontractual obligation pursuant to paragraphs 1 and 2 may not agree to submit their
obligations to the law of their choice (paragraph 3).
According to recital (26), Article 8 should preserve “the universally acknowledged
principle of the lex loci protectionis.” Even though the application of the lex loci
protectionis is reasonable, the statement is an exaggeration. Applicability, scope
and precise contours of the lex loci protectionis are far from being “universally
acknowledged.”1The relevant international treaties (e.g. Article 5(2) Berne
Convention, Article 3(1) TRIPs)2 prescribe the application of the territoriality
principle for IPRs in substantive law- an IPR’s scope of protection is limited to the
territory of the country where the right is granted.3 The conventions do not, however,
1

Cf. Dickinson, The Rome II Regulation : The Law Applicable to Non-Contractual Obligations
(2nd ed. 2010), para.8.22; Leistner, the Law Applicable to Non Contractual Obligation Arising
from an Infringement of National or Community IP Rights, in Intellectual Property and Private
International Law (eds. 2009), 97,99-101.
2
Cf. also Art. 4 bis (1), 6(3) Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property; Art.3
European Patent Convention; 3bis (1) Madrid Agreement Concerning the International Registration
of Marks.
3
Basedow/ Metzeger, Lex Loci Protections Europea. Anmerkungen zu Art.8 des Vorschlags der
EG-Kommission fur eine “Verordnunguber das auf aus servertragliche Schuld verhaltnisse an zu
wendende Recht” (Rom II), in FS Boguslavskĳ, 153, 157.
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stablish the applicability of the lex loci proctionis.4 Consequently, not all EU member
states applied the lex loci proctionis to (all) matters of intellectual property before the
Rome II Regulation entered into force.5
For registered rights, both territoriality principle and lex loci proctectionis are widely
recognized.6 Such rights are granted by a state; their eﬀect is by nature limited to
the territory of the state for which protection is claimed. Copyrights, however, are
based on the act of creation and not on the fulfillment of formalities. In, addition,
copyrights have, in many parts of the world, a strong moral rights component.
Consequently, it has been argued that copyright law should be guided by the
universality principle: A copyright established in the work’s country of origin ought
to apply worldwide.7 Matters of international copyright law, then, should (at least
partially) be determined according to the law of origin (lex originis):8 The law of the
country of first publication should govern issues concerning published copyrighted
works while matters regarding unpublished copyrighted works should be governed
by the law of the author’s personal status. 9 Most national legislatures as well as
international treaties have decided against that principle.10 The same is true for the
various international proposals on conflict of laws in intellectual property disputes.
Some countries, though, including EU member states such as Greece, Portugal, at
least partially follow the lex originis.11
2. Legislative History
The Commission’s preliminary draft proposal from 2002 did not contain a specific
rule for matters of intellectual property.12 Since it did not exclude IPRs from the
scope of the regulation, the general rule (today’s Article 4)13 would have applied. The
Hamburg Group for Private International Law, a group of German scholars, strongly
criticized the draft proposal.14 The Group’s comments and suggestions influenced
4

This question is subject to debate, CJEU Case C-28/04 Tod’s Spa and Tod’s France SARL v.
Heyraud SA, para. 32-33.
5
Art. 67(3) 1 Greek Copyright Act 1993; Art. 48(1) Portuguese Civil Code both provide for the lex
origins. Cf. below 36-38.
6
As a stand-in for many, cf. Basedow/ Metzger, Lex loci protectionis europea, 156; Schack, Das
auf Immaterial guterrechte an wendbare Recht nach Rome II, in FS Kropholler, 651, 655, both with
further references.
7
Cf. only Schack, Urheber- und urhebervertragsrecht (6th ed. 2013), para. 919.
8
Above all the existence of an IPR as well as questions of initial ownership should, according to
some, be governed by the lex originis. Katzenberger, Vor 120 ﬀ. UrhG, in Urheberrecht, para 122.
9
Basedow, Foundations of Private International Law in Intellectual Property, in Intellectual
Property in the Global Arena (Basedow, Kono and Metzger eds, 2010), 1, 14.
10
A notable exception among international treaties is the curiously phrased Art. 2 Montevideo
Copyright Convention on Literary and Artistic Property (1889).
11
According to Art. 67(3)1 Greek Copyright Act 1993, copyright and neighboring rights generally
follow the lex originis. Portuguese law determines all aspects of creation according to that principle
(Art. 48(1) Portuguese Civil Code). The French Court de Cassation applied the lex originis to
questions of initial ownership.
12
Consultation on a Preliminary Draft Proposal for a Council Regulation on the Law Applicable to
Non-Contractual Obligations of 3 May 2002.
13
In the Preliminary Draft Proposal, the general rule was contained in Art 3.
14
Hamburg Group for Private International Law, Comments on the European Commission’s Draft
Proposal for a Council Regulation on the Law Applicable to Non-Contractual obligations, (2003),
1, 21-25.
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the Commission’s 2003 proposal for Article 8,15 especially the article’s structure as
well as the general rule contained in paragraph 1.
The endorsement of the lex loci proctionis was not heavily contested;16 the proposed
paragraph 1 survived the legislative process-apart from one minor textual nature as
well.17 The biggest revision of Article 8 was the introduction of paragraph 3. It had
formed part of the Commission proposal’s Article 10 (Freedom of Choice, today’s
Article 14).18
3. Infringement of an Intellectual Property
3.1 Scope of Application
Article 8 is of universal application; the law it specifies is applicable whether or not
it is the law of a member state (Article 3). Article 8 applies to violations of IPRs that
took place on or after 11 January 2009.19
Intellectual Property Rights. Rome II does not define the term “intellectual property
right.” However, according to Recital (26), the term IPR” should be interpreted
as meaning, for instance, copyright, related rights, the sui generis right for the
protection of databases and industrial property rights”. The list is non- exhaustive
(for instance). It covers registered as well as unregistered IPRs.
The term IPR is to be construed autonomously; account should be taken of the variety
of national IPRs. The various existing definitions in international and European
intellectual property can serve as guideposts; diﬀerences between substantive law
and private international law might, however, require modifications. One such
instance is the term “industrial property” as used by Article 1(2) Paris Convention
for the Protection of Industrial Property (1883). There, it includes :the repression of
unfair competition” which falls within the scope of Article 6.
Copyright composes of two groups of rights: economic rights and rights based on the
author’s personality (moral rights; droits morals). In principle, both are covered by
Article 8. This is true even though Article 1(2) (g) excludes the violation of the rights
relating to personality from the scope of the regulation. Unlike the rights mentioned
by Article 1(2) (g), moral rights are granted with respect to a specific work. Because
the French droit de non-paternalite does not fulfill this requirement but is independent
of a work, it falls outside the scope of Rome II.20
Article 8 also applies to violations of database protection and of related rights (Recital
(26)).21 The later include the rights mentioned in Article 3 of the Term Directive
“Duration of related rights”): rights of performing artists, producers of phonograms,
film producers, and broadcasting organizations.22 The protection of previously
15

COM (2003) 427 final,35.
Council Doc. 11801/04, 5.
17
Compare the current language with that of the Commission’s proposal, COM (2003) 427 final, 35.
Fundamental criticism came from the French delegation; it thought para. 2 to be unnecessary and
asked that it be stricken, cf. Council Doc. 13047/04, 7. For a contrary view cf. Council Doc. 16240/04,
6-7 (German Delegation).
18
COM(2003) 427 final, 36. The paragraph’s final wording stems from Council Doc. 9751/06 17.
19
Art. 31, 32.
20
Drexl, InimmGR, in Muchener Kommentar ,para. 154.
21
On the topic of related rights cf. Grunberger, Die Urhebervermutung un die Inhabervermutung
fur die Leistungs schutz bereichtigten, GRUR 2006, 894, 898; Id., 134, 139.
22
Art. 3 Directive 2006/116/EC.
16
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unpublished works, of critical and scientific publications of public domain works,
and of photographs which are not the author’s own intellectual creation23is closely
related to copyright, and therefore equally covered. At times, though, it might be
hard to draw the line between rights for organizers of sports events.
The term “industrial property right” includes patent, utility models, industrial
design, and plant variety rights, as well as trademarks and trade names, as long as
they convey individual legal interests. It is subject to debate whether designations of
origin and geographical indications are covered under Article 8, or whether they fall
within the scope of Article 6. Where they are granted to protect the functioning of
the market, Article 6 applies, while Article 8 is applicable where they confer property
rights. According to those same rules, traditional knowledge and folklore may be
covered under Article 8.
Non-contractual Obligations. As part of Rome II’s Chapter II (“Torts/Delicts”),
Article 8 is applicable to torts (“infringement”). It equally applies to non-contractual
obligations arising from an infringement of an IPR as covered by Rome II’s Chapter
III (Article 13): unjust enrichment, negotiorum gestio, and culpa in contrahendo.
The artist’s resale right (droit se suite) and other rights to remuneration or compensation
for lawful acts, such as the right to compensation for a use of a sign which occurs
between the date of publication of a Community trademark application and the date
of publication of registration, are not covered by the wording of either Article 8 or
Article 13. Accordingly, they fall outside the scope or Article 8.24 In this regard, The
Regulation diﬀers from the Commission’s 2003 proposal: Its Article 9(6) stated that all
non-contractual obligations in the field of intellectual property would be governed
by Article 8.25
Relationship with Other Articles of Rome II. Articles 10-12 do not apply to noncontractual obligations arising from an infringement of an IPR (Article 13). Such
obligations fall within the Scope of Article 8. In addition, article 8 prevails over
Article 4. The relationship between Article 8 and Article 6 is particularly problematic
with respect to geographical indications and designations of origin26 as well as with
respect to protection of know-how and trade secrets.27
3.2 Determination of the Applicable Law
Precedence of Other Provisions of Community Law and Existing International
Conventions. Conflict of law rules that are laid down in other provisions of
community law and in existing international conventions have priority over Article
8 (Articles 27, 28).
As concerns Community Law, the Resale Right and IP Enforcement Directives do not
contain conflict of law rules.28 Article 3 E-Commerce Directive cannot get into conflict
23

Art.6 sentence 3 Directive 2006/116/EC
Cf. also Dickinson, Rome II, para. 8.18; Fezer/Koos, Int WirtschR, in Staudingers Kommentar
zum Burgerlichen Gesetz buch, Die Umsetzung der Folgerechtsrichtlinie in den Mitgliedstaaten,
ZEuP 2008, 252.
25
COM (2003) 427 final.
26
Cf. above mn.11
27
According to the Commission, business secrets fall within the scope of Art.6, COM (2003) 427
final, 16 Cf. comment to Art 6.
28
Directive 2001/84/EC; Recital 11 Directive 2004/48/EC.
24
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with Article 8 since IPRs are excluded from the Directive’s scope.29 Article 1(2)(a) and
(b) Satellite Broadcasting Directive30 is not a conflict rule but one of substantive law.
The same is true for Article 18 as well as Article 34 et seq., 56 et seq. TFEU.31 It is hotly
contested whether the relevant international conventions (e.g. Article 5(2) Berne
Convention and Article 3(1) TRIPs) contain conflict rules, whether they prescribe
the creation of specific conflict rules for their member states, or whether their scope
is limited to substantive law. Those who are of the opinion that the conventions do
indeed contain conflict rules would have to give them precedence over Article 8. In
practice, this dispute will have little impact: If the conventions contained or obliged
their member states to foresee a certain conflict rule, it would be the lex loci protectionis
and thus the same rule as provided for in paragraph 1.
Lex Loci Protectionis. According to paragraph 1, the applicable law shall be the law
of the country for which protection is claimed. The norm does not foresee any
additional requirements.
The territoriality principle implies that an IPR in a specific country can only be
infringed if the infringement occurred in that country. There is disagreement as to
whether that principle limits the lex loci protectionis, or whether its eﬀect is limited
to substantive law.32 Those who are of the former opinion interpret the lex loci
protectionis as a subset of the lex loci delicti commissi.: The lex loci protectionis would
call for the application of the law of the country where the infringement took place.
The better arguments, though, speak for the latter opinion, especially in the context
of Article 8. Unlike paragraph 2, paragraph 1 does not call for the application of the
law of the country in which the act of infringement was committed. De facto, then,
claimants may choose the applicable law. They do, however, have to substantiate for
which country they claim protection. Article 8 does not clarify the place of injury for
a certain knit of tort, as does Article 633. It contains a rule that is diﬀerent from the one
established in Article 4. Consequently, it covers not only partial, but also preparatory
acts. One might, however, consider ruling out cases where the claimant provoked
the applicability of a certain law by fraudulent acts or by manipulation.34
Multinational Infringements. According to the lex loci protectionis, if acts committed
in diﬀerent countries each violate the relevant IPR, the laws of all of these countries
apply (if the claimant claims protection for them). The same is true if a single act
infringes IPRs in more than one country (‘mosaic principle’). Such multinational
infringements occur particularly often in cases involving print media, radio and
television broadcasts, and communication over the Internet. Especially with respect
to acts committed over the Internet, both the territoriality principle and the lex loci
protectionis reach their limits. Such infringements are by nature ubiquitous;35 it is
impossible to identify one or even a limited number of applicable law. Paragraph 1
does not provide for a limitation of the lex loci protectionis to mitigate this problem.36
29

Art. 3(3) Directive 2000/31/EC in connection with the first indent of the Directive’s Annex.
Directive 93/83/EEC
31
Drexl, InimmGR, in MunchenerKommentar, paras 120-122; Sack WRP 2008, 1405, 1416.
32
Drexl, IntimmGR, in Munchener Kommentar, para.14; Klass GRUR Int. 2007, 373, 376.
33
Cf. Recital 21 Rome II.
34
The French Cour de Cassation, for example, did so with regard to provocation of jurisdiction.
35
Cf. Basedow, Foundations, 11, 27; Buchner, Rom 11 und das InternationaleImmaterial guter-und
Wettbewerbsrecht, GRUR-Beilage 2014, 29, 31.
36
Cf. CJEU Case c-173/11 Football Data co et al. v. Sportradar GmbH et al. OLG Munchen, 29 U
3496/11 2012, 1 328.
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Under the mosaic principle, each available law may only grant remedies for acts
of infringement which have taken place in the respective country under the law
of that country. As regards the award of damages, this rule does not pose much
diﬃculty. With respect to injunctive relief, however, it is not easy to follow:37 if a
court grants a prohibitory injunctions under one law, that injunction might have
eﬀects outside that state’s territory. Courts should take all possible measures to avoid
such extraterritorial eﬀects.
Secondary Liability. The lex protectionis applies to both direct and secondary liability
(Article 15(g)). This might create problems in situations where an accomplice has
acted exclusively outside the territory of the country for which protection is claimed,
and where the law of that country does not require the infringement to have a nexus
to its territory, as well as in situations where a person could, for the same act, be
held primarily liable in one country and secondarily liable in another. Even more
problematic is the liability of Internet Service Providers (ISPs).38 Here, the application
of the lex loci protectionis clearly leads to an excess of prescriptive authority in that
ISPs potentially would have to comply with IP regimes across the world. Therefore,
some international proposals on conflict of laws in IP disputes provide for a diﬀerent
rule for liability of ISPs. They could serve as a model for a possible amendment of
Article 8.
3.3 Infringement of a Unitary Community Intellectual Property Right
Paragraph 1 is not only applicable to national IPRs. It also applies to non-contractual
obligations that arise from an infringement of a unitary Community IPR. Here, the
locus proctionis is the Community as a whole. For unitary IPRs, paragraph 1 serves
to determine whether the applicable law is that of a member state or that of a third
country.39 If the applicable law according to paragraph 1 is that of a member state, the
relevant Community instrument shall apply. For any question that is not governed
by such instrument, the applicable law shall, according to paragraph 2, be the law of
the country in which the act of infringement was committed.40
Unitary Community intellectual Property Rights. So far, the European Union
has created the following unitary Community IPRs: the Community trademark,
Community designs,41 Community plant variety rights,42 and geographical
indications and designations of origin as protected under Regulation 510/2006. While
the European patent confers but a bundle of national patents, the European patent
with unitary eﬀect will, as to the law applicable to infringements of that right, have
the same eﬀect as a unitary Community IPR. All of these rights were introduced by
way of regulation. By contrast, IPRs based on directives, such as the artist’s resale
and the protection of data bases, do not constitute unitary Community IPRs.43 In
37

Heinze, Art. 8 Rom II-VO, in juris PK-BGB,para. 15; Illmer, Art.8, in Rome II. Para 35.
Regarding the analogues problem for broadcasters cf. van Eechoud, IRIS plus 2006, 15.
39
Drexl, IntimmGR, in Munchener Kommentar, para.125; Fezer/Koos, IntWirtschR, in Staudinger,
para.959.
40
Tilmann, Community IP Rights and Conflict and Conflict Laws, in Intellectual Property in the
Conflict of Laws, 123 speaks of a hybrid law situation. The general statements regarding the scope
of application.
41
Regulation 06/2002/EC.
42
Regulation 2100/94/EC
43
Dickinson, Rome II, para.8.15; Illmer, Art 8, in Rome II, para 9.
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transporting the directives, each member state creates national IPRs.
3.4 Determination of the Applicable Law
Precedence of Other Provisions of Community Law.
According to Article 27, conflict of law rules contained in unitary Community
IPR instruments take precedence over Rome II. Examples are, for Community
trademarks, Articles 101(2), 102 (2) Regulation 207/2009/EC (Articles 97(2), 98(2)
Regulation 40/94/EC), for Community design Articles 88(1) (d) Regulation )6/2002/
EC, and for Community plant variety rights Article 97)1), (2) Regulation 2100/94/EC.
These Articles refer to national law, “including the private international law” of the
country in question which includes paragraph 2, and they regard questions that are
not governed by the relevant unitary Community IPR instrument. Thus, the Articles
do not take precedence over paragraph 2. If they did, they would refer back to Rome
II, including paragraph 2.
Lex Loci Actus. The applicable law for questions not governed by a Community
IPR instrument shall, according to paragraph 2, be the law of the country in which
the act of infringement was committed. Such a supplementary rule is necessary
because the lex loci protectionis does not help determine the applicable national law
for unitary Community IPRs, the loci protectionis being the Community as a whole.
Not everybody agrees that the lex loci actus was the best choice. Some would have
preferred the lex loci damni contained in Article 4(1). Others think that the law of the
aﬀected market (Article 6(1)) should have applied.
Multinational Infringements. According to the lex loci actus, if infringing acts are
committed in multiple countries, the laws of all these countries apply (“mosaic
principle”). This can lead to tremendous costs for the rights holder. Things would
be significantly easier if the rights holder could bring suit at and liquidate the whole
damage according to the law of the place where the infringer has its or her habitual
residence or central administration, just like under the unitary Communitary IPR
instruments.
Consequences for Territorial Jurisdiction, Some argue that territorial jurisdiction for
the violation of a unitary Community IPR is limited to the court of the country or
countries where the infringing act was committed: Since the lex loci damni contained
in Article 7 No. 2 Regulation 1215.2012.EU is, for national IPRs, interpreted to mean
the lex loci protectionis within the meaning of paragraph 144 infringements of unitary
Community IPRs should be judged according to paragraph 2.
4. Scope of the Applicable Law
The applicable law determined by Article 8 governs, according to Article 15, the basis
and extent (Article 15(a)) as well as the consequences of liability for infringements of
IPRs. These include the grounds for exemption from and limitation of liability. The
applicable law shall also govern the persons entitled to compensation for damage
sustained personally (Article 15(f)).
44

CJEU, Case C-170/12 Pinckney v. KDG Mediatech AG, para.43; CJEU Case C-523/10 Wintersteiger
AG para 39.
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4.1 Creation, Especially Initial Ownership, and Validity
There is a considerable disagreement as to whether Article 8 applies to all aspects of
protection, or whether it only governs the scope of protection and the consequences
of an IPR infringement. The question is particularly relevant in the area of copyright
law. Here, some EU member states have traditionally determined creation, such as
initial ownership, and/or validity according to the lex origins. Alas, neither Article 8
not Article 15 provides clear answers. Some argue that questions regarding creation
and validity of IPRs shall be governed by Article 8, mainly because the applicable
law shall, “In particular”, govern the “basis… of liability” as well as the “persons
entitled to compensation”. Others argue that these questions fall outside the scope
because they are preliminary to issues of infringement which Article 8, according to
its wording and as part of an instrument on non-contractual obligations, is meant
to cover. Questions concerning the creation and validity of an IPR, especially the
thorny question of initial ownership, do indeed fall outside the scope of Article 8.
Rome II concerns non-contractual obligations only. Rome II could therefore only
cover questions of validity and ownership with respect to such obligations, even
though they can pose themselves in other contexts as well, especially in contractual
relationships.45 If Article 8 applied to these questions, laws of diﬀerent countries
could apply, depending on whether the claim in question was based on contract or
tort. The wording of Article 15 seems to confirm that finding. In its 2003 Proposal,
the Commission had used “conditions of liability” instead of “basis of liability”.
The Parliament later suggested to change the wording so as to better align it with
international treaties on the matter. There was no visible intent to change the content
of Article 15(a). Furthermore, Article 15 determines the scope of the applicable
law for all rules contained in Rome II. If the “basis…of liability” for torts (Articles
4-9) did not cover the preconditions for liability but generally included questions
of validity and ownership of the right to be infringed, validity and ownership of
property within Article 4(1) would not be determined according to the lex rei sitae
but according to the lex damni. Meanwhile, the wording of Article 15(f) does not
provide a clear guidepost. It ‘refers to the question whether a person other than
the “Direct victim” can obtain compensation for damage sustained on a “knock-on”
basis, following damage sustained by the “direct victim”. If anything, this indicated
that the question whether the person is indeed a dependent of the direct victim (and
therefore has sustained damage on a knock-on basis), is preliminary one.
4.2 Title to Sue, Preliminary Injunctions, Burden of Proof
Three issues bordering questions of procedural law are worth a brief mention: While
the extent of rights granted under a license agreement is a matter of the lex contractus,
the question of whether of an IPR has title to sue for infringements of that IPR is likely
to be governed by the law applicable under Article 8. Similarly, the entitlement to a
preliminary injunction falls within the scope of the law applicable under Article 8; in
its 2003 Proposal, the Commission itself mentioned an “interlocutory injunction as a
measure within the meaning of Article 15(d)”.46Such measures are thus not excluded
from the scope of Rome II under Article 1(3). Finally, the law applicable under Article
8 is also determined questions regarding the burden of proof (Article 22).47
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Drexl, IntimmGR, in Munchener Kommentar, para.162.
Cf. Dickinson, Rome II.
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Cf. Basedow, Foundations, 18, as well as comments to Art.22.
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5. Party Autonomy
5.1 Exclusion of Party Choice
The applicable law under paragraphs 1 and 2 may not be derogated from by an
agreement pursuant to Article 14 (paragraph 3). According to the Commission,
“freedom of will… would not be appropriate.” Choice-of-law agreements could
indeed undermine the territorial limitation of IPRs48 and the associated decisions of
economic policy. The question of whether a national IPR is infringed should thus not
be open to party choice. One might, however, consider whether parties should be
allowed to submit remedies to the law of their choice. This might lighten the burden
of courts and claimants, above all in cases involving multinational infringements.
With regard to paragraph 2, the exclusion of party choice is very problematic.
The locus protectionis for unitary Community IPRs is the Community as a whole.
Neither the territoriality principle nor national public interests can therefore justify
the exclusion of party choice, at least not within the Community. In fact, allowing
choice-of-law agreements would raise the attractiveness of unitary Community IPRs
and could mitigate current problems in multinational infringements. Some scholars
therefore argue that the scope of paragraph 3 is limited to paragraph 1. Alas, given
the clear wording of paragraph 3 and its structure within Article 8, it is very doubtful
that such a narrow interpretation is warranted under current law.
5.2 Escape Clauses
Article 8 takes precedence over Article 4. This includes the escape clauses mentioned
in Article 4(2) and (3). Some scholars would favor if parties with previous contractual
relationship could subject all arising questions to the lex contractus as it may, in such
cases, be questionable whether the lex contractus or the lex loci protectionis applies. As
far as national IPRs are involved, this problem is inevitable. The reasons are identical
to the ones that speak for the exclusion of party choice, For those same reasons, the
situation for unitary Community IPRs is diﬀerent. Here, the application of the lex
contractus according to Article 4(3) 2 would allow for the application of a single law
to multinational infringements of Community-wide IPRs.
Conclusions
Infringement of intellectually property rights in the aspect of the conflict of law rule
in the European Union are well regulated in the frame of the Rome II Regulation. This
European instrument oﬀers the best solution for the collision of law’s in protection of
infringed intellectually properties.
Rome II Regulation, as analyzed ut supra, oﬀers such mechanism that creates
flexibility in omnibus for conflict of law rule in the frame of intellectual properties
protection.
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Abstract
Continuous improvement of business and investment, as a reducing administrative
barriers and business costs as the basis to secure the development of productive
capacities. By 2020, Albania will improve the legislative and institutional framework
for SME focusing on the liberation of entrepreneurial potential of its small businesses
and medium. Albania aspires to be the leader in the region with respect to key
parameters on the global business-friendly environment and bench mark such as the
World Bank report 'Doing Business' and the Small Business Act to the EU.
Albania is reforming its society and political mentality to better-fit new needs and
responsibilities toward the European Union and western values the country always
dreamed. Nevertheless, the political mentality of the past, which today is part of the
process of political reformation, is slowing the process of integration toward western
values. Political forces somehow are resisting the upgrade of their political mentality
to these newer western political concepts. Albania had made big steps reforming
the economy, and the political class is committed in making the country desirable
for foreign investors as well as creating comforts for domestic ones. A successful
integration is occurring, although several challenges need to be considered in order
to fasten this process.
Keywords: Albanian development economy, Variables, Math studies, Administration
role, Management policy, EU standards, Public sector, Democratic state.
JEL Classification System: CO, C1, C2, C3, C9
Introduction
"A competitive Albania, with a high dynamic enterprise and productive industry”This
strategy is viable to national and regional level. It will aﬀect the economic
development of regions, based on the competitive advantages that these regions can
provide where her vision will be materialized in:
A Competitive Albania: It is towards a more competitive economy and dynamic one,
more foreign investment, in order to enhance the diversification of exports and to
deliver new business creation. The need to continually improve the competitive
position of Albania towards its regional neighbors, partners, European and global
level is national ambitions. Attention will be focused towards Albania's natural
competitive advantages, improving the productivity of human resources and
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natural resources, mobilizing untapped potentials of Albania in terms of natural
resources, agricultural and tourism development, strategic geographical position
for trade and transport and energy development as a prerequisite for the growth
of industrial production. Creating a partnership between government and business
matched with the need to improve technology, innovation and ability to prepare
"skilled employees".
A Country that stimulates the development of entrepreneurship and SME: Development of a
productive industrial sector and mining, able to process raw material and money within
the country and increase their value through investment promotion and application
of new technologies, cleaner production, professionalism and employment growth,
which stimulates the creation of the base of a competitive industry. By 2020, Albania
will realize its full potential through a combination of potential industrial rich
mining and energy production potential. It aims towards an integrated production
of industrial goods ready for export to world markets. It is intended to be used on
a large mineral wealth increasing by supporting investors in the mining sector with
fast and eﬃcient management of all matters relating to licenses and permits to grow
the chain of industrial value added internally by using energy sources.It is in the
interest of the country to build a strong industrial foundation in Albania and with the
aim to coordinate with existing industrial capacity to its neighbors like Montenegro,
Kosovo and Macedonia, in order to become part of industrial helpful in region with
integrated guide.
-An open Albania towards regional markets, European and global one
Within 2020 Albania intends to be fully integrated into regional markets, European
and global one. Within 2020, Albania will be an important part of the European
internal market with all the benefits and its competitive forces. It will be reassessed
competitive advantages, its export potential and opportunities for new markets for
products.
2. The competitiveness of Economy
As far as Albania aspires to become a candidate for membership in the EU, the EU
benchmark is important, but also important is the comparison with the countries of
South Eastern Europe (SEE) in terms of competitiveness. So GDP per capita in 2011,
according to Eurostat, in Albania was at 30% of GDP per capita in PPS compared
to the average EU-27, 11% compared to GDP / per capita is the highest that has
Luxemburg and 66% of GDP / per capita compared to the country with the lowest
level in the EU is Bulgaria.
According to the Global Competitiveness Report of the World Economic Forum 20122013, Albania is ranked 89-th out of 144 countries / economies. Albania is classified in
the group of countries that are in the second stage of development of competitiveness
(also is called a "catalytic stage of economic eﬃciency") .When economies are
transferred to the stage of eﬃciency, not any longer their competitiveness is based
on low prices, but in quality of goods and services.
Considering three main dimensions (basic requirements, increased eﬃciency,
innovation and sophisticated factors) index, Albania has the highest score in the
first indicator " " basic requirements "(4.2 points), ranked in position 87-th.. Looking
column within these dimensions, the best rankings of these column, are "health and
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primary education" (5.6 points), "labor market eﬃciency (4.4 points)," goods market
eﬃciency '(4.3 points); macroeconomic environment (4.3 points).

Graph 1: Indicators of Albanian Development Progress in Economy , Source AJISS study
2014
II. Results of the Survey
In terms under indicators, Albania ranks well enough "legal rights index" in 9th place,
"time to start business" in 9th place, "investor protection" in place of 15- to, "pay and
productivity" in 17th place, "administrative regulatory burdens for business" in 9th
place. Most problematic factors for doing business according to the report are: access
to finance, tax rates, corruption, and tax regulation.
In regional rankings, first place in the Top ranking was Montenegro. Albania is
almost on the same level on ratings with Bosnia-Herzegovina and Serbia leaves after
6 countries. After years of steady progress, Albania only in the last 2 year period
from 2012 to 2013 has shown a decline in the ranking, which can be in a certain extent
the impact of external factors (economic crisis).
While increasing competitiveness of the economy in recent years is due in large
measure to government reforms, but as the country turns to be the most competitive
is required an emphasis on factors of innovation, technological preparedness, and
head improvement of infrastructure and consolidation of institutions.
Graph 2: Source Albanian Bank and BE report 2012

H1: If you enter in Europe, primarily means to have clear concepts and build and consolidate
a system of comprehensive economic and social-capitalist. Have you ever thought to raise a
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question, and the less we tried to make a qualitative analysis of policy responses to specific
questions or queries following correctly: what is the most appropriate model for Albania
capitalism? Are we building a coherent and structured model or are we building a mosaic of
elements of capitalism, Albanian whose portrait we do not know any more ad that we didn`t
‘’projected” yet and no one else has done it in a long-term vision? The best response is a
response expected of the type `as far as our final objective is the European Union, and then our
model of capitalism will be European capitalist model. Exactly and the problem starts here.
Capitalism has some basic principles and rules that form the core of it, but on the other
hand each country is profiling capitalism according to the specifications of his choice. France
has chosen the model of “capitalism of state” , Germany and the Nordic countries' socialdemocratic” capitalism, ‘liberal capitalism of England` English-Saxon etc. In this regard the
experts or politicians, should not reduce any debate, analysis or summary only of certain
elements of the system as e.g. the market, individual freedom, comparative advantages, social
policy, the role and presence of the state in the economy, system of taxation, social security
and the system of pensions etc. build a port in its entirety capitalist model that we need to
build in Albania.
According to the "Index of Economic Freedom 2012" report to the Heritage
Foundation and the Wall Street Journal, which covers 10 liberties - from property
rights to entrepreneurship - among 184 countries of the world, Albania score (65.1
points) being ranked 57-th in the world and in the 26-th place among 43 European
countries.
Albania is classified in the category of countries with moderate economic freedom
(liberties) above the global average (59.5) and grew to a point in the ranking compared
to last year, mainly for improvement in the fight against corruption and business
freedom.
The dimensions with the highest ranking of economic freedom remain "fiscal freedom
(liberties)" (91.4 points), followed by " monetary freedom (liberties)” (78.6 points or
11.1 points more than in 2011)," commercial freedom "(79.8 points). Dimensions with
lower ranking are 'freedom from corruption' (33 points) with an improvement of 1
point from 2011 and “property rights (35 points) with no change from last year.
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The report notes that economic dynamism is increased, and the country has experienced
a strong economic growth, which has reduced poverty and unemployment rates.
Eﬃciency regulatory system is facilitated by a large-scale simplification of business
procedures. The establishments of Albanian economic freedom are unstable by weak
protection of rights property and widespread corruption. Source: Doing Business
database, 2012-2013
The weak protection of property rights is primarily the result of political interference
in the judicial system. Graph 3: World Bank: Ease of doing business from 2012 to 2013.
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2.1. Business development and challenges
According to the World Bank report "Doing Business 2012-2013", Albania is ranked 85th
out of 185 economies, a ranking better than other countries of the Western Balkans,
such as Bosnia & Herzegovina and Serbia. The figures show that the ranking of
Albania has been almost unchanged in the last three years, but significant qualitative
and recorded from 2007 to 2009, the year in which there was an improvement in the
order of about 51 places higher, from the position of 136 at 85.
However, in the ten criteria there is a great diversification of achievement, marking
positively in terms of protecting investors, receiving the loan, starting a business
and emphasizing the need for further substantial improvements in: permissions
of constructions, connection with energy and registering property. Albania is still
classified at low levels: i) further reduction of the procedures for starting a business,
ii) reducing the time for issuing the construction permission; iii) the number of d the
supply of electricity; iv) the number of days and procedures for registering property;
v) reduction of documents in customs; vi) in respect of contracts; vii) bankruptcy, etc.
2.2.1 Improvement of these indicators is one of the challenges of this strategy.
During recent years the Albanian government has undertaken significant reforms
for utilizing the Albanian economy in the formal sector. Entry into force of the flat
tax, the establishment of fiscal cases, reform of the VAT system, improvements of
procedures to the tax authorities, the success of the National Registration Center
and simplifying business licensing procedures have been very successful reform of
Albania, which has shown that economic growth despite the global crisis. Albania,
too, in the last 5 years has become overrun in most global rankings on reforms and
competitiveness. However, a significant part of the economy remains in the informal
sector.
Albanian Government with the support of the donor community has been the leader
in the region in terms of eﬀorts on electronic governance and pervasive system of
procurement on line in operation in Albania is a success story for which Albania
has been hailed in the international arena. Great eﬀorts are being made in the field
of taxation, implementation and transparency with database online properties and
similar eﬀorts are being made in health and education.
As a result of major developments and reforms in the last decade some of the
industries began to adapt to the new conditions: metallurgical industry as part of
the minerals industry using existing premises used for the processing of chrome,
concentrates chrome and ferro (iron)-chrome; the industry of copper processing is
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also used as raw material respects, experience and cheap labor costs, coming out on
exporting copper concentrate product.
III Methodology of the paper research
Investments during the last 20 years have been directed mainly towards the
construction minerals, (on the demand for building materials and products,
infrastructure and cement). The fact that investment in metal minerals is a growing
trend in recent years is related to the growing trends for these minerals in regional
and global markets, especially for processed products.
Strengthening of several small and medium companies in this sector has created the
capacity to enter in the international market for mining.
The reduction of rich mineral reserves, beginning of exploitation in depth, necessarily
requires further processing, thereby encouraging the construction of enrichment
mineral factories,which is a tendency observed in the last three year period primarily
chromium and copper.

Graph 4The value of mineral products in years
The value of mineral products in year : METE
Current favorable conjuncture of mineral prices has caused many investors to turn
to the mining sector, particularly to-metal minerals, chromium, copper, nickel, iron,
nickel and TITANO-magnet.
Energy needs are noting once again the possibility of reopening the mining of
minerals energy by calculating the cost of energy produced by them in a situation
where the unit price of energy has increased and closing or mining conservation
of energetic minerals become in other situations, the first and new opportunity to
our system balancing energy through small capacity thermal power plants, near the
mining.
Challenges for the development of industry, stay in directing investments that
aﬀect the development of products and value-added sectors as high. It is intended
to further deepening the liberalization process in the domestic (internal) market, to
bring new energy to:i) industrial development, research and product development,
new products for export, suitable conditions for the development of a culture of
entrepreneurship, business networks, technological cooperation and innovation; ii)
development of market institutions combined with the coordinating role of the state
with the balance located in the functioning of the free market; iii) the orientation
of the policies implemented in terms of increased foreign investment flows in
infrastructure development in terms of technological capacity utilization, improving
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legislation,
iv) improving the eﬃciency of services provided by public administrations to
support industrial development, research and development of new products in
order to increase the value of the country's exports and business;
Graph5The value of investments in the mining sector 1993-2011

Source: METE
Findings and Hypothesis
The scale of opening of economy as the ratio of trade volume to GDP has been steadily
increasing. In 2011 it was about 58% to 42% in 2006. The year 2009 is the only year in
which the ratio of exports and imports in GDP had a slight decrease. Since 2010, this
ratio has increased significantly, reaching in 2011, about 15% for exports and 43%
imports
Graph 6The degree of openness, as the ratio of trade volume to GDP

The percentage of coverage of exports to imports has increased in favor of exports in
5 last years. The percentage of coverage of exports to imports for 2011 is 36% or 1 to
3 which until 2008 was in figures 1 to 4. The balance of trade in goods and services
has improved its relation to GDP, from -24% to -22.7%.
Exports by commodity groups :Potential sectors for export products remain the same as
those already called traditional sectors:
1.
Textiles and outfits foot remain a considerable potential for increasing export
volumes. This sector comprises 32% of total exports.
2.
Minerals and hydrocarbons (oils) in Bangladesh are another potential for 2011
has reached 27% of total exports.
3.
Materials of construction constitute about 13.5% of total expor
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Exports by
commodity groups

Exports in million Euro
2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

47.2

121.3

166

156

324

418.15

foot

344.6

380

397

367

403.6

455.6

Materials of construction

108.28

125.8

185.65 100.15

237.75

299.4

Minerals and
hydrocarbons
Textiles and outfits

Source: METE
Exports of key items have a significant increase since 2006, i.e. 8.7 times minerals and
hydrocarbons, 1.3 times textiles and footwear, 2.8 times of construction materials
Exports by destination countries
Exports to EU countries account for 72.5% of all exports with an increase of 26.5%
compared with the end of 2010. The country's main exports go to: Italy, Greece, Spain,
Germany, Malta, etc. As it is seen in the chart below, one of the main partners of
our exports by 53% is Italy, then Greece with 5.2%, etc. After the implementation of
CEFTA 2011, Albanian exports to countries CEFTA members have followed a marked
change occupying a specific weight of 12.4% overall versus export’s constituting
10.2% in 2010. Compared to 2010, 2011 exports to CEFTA countries have a growth
by 47%.
Analysis and Research
The aim is to create a digitezed map of the schools and universities for eﬀective
educational planning and policy development and appropriate educational decision.
This process is accompanied by training of central and educational institutions in
view of information management system of particular importance will be given with
partners in the sector through:
-H1: The development of criteria for partnership with local and internacional companies to
provide and deliver digital educational content for basic and seconadry education
If the school fails to meets its standards and students achievements goals,set in its
own development plans ,then the responsibilty rests with the teaching and school
leaders. In such cases,local govenment,based on devolved responsibilities within
educational sector Decentralization may limit the responsibilities delegated to
schools and distribute the school board or the education board.
-H2:The development of a platforms as a part of a master plan for ICT investment that will
enable he foreign companies in the fields of ICT for the benefit of education
Dual monitoring system stimulates the use of multliple method for reporting and
auditing ,increased transparency of the process and the reliability of conclusion
reached.The combination of internal monitoring and external anabling eﬀective
action for improvements in the form of assistance from specialized units of local and
national.
–H3:The Albanian investment provided the development and implementation of the broader
policy changes and allowed the Public Administration Reform project to focus in direct and
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positive impact of people themselves
Kosovo has traditionally been the main export country within CEFTA, with a
specific weight of 60% of total exports to CEFTA. Albania's exports to Turkey in 2011,
occupying 7.5% of total exports and increased by 63% compared to a year ago. Many
Eastern European countries have followed the drastic decline of FDI flows in 2010,
while Albania has absorbed more than last year. After 717 million euros in 2009, FDI
flows in 2010 came to 793 million euros. In 2010 Albania was ranked second highest
amount of FDI in SEE after Serbia (Graph 11), according to the report on foreign
investments AIR 2011.
Graph.7. The flux of FDI in Eastern Europe in 2008-2010 in Million USD

Conclusions
In the last decade the government policies and regulatory framework for business
are based on the principles of good governance with the primary focus transparency,
pre-viewing and simplicity of practices implemented. The regime of Liberal tariﬀ
and the network of free trade agreements, expanded further by expanding the
application of the principle of origin cumulate have enabled raising the Albanian
exporters to enter in new markets.Business in Albania still faces many problems, the
solution of which is indispensable as it has a direct impact on the Albanian economy.
Through increasing the competitiveness of domestic(internal)production, which
consists not only in high value export, but more items for export diversification
increasing technological content and level of qualification, thereby reducing the need
to import, to export growth and penetration of "Made in Albania" in new markets,
which are real challenges for exporting companies:
Business in Albania still faces many problems, the solution of which is indispensable
as it has a direct impact on the Albanian economy.
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Special investigation methods. Sting operations
Eliora Elezi
School of Magistrates, Prosecutor-candidate
Abstract
Organized crime has changed in form, nature and tools. Special investigative techniques
were considered necessary against the development and spread of transnational crime. Sting
operations are the most eﬀectiv techniques, especially in narcotics traﬃcking and corruption.
In Albania, the legal framework for their use within a criminal procees and capable of
producing legitimate evidence was settled at the 2004 by criminal procedure law. Their
implementation in practice began in 2001 with the laws against narcotic substances. This
paper intent to shows the standards set up at the European Union level and the European
Court of Human Rights. The conditions for the proper implementation of simulation actions,
the analysis of concept "provocation" by law enforcement agencies, and the figure "agent
provocator" are the most vital part of this work
Keywords: sting operation,, entrapment. proof, agent provocator, crime.

1. Special investigation methods purpose
According to the Albanian criminal procedure law, secret operations are techniques
that are actually divided into two types, so-called stimulating actions and the other
one involves the agent infiltrated within the structures of the crime organization. They
are expressly regulated in articles 294 / a and 294 / b of Criminal Procedure Code.
The specialization methods of the investigation are aimed at: tracking, identifying
and documenting the criminal activity of all persons (couriers, buyers, organizers,
financiers, etc.) and / or criminal organizations involved in organized international
traﬃc of narcotics1 but not only.
The use of these techniques aims to emphasize the accountability of the accused
person, assuring that the application is permissible, preliminary existence of the
guilty plea. So in these cases, the judicial police oﬃcer should be faced with an existing
oﬀer, which brings suspicion of committing the crime and is simulated by them to
prove its commission by the suspect. The oﬃcer, the police agent, should, as far as
possible, not behave actively, but should serve as a "catalyst", creating the possibility
of providing authorized facilities to commit the crime by their perpetrators2. They
should be able to prove that the defendant was inclined committing the crime, even if
the secret operation was not to be carried out. This is accomplished by analyzing and
reflecting the criminal data of the subject or the data on the potential circumstances
of the commission of the oﬀense. For this purpose, it would be very helpful for any
action during these operations to be documented, whether it is reflected in the record
or the accompaniment of other techniques. After verification of a comprehensive
1

General Prosecutor's "On the Use of Special Methods of Probation of Drugs Crime Investigation"
April 2003.
2
Bruce Hay, “Sting Operations, Undercover Agents, and Entrapment”, Missouri Law Review
(Vol. 70,Nr.2, 2005) page 388. Accessed on 2nd April 2017, in the link < http://scholarship.law.
missouri.edu/mlr/vol70/iss2/2/>.
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picture, in accordance with the nature of the matter in the investigation, especially
the security, the prosecutor in cooperation with other responsible bodies, which are
part of the execution operation, may authorize the type of appropriate technique.
1.2. Simulation actions under the Criminal Procedure Code and domestic legislation
2. Conditions for application of special investigation technique, sting operations
Only the legal prediction in the Criminal Procedure Code is not suﬃcient in defining
all the conditions and criteria for the application of special investigation technique,
simulated action. In a formal and systematic interpretation of the legal norm, we
observe that simulation actions must meet these explicitly stated elements to be
assessed as legitimate and that the result obtained through it can be used in the
guilty plea process:
1) To be realized by one of the subjects recognized by law: a judicial police oﬃcer,
agent or authorized person.
2) Their activity consists in one of three simulated purchasing patterns of items3 that
are obtained from a crime or simulation of a corrupt act, or perform other simulation
actions to detect a person's financial or property records.
3) There is a suspicion of committing the criminal oﬀense.4
4) This action is carried out under cover or by concealing the cooperation with the
police.
5) These actions are carried out with the authorization of the prosecutor.
6) A summary record must be kept.
7) The action should not be provoked by the above subjects; otherwise the result
cannot be used.
From the composition of this provision, police activity is justified by the
mandate they have to recognize, detect and crack down on criminal activity.
The lawmaker has defined the limits of legality by distinguishing between
the police oﬃcer who discovers the criminal oﬀense (which is legal) and the
police oﬃcer who provokes criminal conduct (trapping) - which is not lawful.
Simulation actions are used in other cases when traditional techniques are not
usable. The case must also be registered by the prosecutor and investigations
must have started. So they cannot serve as initiators of the investigation, but be
part of the continuation and successful completion of the prosecution. They are
preferably associated, to the extent possible, with other forms such as: tapping,
recording, observation records etc. to minimize violations and increase enforcement.
Verification and investigation, not only formal, on the date the proceedings were
registered, is essential to the validity of the evidence received. Another important
condition, with validity on the procedure, is the examination of the existence of a
suspicion of committing a criminal oﬀense, or the possibility of its commission by
the suspect. They have been accepted as suﬃcient to create a reasonable suspicion of
3

According to the Tirana District Court's Decision, No. 1626, dated 19 May 2016.
The United Chambers of the Supreme Court,in Decision No. 7, dated 14 October 2011, have
reached the unifying conclusion that: "The reasonable doubt, the evidence on which it is based (....)
does not need to have the same certainty and worth of providence to conclude as the evidence that
is necessary to render or not the decision on the conviction against the defendant. It is suﬃcient for
them to be such that, in the state of the proceedings, they can be inferred from them that there is
a reasonable degree of probability and guilt for the commission of the criminal oﬀense under his
custody. "
4
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illegal intelligence taking information provided by the intelligence services, coupled
with the actions of the defendants such as their preparation and willingness to
express them.
2.1 Subjects, police oﬃcer and authorized person
Simulation actions can be carried out by two entities recognized by law, the oﬃcer
and agent of the judicial police or the person authorized by him5. Functions6 of the
judicial police as well and who exercises this duty7 are provided in the Criminal
Procedure Code. However, in addition to recognize the functions of an oﬃcer or a
judicial police agent in general terms, it is important to note that secret operations
require their own specifics.
The suitability of the person to perform these actions is assessed through some tests
of moral and professional integrity. This task cannot be trusted to anyone who holds
that rank. Undercover operations, which are not time-worn, allow the use of the
private entity because the interference is temporary and segmented. The same cannot
be said in the case of a systematic investigation, which poses a higher risk. This task
is mainly entrusted to a specialized, trained subject and not to an ordinary subject.
Even when "civilians" are allowed to participate in these investigative techniques, as
in some European Union countries8, their involvement in such operations is limited.
Another previous definition for the subject involved in the simulation actions is
found in Law no. 8750, dated 26.03.2001 "On the Prevention and Fight against Traﬃc
of Narcotic or Psychotropic Substances".
"Police oﬃcer under cover"9 means "an oﬃcer or agent of a judicial police, a member of a
drug warrant or an authorized person of their own, who participates in the use of special
methods of" stimulated purchase "and" controlled delivery” , hiding co-operation with the
police or its quality as a police oﬃcer "
Anti-Drug Service employees or persons authorized by them, who participate in
actions of "stimulated purchase" and "controlled delivery" or other activities, provide
identification documents that contain untruthful generalities10.
As a consequence of this activity, in case the life, family or property is threatened,
special protection measures determined by a decision of the Council of Ministers
5

Article nr.294/a of Albanian Criminal Procedure Code.
Article nr.31 of Albanian Criminal Procedure Code "Judicial Police Services and Sections 1.
The functions of the judicial police shall be carried out by: a) oﬃcers and judicial police agents
belonging to the bodies to whom the law assigns the task of conducting investigations from the
moment they become aware of the criminal oﬀense; b) from the judicial police sections established
at each district prosecutor and comprised of a judicial police personnel; c) by judicial police services
provided by law.
7
Article nr.32 of Albanian Criminal Procedure Code "Judicial Police Oﬃcers and Agents 1.
Judicial police oﬃcers are: a) directors, inspectors and other members of the police of the Ministry
of Public Order, to whom a special law recognizes such a quality; b. Military police oﬃcers,
financial police, forestry and any other police oﬃcers, who are recognized by such special law
as such. 2. Judicial police agents are: a) police oﬃcers of the order, whose special law recognizes
such a quality; b) military police personnel, financial police and any other police oﬃcer recognized
by law when in service. 3. There are also oﬃcers and agents of the judicial police, at the service
targets entrusted and according to the respective attributes, persons who are legally recognized the
functions provided by article 30. "
8
Austria, Denmark, Lithuania, Poland and Portugal.
9
Article 2/5 of Law No. 8750, dated 26.03.2001 "On the Prevention and Fight against Traﬃc of
Narcotic or Psychotropic Substances"
10
Article 15 /2.
6
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apply to these employees11. To provide data, as well as to identify the perpetrators
in drug traﬃcking, employees, in the capacity of a Judicial Police oﬃcer and agent,
have the right interception of conversations and communications by means of
technical and scientific means, observations, photographs and secret films, according
to procedures defined in the Criminal Procedure Code12.
But our legislation allows, except subjects exercising public functions (professionally
engaged in investigating, preventing and combating criminal oﬀenses) and an
authorized person to perform these simulation actions. Their use is performed with
the free will formatted in an agreement with the responsible authorities, where
the conditions, the applicable criteria are provided, that their actions during the
operation are excluded from criminal liability. The selection of the private entity
for performing the simulation action should be given the same attention, perhaps
more than the police oﬃcer, in order not to fail in the conducted investigation. His/
her figure should not be controversial in any aspect.In conclusion, this can bring
violation of the credibility of the witness and endangering the impossibility of other
evidence obtained from him.
2.3. Meaning of provocation or trapment. ECtHR practice on provocation
"Trapment" or "provocation" refers to any involvement of police oﬃcers or agents
in any form of fraud to obtain evidence of a criminal oﬀense. So this is where an
employee under cover goes beyond merely gathering evidence of a crime ( when he
/ she hears that someone says he has committed a crime) but takes part in committing
the crime. His actions are not just a mean of identifying the perpetrators or facilitating
the commission of criminal activity that began earlier.
There is a thin line between permissible and impermissible incentives. In the second
half of the 20th century, attention also focuses on a figure known as the provocative
agent. The broad meaning of this notion defines the provocative agent as anyone
who incites others to commit a crime that without his intervention would not have
been carried out because they want the latter to cling to action and punish them13.
Crime was considered only as a mean by the provocateur to flagrant the person
to later benefit from the state or to realize a personal retaliation desire. However,
despite the intention, most doctrine considers the provocative agent as a participant
in the crime and therefore punishable14.
He is often identified with the so-called "fictus emptor" victim widespread in the
simulated acquisition technique. In order to analyze accountability, incentive behavior
should be taken into account by emphasizing that the conduct of an agent is not
punishable if the interference is not direct or it comes second in the execution of criminal
action, he is often identified with the so-called "fictus emptor" victim widespread in
the simulated acquisition technique.15 In order to analyze accountability, incentive
behavior should be taken into account by emphasizing that the conduct of an agent
is not punishable if the interference is not direct or comes second in the execution of
11

Article 15 /3.
Article 16.
13
Giovanni Barrocu, "Le indagini sotto copertura" (Jovene editore 2011) page.6.
14
Law Dictionary "When one party convinces another to commit a crime getting that person arrested
as well. Similar to accomplice". Accessed on 2nd April 2017, in the link <http://thelawdictionary.
org/agent-provocateur/>
15
Giovanni Barrocu, "Le indagini sotto copertura" (Jovene editore 2011) page.11.
12
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criminal action, which in fact remains to be ecliptically the work of others16. So action
should be a condition as quo non for the criminal oﬀense.17There is another division
in the broader margins of the provocateur agent between the promoter and the
provoking agent. The former is removed as a criminal to ascertain or stop the crime,
while in the figure of the instigator is meant only the one who acts to determine the
other in the crime that without his intervention would not have been committed18.
Jurisprudence imposes a restriction on the use of secretive techniques to avoid being
trapped and then under pressure from innocent people to commit the crime. In the
so-called "subjective" provocation approach, the police cannot intend to commit
a criminal oﬀense that was not personally disposed to be committed by him.19 It
is recognized in the doctrine and the other "objective" approach to provocation
which takes into consideration the fact that this work in the conditions when it
was developed could be performed by every person (referred to ordinary man
with average intelligence). So the diﬀerence is that according to the subjective
test, the potential hypothetical eﬀect on others is irrelevant and it only evaluates
the predisposition of the person involved. Successful protection from provocation
immobilizes the defendant in front of the criminal prosecution authorities.
There is not a meaningful definition of where the participation of the oﬀense police
in is (un) permissible. However, participation will not be provocative, as long as the
defendant was willing and showed the unwilling desire to commit the criminal act20.
The defendant's predisposition to commit the crime before performing simulative
actions is an essential condition, which must be preliminarily analyzed by the police,
investigating criminal activity. Provocation can be used to successfully defend when
the person recognizes that he has committed the oﬀense, but there is a reason for
this explanation that is channeled in two directions21: there was no pre-exhortatory
purpose to overcome the law; the oﬀer has been so extreme that every ordinary person
would virtually accept it. The ECtHR notes that there was a violation of human rights
in Veselov and others against Russia because there was no prior investigation: "It is
noted that the police proceeded with the simulated purchase shortly after X's first reporting
against the complainant and without any eﬀort to verify the information or to consider other
means to investigate the alleged criminal activity of the applicant."22
By contrast, in the case of Bannikova,23 the simulated purchase was preceded by
a number of investigative actions, mainly court-authorized telephone interception,
16

Court of Cassation in Italy, Criminal Chamber, Section 6 with Decision no. 16163, dated 24
January 2008; Section No.5, Decision No.11915, dated 26 January 2010.
17
Court of Cassation in Italy, Criminal Chamber, Section 6 with Decision no. 28810, dated 08 June
2016; Section no.3, Decision Nr. 20238, dated 07 February 2014
18
Giovanni Barrocu, cited , page10
19
Bruce Hay,” Sting Operations, Undercover Agents, and Entrapment” Missouri Law Review (Vol
70 Nr.2 2005 ) pg 401. Accessed on 2nd April 2017, in the link < http://scholarship.law.missouri.
edu/mlr/vol70/iss2/2/>
20
Court of Cassation in Italy Criminal Chamber, Section no. 2 No.10138, dated February 25, 2016
argues: "In fact, in this case, the police did not make any illegal behavior against the defendants,
but merely agreed with the victim. Submitting the amount of money was repeatedly requested by
the applicants through an escalation of threats and violence against the victim, which lasted over
time and demonstrated their stubborn will to commit the oﬀense '
21
Julius Wachtel, “ From moral to practice : Dilemmas of control in undercover policing “ Crime,
Law and Social Change (Vol. 10, nr. 1-2, 1992)
22
Veselov and Others v. Russia, Application no.23200 / 10,24009 / 7 and 556/10, dated 2 October
2012, pg.99.
23
See Bannikova v. Russia, Application no. 18757/06, dated 4 November 2010, pg. 69.
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which provided tangible evidence of the applicant's pre-existing aim of selling
cannabis.
Finally we conclude that the way of taking evidence is of crucial importance for the
proper development of the criminal process. The unlawful provision of evidence
and its admission by the trial panel cannot imply that the process was irregular.
2.4. The necessity / inability of evidence24 gained from the use of special
investigation technique, simulation actions. Standards of ECHR.
Article 32/2 of the Albanian Constitution provides that no person can be convicted
on the basis of illegally collected data. According to the ECtHR, the applicability of
Article 6 covers proceedings in its entirety, including those relating to the taking
of evidence, consequently involving investigative and judicial proceedings25. Since
undercover operations are inherently invasive and secretive, there is a potential risk
of interfering with the right of private life under Article 8 (1) ECHR (but not always)26.
As regards the legality and admissibility of the evidence obtained during such
operations, the Court has been inclined to assess mainly in accordance with Article 6
(for due process of the Convention) of the Convention27. It is noted in this regard that
the use of special investigation methods - in particular, under investigation - could
not in itself undermine the right to a due legal process28. However, due to the risk
of incitement by the police, their use should be kept within clear limits. In the case
of Ludi V. Switzerland, the Court found, first of all, that sending a secret agent to
what was thought to be a major criminal network did not interfere with the privacy
of the suspects. A suspect who is aware that he is engaged in a criminal oﬀense
must be equally aware that he has the risk of colliding with masked police oﬃcers.
Whereas in a case where a secret operation simply goes beyond trusted
engagement (to get evidence about a crime) by taking active part in its
implementation, for example, buying drugs from a suspect or oﬀering bribes
and forcing him to commit a crime without engagement and intervention
would not have been done the results obtained are aﬀected by uselessness.
Proceeding bodies in these circumstances may have acted in violation of Article 6,
these oﬀenses shall be taken by the court. Of course, the fact that there was an active
arrangement in a secret operation does not mean that the evidence gathered is unusable.
This reflects the idea that these situations containing incentive-accelerating action may
be of vital importance when investigating certain types of crime, especially when
it comes to crimes where there are no victims to report crime (frequent hypotheses
in crime cases: economic and corruption), and this may be the only way to gather
evidence against perpetrators. The task of an oﬃcer is, in fact, to expose it.29
In the Ludi case, deciding to find a violation of the due legal process was the
24

Article nr.152/1 of Albanian Criminal Procedure Code "The appraisal of the evidence is the
determination of their authenticity and probative power. Every evidence is subject to judicial
review and has no predetermined value. The Court appreciates the evidence based on the
conviction formed after the review in their entirety "
25
See ECtHR, Engel and Others v. The Netherlands, Application no. 5100/71; 5101/71; 5102/71;
5354/72; 5370/72, dated 08 June 1976, p. 82-83
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See Lüdi v. Switzerland, Application No.12433 / 86, dated 15 June 1992.
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Court of Cassation in Italy, Criminal Chamber Section III, Decision no. 20238, nr. 38488, dated 7
February - 15 May 2014.
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Ramanauskas v. Lithuania, Application no. 74420/01, dated 05 February 2008, pg.51.
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determination that the police oﬃcer should testify before the court.30 Also the role
of police oﬃcers is limited to acting as intelligence agents only if there are "good
reasons to suspect" and that the defendant tends to commit a criminal oﬀense31.
Proper administration of justice has an important place and cannot be sacrificed to
the European Court32 of Human Rights which stated that:"The public interest cannot
justify the use of evidence as a result of police provocations because it would expose the accused
to the risk of being finally deprived of the right to a fair legal process from the outset.33"
In this circumstance, the suspicion must be based on concrete evidence showing
the initial steps for the commission of the oﬀense for which the accused will be
prosecuted subsequently34. The Court also checks "if there is no evidence to show
that, without such interference, the oﬀense would not have been committed"35 For
a fair trial within the meaning of Article 6 of the ECHR, "all evidence obtained as a
result of police incitement should be excluded.
Conclusions
Simulating actions as a special technique are inherently invasive and secretive
creating a potential risk of violation of the right to privacy under Article 8 (1)
ECHR. As for the legality and admissibility of the evidence obtained during such
operations, they should be assessed mainly in accordance with Article 6 (for a due
process) of the Convention. Hence the use of special methods of investigation - in
particular, simulation actions cannot in itself undermine the right to a due legal
process. However, due to the risk of being promoted by the police, their use should
be kept within the clear legal limit.
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The misuse of SOF creates high political implications
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Abstract
Misuse of SOF, regardless of tactical success, is a costly endeavor for a defense establishment
facing today‘s asymmetric environment. A better understanding of SOF is still needed. This
paper shortly discusses that two problems have historically led to the misuse of SOF in
any type of operation: a lack of institutional control and a lack of understanding. Lack of
institutional control refers to the unclear organizational structure and command and control
over Special Operations Forces operating under the umbrella of allied campaigns such as
ISAF operations in Afghanistan. Lack of understanding refers to the lack of understanding
that policymakers and general purpose force commanders (GPFC) have in regard of Special
Operations Forces and Special Operations
Keywords: Special Forces, special operations, counterterrorism, intelligence services.

Introduction
Carl von Clausewitz, in his famous treatise On War says that “war is not e mere act
of policy but a true political instrument, a continuation of political activity by other
means” (Von Clausewitz, 1967, 87). From this famous expression we can deduce the
close relationship between war and politics. As we have witnessed from history this
relationship is very diﬃcult to forge and most of the time is tremendously hard to
maintain. This fact is truer when we talk about the relationship between politics and
Special Operations Forces (SOF). There is an area of overlap between the two that is
“controversial and poorly defined.”
It is obvious that the need for performing special operations arises when other
available options, military or otherwise, are unsuitable due to political, military,
or informational constraints. Special operations provide extraordinary solutions to
extraordinary problems, where no other viable means of resolution exists. Specifically,
other conventional alternatives may not possess the geographical reach, the required
rapidity of response, the ability to apply force discriminatively, the appropriate level
of discreetness, or in some instances the ability to leverage a patient and protracted
indirect approach.
Misuse of SOF, regardless of tactical success, is a costly endeavor for a defense
establishment facing today’s asymmetric environment. A better understanding of
SOF is still needed. This paper shortly discusses that two problems have historically
led to the misuse of SOF in any type of operation: a lack of institutional control and a
lack of understanding. Lack of institutional control refers to the unclear organizational
structure and command and control over Special Operations Forces operating under
the umbrella of allied campaigns such as ISAF operations in Afghanistan. Lack of
understanding refers to the lack of understanding that policymakers and general
purpose force commanders (GPFC) have in regard of Special Operations Forces and
Special Operations.
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First to better understand Special Operations Forces and their missions in full
spectrum operations the paper refers to US SOF Doctrine because comparatively
US SOF is well ahead other NATO nations and more importantly because since 2008
NATO has started the NATO Special Operations Transformation Initiative (NSTI),
which relies heavily on US SOF doctrine and organization. Second the paper gives
an overview of NATO SOF and the NSTI initiative. Thirdly the paper analysis
the potentials for misuse of SOF by referring to Operation Enduring Freedom in
Afghanistan and the implications it has on high politics of NATO. At the end the
paper attempts to give some recommendations and sets the ground for possible
solutions to the two problems that we defined in the thesis above.
1.

Understanding special operation forces and their missions

Special operations forces are a national grand-strategic asset: they are a tool of statecraft that
can be employed quite surgically in support of diplomacy, of foreign assistance (of several
kinds), as vital adjunct to regular military forces, or as an independent weapon.1
Colin S. Gray
Special Operations are those military operations conducted by Special Operations
Forces. Special operations are overt, covert, and clandestine operations of an
unorthodox and frequently high-risk nature, undertaken to achieve or support
significant political or military objectives in support of national security and foreign
policy. Such operations range across the spectrum of conflict from peace to war
and make use of unique modes of employment, tactical techniques, equipment,
and training. They are often conducted in hostile, denied, or politically-sensitive
environments where the use of conventional forces is either inappropriate or
infeasible. They are characterized by one or more of the following: subtlety and
imagination in planning and execution, time and political sensitivity, low visibility,
support of indigenous forces, discriminate use of violence, need for regional
expertise, oversight at the highest levels, and a high degree of risk. Special operations
may support or be supported by conventional operations, or they may be prosecuted
independently. Military and nonmilitary resources, including intelligence assets, may
be used in concert or as enablers. Special operations doctrinal missions evolve with
the changing context of the strategic environment, the needs of national security, and
roles and missions of conventional forces.2
Four Factors for Successful Special Operations
• Clear national and theater strategic objectives.
• Eﬀective command, control, communications, computers, and intelligence (C4I)
support at the operational level.
• Competent tactical planning and execution.
• A force trained, equipped, and organized to conduct Special Operations
Characteristics of Special Operations
• Special Operations normally require operator-level planning and detailed
1

COL (Retired) Joseph Celeski, SOF-Power Workshop: A Way Forward for Special Operations
Theory and Strategic Art Joint Special Operations University, MacDill AFB, Florida, 2011 p.9.
2
Harry R. Yarger, JSOU Report 13-1, 21st Century SOF: Toward an American Theory of Special
Operations, April 2013. p. 47.
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intelligence.
• Knowledge of the culture(s) and languages of the geographical area in which the
mission is to be conducted.
• Rigorous training and rehearsals of the mission are integral to the success of the
mission.
• They are often conducted at great distances from the supporting operational
bases.
• They may employ sophisticated communications systems.
• They frequently require discriminate and precise use of force. This often requires
development, acquisition, and employment of equipment not standard for other
Department of Defense forces.
•
They employ sophisticated means of insertion, support, and extraction to
penetrate and successfully return from hostile, denied, or politically sensitive areas.3
Special Operations Principal Missions
Nine activities have been designated as Special Operations Principal Missions.
These are: Direct Action (DA), Combating Terrorism (CBT), Foreign Internal Defense
(FID), Unconventional Warfare (UW), Special Reconnaissance (SR), Psychological
Operations (PSYOP), Civil Aﬀairs (CA), Information Operations (IO), and Counterproliferation of Weapons of Mass Destruction (CPWMD). SOF are organized, trained,
and equipped specifically to accomplish these nine tasks.
Direct Action (DA)
DA operations are short duration strikes and other small scale oﬀensive operations
principally undertaken by SOF to seize, destroy, capture, recover, or inflict damage
on designated personnel or material. In the conduct of these operations, SOF may
employ raid, ambush, or direct assault tactics; emplace mines and other munitions;
conduct stand oﬀ attacks by fire from air, ground or maritime platforms; and provide
terminal guidance for precision weapons, conduct independent sabotage, and antiship operations.4
Combating Terrorism (CBT)
CBT is a highly specialized, resource-intensive mission. Certain SOF units maintain
a high state of readiness to conduct CBT operations and possess a full range of CBT
capabilities. CBT activities include: anti-terrorism (AT), counterterrorism (CT),
recovery of hostages or sensitive material from terrorist organizations, attack of
terrorist infrastructure, and reduction of vulnerability to terrorism.
Foreign Internal Defense (FID)
FID is participation by civilian and military agencies of a government in any of
the action programs taken by another government to free and protect its society
from subversion, lawlessness, and insurgency. SOF primary contribution in this
interagency activity is to organize, train, advise, and assist host nation military and
paramilitary forces. The generic capabilities required for FID include: instructional
skills; foreign language proficiency; area and cultural orientation; tactical skills;
3
SOF Reference manual (Version 2.1 Academic Year 99/00) Army Command and General Staﬀ
College. p.4
4
Ibid. p. 8.
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advanced medical skills; rudimentary construction and engineering skills; familiarity
with a wide variety of demolitions, weapons, weapon systems, and communications
equipment; and basic PSYOP and CA skills.5
Unconventional Warfare (UW)
UW includes guerrilla warfare, subversion, sabotage, intelligence activities, evasion
and escape, and other activities of a low visibility, covert, or clandestine nature.
When UW is conducted independently during conflict or war, its primary focus is on
political and psychological objectives. When UW operations support conventional
military operations, the focus shifts to primarily military objectives.
Special Reconnaissance (SR)
SOF conduct a wide variety of information gathering activities of strategic or
operational significance. Collectively, these activities are called SR. SR complements
national and theater intelligence collection systems by obtaining specific, welldefined, and time-sensitive information when other systems are constrained by
weather, terrain-masking, hostile countermeasures, or conflicting priorities. SR
tasks include: Environmental Reconnaissance, Armed Reconnaissance (locating and
attacking targets of opportunity), Coastal Patrol and Interdiction, Target and Threat
Assessment, and Post-strike Reconnaissance.6
Psychological Operations (PSYOP)
PSYOP induces or reinforces foreign attitudes and behaviors favorable to the
originator’s objectives by conducting planned operations to convey selected
information to foreign audiences to influence their emotions, motives, objective
reasoning, and ultimately the behavior of foreign governments, organizations,
groups, and individuals.7
Civil Aﬀairs (CA)
CA facilitates military operations and consolidates operational activities by assisting
commanders in establishing, maintaining, influencing, or exploiting relations between
military forces and civil authorities, both governmental and non-governmental, and
the civilian population in a friendly, neutral, or hostile area of operation.
Information Operations (IO)
IO refers to actions taken to aﬀect adversary information and information systems
while defending one’s own information and information systems. The following
activities support the IO mission: DA, SR, PSYOP, CA.8
Counter-proliferation of Weapons of Mass Destruction (CPWMD)
CP refers to the actions taken to seize, destroy, render safe, capture, or recover weapons
of mass destruction (WMD). SOF provide unique capabilities to monitor and support
5
SOF Reference manual (Version 2.1 Academic Year 99/00) Army Command and General Staﬀ
College. p.7
6
Ibid.
7
SOF Reference manual (Version 2.1 Academic Year 99/00) Army Command and General Staﬀ
College. p.10.
8
(DODD S-3600.1 and JP 3-13 Draft)
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compliance with arms control treaties. If directed, SOF can conduct or support SR
and DA missions to locate and interdict sea, land, and air shipments of dangerous
materials or weapons. SOF are tasked with organizing, training, equipping, and
otherwise preparing to conduct operations in support of US Government counterproliferation objectives.
SOF Collateral Activities
SOF principal missions are enduring and will change infrequently; however, SOF
collateral activities will shift more readily because of the changing international
environment. SOF frequently conducts the following Collateral Activities:
Coalition Support
Coalition Support integrates coalition units into multinational military operations by
training coalition partners on tactics and techniques and providing communications.
Coalition Support teams often provide the Joint Force Commander (JFC) with an
accurate evaluation of the capabilities, location, and activities of coalition forces, thus
facilitating JFC command and control.
Combat Search and Rescue (CSAR)
CSAR penetrates air defense systems and conducts joint air, ground, or sea operations
deep within hostile or denied territory at night or in adverse weather to eﬀect the
recovery of distressed personnel during wartime or contingency operations.
Counterdrug (CD) Activities
CD activities train host nation CD forces on critical skills required to conduct
small unit CD operations in order to detect, monitor, and counter the cultivation,
production, and traﬃcking of illegal drugs.
Countermine (CM) Activities
CM activities reduce or eliminate the threat to noncombatants and friendly military
forces posed y mines, booby-traps, and other explosive devices by training host
nation forces in the location, recognition, and safe disposal of mines and other
destructive devices, as well as CM program management.9
Humanitarian Assistance (HA)
HA provides assistance of limited scope and duration to supplement or complement
the eﬀorts of host nation civil authorities or agencies to relieve or reduce the results
of natural or manmade disasters or other endemic conditions such as human pain,
disease, hunger, or privation that might present a serious threat to life or that can
result in great damage to, or loss of, property.
Security Assistance (SA)
SA provides training assistance in support of legislated programs which provide US
defense articles, military training, and other defense related services by grant, loan,
credit, or cash sales in furtherance of national policies or objectives.
Special Activities
Special activities consist of the planning and execution of actions abroad in support
of national foreign policy objectives so that the role of the US government is not
apparent or acknowledged publicly. These activities are subject to limitations
imposed by Executive Order and in conjunction with a Presidential finding and
congressional oversight.10
9
10

SOF Reference manual. p.11.
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The doctrine considers the qualifications and limitations that might apply to the
use of SOF. It identifies mission criteria as guidance to commanders for when it is
appropriate to employ SOF—or suggest when it might be inappropriate.
• Must be an appropriate SOF mission or activity.
• Mission or tasks should support the joint force commander’scampaign, operation
plan, or special activities.
• Missions or tasks must be operationally feasible, approved, andfully coordinated.
• Required resources must be available to execute and support theSOF mission.
• The expected outcome of the mission must justify the risks11
It also identifies “SOF Limitations” that are representative of the community’s
concerns over the mal-utilization or needless expenditure of SOF assets and a
recognition of SOF’s reliance on the others for support.12
• SOF cannot be quickly replaced or reconstituted nor can their capabilities be
rapidly expanded. Improper employment of SOF(e.g., in purely conventional
roles or on inappropriate or inordinately high-risk missions) runs the risk of
rapidly depleting these resources.
• SOF are not a substitute for conventional forces. In most casesSOF are neither
trained, organized, nor equipped to conduct sustainedconventional combat
operations and, therefore, should notbe substituted for conventional forces that
are able to eﬀectivelyexecute that mission.
• Most special operations missions require non-SOF support.SOF are typically
provided to geographic combatant commands(GCCs) and are not structured
with robust means of logisticand sustainment capabilities. SOF must rely on the
supportedGCC’s service component commands for most support exceptfor those
SOF-unique assets that are required to be supplied byUSSOCOM.13
2. The role of SOF under NATO
Given the dynamic security environment in which NATO is currently engaged,
and will certainly continue to face in the next decade and beyond, it is important
to determine what role the Alliance’s nascent SOF will be required to fill in future
NATO operations. Beyond the security challenges that NATO faces, political
machinations, limitations and consensus-formation problems have the potential to
diminish NATO’s eﬀorts to apply SOF as a strategic asset based on NATO Special
Operation Transformation Initiative (NSTI).14
As part of the NSTI, the Alliance created the NATO SOF Coordination Centre
(NSCC). The intent of this organization is to be the “focal point for NATO Special
Operations expertise” for the Supreme Allied Commander-Europe (SACEUR)
and Allied Command Operations (ACO). The primary mission of the NSCC is to
develop policy and doctrine for the employment of NATO SOF, and to develop and
synchronize NATO SOF education, training, and exercises, as well as the training
11
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centers required. Ultimately, it is the responsibility of the NSCC to optimize the
burden-sharing responsibilities in view of the expected and current SOF capabilities
of the NATO nations. The principal tasks expected of contributing nations will have
to be performed to an acceptable level and how well or poorly Alliance members
have done to date has not been made public.
Nearly all of the 28 Allies have SOF as part of their armed forces. When viewed
collectively, NATO’s SOF provide the capabilities to meet and overcome virtually
any challenge using a wide variety of tactics, techniques and procedures. However,
when viewed individually, the SOF capability of some Alliance members is quite thin.
The reason for such a limited development of SOF among some member countries is
that the individual Ally’s requirement for such capability is determined by national
objectives, and a country will almost certainly not commit scarce resources to
developing a capability when its government does not deem it necessary or when
the requirement is not pressing enough. With that in mind, it is easy to understand
why countries such as Latvia and Lithuania maintain one Special Forces team each,
while the United States has thousands of SOF with skills designed to accomplish
missions throughout the spectrum of military operations.
Under the NSTI initiative NATO has started to develop a clear and robust SOF
organizational structure and an allied SOF doctrine. Under NATO SOF doctrineAJP 3.5 “Allied Joint Doctrine for Special Operations” it is stated that the tasks that
NATO SOF are expected to be prepared to conduct are Special Reconnaissance (SR),
Direct Action (DA), and Military Assistance (MA). These principal tasks are defined
as follows:
SR: “Predominately HUMINT function that places ‘eyes on target’ in hostile, denied,
or politically sensitive territory.”
DA: “Focused on specific, well-defined targets of strategic and operational
significance, or in the conduct of decisive tactical operations.”
MA: “A broad spectrum of measures in support of friendly forces throughout the
spectrum of conflict.”
AJP-3.5 is careful to note that each NATO member country has diﬀerent “modes
and levels of employment” for its national SOF. For the NSCC, the important
consideration is that SOF are strategic assets which should be employed to realize
benefits at the “strategic and operational levels.”15
While specific national SOF capabilities are closely guarded for national security
reasons, each of these SOF units is capable of meeting the DA and SR task requirements
outlined in AJP-3.5 The MA portion of the task set includes training and advisory
missions “by, with, or through friendly forces that are trained, equipped, supported,
or employed in varying degrees by SOF.” Also within the MA mission set are the
more traditional SOF missions such as FID, in which SOF are tasked to train host
nation security forces to bring stability to a country. It is in these arenas that NATO
SOF can yield the greatest benefit for the Alliance by ensuring that an unconventional
and asymmetric approach is adopted in dealing with present and future security
threats to eliminate them before they are manifested more significantly.
NATO SOF missions are designed to favorably alter the political landscape by
undermining support in a population for terrorist or insurgent movements. By
15
NATO Special Operations Headquarters, AJP 3.5:Allied Joint Doctrine for Special Operations,
2013, p.1-1.
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working in this fashion, SOF can improve the ability of local forces to provide security
by training and advising them in tactics, techniques and procedures in combating
terrorism and insurgencies. In turn, this will result in “a reduction in terrorism’s mass
appeal, a reduction in recruits, and growth in the willingness of those with knowledge
of the terrorists to stop supporting them, or even better to betray them.” Working
indirectly is not merely a matter of passive SOF presence and teaching simple tasks
to surrogate forces in the hope that terrorist and insurgent groups will be deterred
from operating in these areas. In fact, it requires great commitment to employ SOF in
such a protracted fashion, often in unstable and insecure environments, and without
the benefit of logistical and administrative support associated with deployments of
much larger conventional forces to an operating area.16
As NATO continues the initiative in developing an Alliance SOF capability, it is
important for leaders to be well educated about what SOF capabilities are, as well as
how SOF should be employed. In crises that demand an immediate response, such as
hostage rescues, it stands to reason that the individual Ally’s government will have
primary responsibility for the crisis, which almost certainly holds true both within
the country and outside the country. There are precedents for both scenarios, and
the law enforcement personnel that have been called upon to execute the operations
have been by and large successful.
It is important to mention that U.S. SOF arenot “superior in every mission or skill set”
when we consider special operations in full spectrum operations. Some NATO Allies
possess “deep cultural awareness and access” to countries that the United States
simply does not, and that this can provide a solid foundation for operations that
require the development of “indigenous anti-terror forces,” particularly in previous
colonial areas in Africa and the Middle East and in Europe itself. However, the
process of education, training and exercises will certainly have a mutually beneficial
eﬀect on SOF of all participating nations as tactics, techniques, and procedures are
shared among partners and refined over time. Additionally, the cultural skill set
that European SOF may excel in as a result of long-term exposure to countries in
high-priority regions can be shared with Allies that have had less exposure to these
regions.
3. Misuse of SOF and political implications for NATO
There are many considerations in opting to employ SOF in place of GPF. It is obvious
that SOF are severely limited as a “substitute for GPF.” Likewise, the inverse holds
true, that SOF cannot be readily replaced by GPF for those roles and missions for
which they are designed. One of the typical defining characteristics of SOF is their
ability to operate in hostile, denied, and politically sensitive areas.
NATO SOF have been operating in Afghanistan since 2002. However, the Afghanistan
experience may not be the best example of the appropriate use of SOF. Volumes have
been written about the impetus lost after incredible accomplishments by SOF. These
achievements were marginalized by the insistence on GPF employment in the face
of a growing asymmetric enemy. Under the auspices of the International Security
Assistance Force, NATO currently leads military operations in Afghanistan with
both GPF and SOF contributions for the missions outside the U.S.-led Operation
16

Steven C. Taylor, p.28.
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Enduring Freedom. Additionally, NATO continues to fulfill security responsibilities
in the Balkans as the United Nations mission transitions to the European Union. Both
of these examples demonstrate that NATO is capable of deploying large numbers of
armed forces to protracted combat and stabilization operations.17
Figure 1: A theory of SOF and representation of Potential Misuse and Misapplication
of SOF. 18
To begin with, NATO’s political dynamics and strategic outlook could serve as
constraints on the eﬀective use of SOF. The NATO SOF governing doctrine, while

quite comprehensive, has a significant inadequacy in that it does not place emphasis
on the unique ability of SOF to shape the operating environment to align with desired
Alliance security goals. Ordinarily, this function would fall within the area that NATO
terms Military Assistance (MA), which takes advantage of the ability of SOF to use
knowledge of the local environment and population to shape the security conditions
favorably in meeting strategic objectives. Allied Joint Publication-3.5 (AJP-3.5), Allied
Joint Doctrine for Special Operations, rightly notes that “NATO SOF are strategic assets,”
the proper employment of which is “realized at the strategic and operational levels.”
The document also notes that special operations are normally conducted “to achieve
military objectives that can have military, diplomatic, informational, or economic
eﬀects.” AJP-3.5defines training and advisory missions and captures the extremely
broad nature of MA roles and missions, although it falls short of providing the
specificity that the Direct Action (DA) and Special Reconnaissance and Surveillance
(SR) task descriptions oﬀer.
NATO is greater than the sum of its parts. Its strength lies not only in the awesome
military capability that can be brought to bear on the battlefield, but also in the
17
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diplomatic and economic assets that the 28 individual nations can use collectively to
resolve security dilemmas. However, NATO military capabilities are not optimally
configured to confront and contend with the unconventional challenges that the
Alliance faces in the today. It is unlikely that an adversary would confront NATO
in a conventional engagement. This highlights the Alliance’s vulnerability to
unconventional campaigns. NATO’s Comprehensive Political Guidance pointedly
notes that “special focus” must be placed “on the most likely operations” and that the
Alliance must be able to respond “to current and future operational requirements.”
History has demonstrated repeatedly that a conventional approach to warfare cannot
eﬀectively confront an unconventional adversary.
The Alliance is not currently structured to respond against non-state entities to whom
borders have no significance and who operate freely in weak and failing states with
unstable governments that cannot eﬀectively oppose their actions. The deteriorating
situation in Afghanistan is evidence of that, as guerrilla-style operations conducted
by the Taliban have become more lethal and have diminished political support
among the Allies for operations in that country. Forces with expertise in confronting
such asymmetric threats must be given priority in the near term so that the Alliance
will be prepared to deal with such threats when and as they arise.”
Conclusion and Recommendations
SOF roles and activities are logically defined by the nature of the threats or
opportunities in the security environment, the needs of policymakers, and the ability
or inability of conventional forces to provide appropriate policy options. However,
they are also logically defined by the qualities and limitations of special operations
and SOF. In the nonconventional instability of the 21st century, the temptation for
policymakers, and even senior military decision makers, will be to increasingly
turn to SOF. The more successful special operations are, the greater the demand.
However, the strategic trap in SOF being the “go to” solution for everything is that
eventually a sort of strategic paralysis sets. Policymakers ignore other potential
options and wait on a “special operations” solution for every problem. Furthermore,
SOF become stretched too thin to respond in a timely manner to authentic crises best
served by a SOF response. Eventually, SOF lose their distinctive and qualitative edge,
and consequently their advantage in regard to friction. In the process, a naturallyconstrained resource is squandered as opposed to optimized. A fine weapon is better
used, but for the purposes for which it is designed.
What this all suggests is that while SOF leadership must continue to be responsive to
policymakers and senior military decision makers, the leadership must continuously
reexamine how special operations and SOF fit into the spectrum of conflict and
the optimal roles and activities for SOF. Any specific answer to this dilemma is a
recurring staﬀ issue to be revisited periodically or as conditions change.
United States and its NATO Allies and coalition partners in Afghanistan can be
used as the best example of this logic. As of this writing, military operations in
Afghanistan are well into their twelfth year, and the security situation in that country
is visibly deteriorating in spite of ISAF and U.S. eﬀorts to control it. In the current
Afghanistan security environment, indirect missions such as those associated with
unconventional warfare have not only taken a back seat to direct missions, but have
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arguably been left behind. This may be due in large part to the emphasis seemingly
placed on direct action missions in which statistical measures of eﬀectiveness can
be derived from the number of insurgents killed or captured. In order to overcome
the many challenges listed above and gain the benefits that may be realized through
proper employment of SOF, NATO’s political leadership must have a better
understanding of the capabilities resident in SOF. With such an understanding, the
Alliance’s political leaders can facilitate the development of comprehensive SOF
capabilities and provide the military leadership the means to employ SOF (the
doctrinal framework) to meet NATO’s political and security objectives. The biggest
responsibility of educating the high politics of each NATO member country and
allies falls on the shoulders of SOF leadership and the SOF community.
This is not to imply that SOF should demand all of NATO’s attention. SOF alone
should never be considered absolute answers to all of the Alliance’s security
challenges. However, transformation eﬀorts designed to create a capability that
can meet the Alliance’s overarching security objectives require a well-formulated
strategy. If NATO hopes to optimize the strategic utility of SOF, it should consider
the following recommendations:
1.
Craft a strategy document that reflects twenty-first century security concerns.
This will allow the NATO leadershipto set the conditions for the development of
SOF to meet overarching Alliance security objectives.
2.
Require that troop contributing nations (TCN) for NATO SOF agree to all
potential methods of employment during the development of Alliance strategy to
ensure that the SOF capabilities are not restricted during an operational commitment
by various limitations defined by one or more members of the alliance.These
limitations will be the points of friction between high politics and NATO leadership
of each member nation. Limitations on how a nation’s forces can be employed during
NATO operations have made the Allies less eﬀective than they might have been at
the tactical and operational levels.
3.
Eliminate consensus-based decision making below NATO’s highest political
levels to remove the “slow and painful” process, especially in committees that provide
guidance, direction and oversight of SOF. This is critical because opportunities to
train and employ these specialized forces during emerging or ongoing crises are
often of limited duration. A prolonged and excruciating decision making process is
counterproductive in such scenarios.
4.
Delegate decision-making authority on SOF employment to SACEUR to
avoid the bottlenecks that are so frequent in reaching consensus at political levels
at Supreme Headquarters Allied Powers Europe (SHAPE). Just as SACEUR has
been delegated command authority in peacetime with NATO’s air defense, so too
should he be delegated command authority regarding decisions to employ SOF in
circumstances that he perceives as demanding an immediate response. This would
ensure that NATO SOF could be employed without the wrangling normally seen
in the North Atlantic Council and would provide the Alliance’s military leadership
the flexibility needed to employ SOF appropriately—either independently or with
conventional forces, taking greater advantage of the unique capabilities of SOF in
both direct and indirect operations.
5.
Ensure that development of NATO SOF capability is given suﬃcient priority
so that inadequate funding contributions will not jeopardize the initiative. Poland,
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Spain, and the United Kingdom are the only European Allies that view SOF as a
priority capability for their armed forces, although all Allies perceive transnational
and/or asymmetric threats as being the greatest in currently foreseeable circumstances.
As many of the Allies continue to underfund their respective militaries compared to
the informally agreed two-percent of GDP benchmark, there may be a temptation
to reduce or eliminate funding for lower priority military requirements. Because
only three European Allies perceive SOF as a priority requirement, a scenario can
be envisaged in which the remaining Allies reduce or eliminate funding for SOF,
thereby jeopardizing the NSTI on the whole.
6.
Place more emphasis on the need to conduct protracted forms of
unconventional warfare and require SOF troop contributing nations to incorporate
this capability into their SOF. The greatest potential benefit of creating NATO SOF
centers not on what can be brought to bear in DA and SR, but the potential strategic
and operational success in the MA sphere. NATO SOF can be employed in regions of
strategic concern with regard to terrorism and extremism, can operate with a small
footprint, and can be successful in operations that directly benefit NATO’s collective
instruments of statecraft—the diplomatic, informational, military, and economic
spheres. By taking advantage of the strategic benefits available in the unconventional
MA mission set, NATO SOF can overcome challenges associated with the Alliance’s
security concerns today and in the foreseeable future.
7.
There will always be a requirement to have resident DA and SR capabilities,
but to focus solely on these capabilities would be to disregard SOF roles and missions
that could have the greatest strategic return and that could align the security
environment in volatile and unstable regions with NATO’s desired end state.
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Abstract
The purpose of this paper is the identification of the relationship between exchange rate
and inflation directly and indirectly having their factors in the stability and development
of the economy.Identification of variables that determine the behavior of the exchange rate
in Albania, as in periods longer-term and short-term analysis of the causes that lead to us
to avoidance of the balance of the exchange rate and the consequences arising from such
deviation. The findings and analysis, conclusions and recommendations which will be part
of important scientific studies in this paper that will serve to assist in the preservation of
natural resources in our countries. Another purpose is the direct impact analysis that has the
exchange rate of macro economic factors such as economic growth, inflation and employment
levels.
Keywords: Inflation models, exchange rate, empirical studies, National instruments.
JEL Classification System: H0, H1, H2, H3

Introduction
For too long numerous researchers have attempted to find a link between the
movement of the exchange rate and inflation in the country.Initially there were
models that assumed a unitary link between the exchange rate and inflation, based
on the theory of law in the price. Later from numerous studies were models of
purchasing power parity, where this model was used to fully identify the movement
of the exchange rate in extensive.Testet empirical did not supported this assumption
and consequently it is supposed that this movement of the exchange rate is not fully
reflected in price levels.Already there are many models / theories that explain why
such disregard is incomplete. Source: Kosovo Economic Outlook, September 5, 2017
Kosovo has continued to be without a government since the 11 June parliamentary
elections ended in a hung parliament. Political parties have so far failed to find
common ground on contentious issues such as border demarcation with neighboring
Montenegro and the normalization of diplomatic relationships with Serbia, which
are also necessary to progress in EU membership talks. Prolonged political gridlock
will not only stall the implementation of much-needed reforms in areas such as tax
administration, education and the labor market but could also impact the economy.
Economic growth slowed considerably in 2014 when the country was without a
government for six months, and the current impasse makes a repeat seem likely.
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Political uncertainty will inevitably sour the investment climate and could dent
growth in fixed investment, which last year grew by 9.0%.
Kosovo's economy has shown progress in transitioning to a market-based system
and maintaining macroeconomic stability, but it is still highly dependent on the
international community and the diaspora for financial and technical assistance.
Remittances from the diaspora - located mainly in Germany, Switzerland, and the
Nordic countries - are estimated to account for about 15% of GDP and international
donor assistance accounts for approximately 10% of GDP. With international
assistance, Kosovo has been able to privatize a majority of its state-owned enterprises.
Kosovo's citizens are the poorest in Europe with a per capita GDP (PPP) of $8,000 in
2014. An unemployment rate of 31%, and a youth unemployment rate near 60%, in
a country where the average age is 26, encourages emigration and fuels a significant
informal, unreported economy. Most of Kosovo's population lives in rural towns
outside of the capital, Pristina. Ineﬃcient, near-subsistence farming is common the result of small plots, limited mechanization, and a lack of technical expertise.
Kosovo enjoys lower labor costs than the rest of the region. However, high levels
of corruption, little contract enforcement, and unreliable electricity supply have
discouraged potential investors.
Minerals and metals production - including lignite, lead, zinc, nickel, chrome,
aluminum, magnesium, and a wide variety of construction materials - once the
backbone of industry, has declined because of ageing equipment and insuﬃcient
investment. A limited and unreliable electricity supply is a major impediment to
economic development, but Kosovo has received technical assistance to help
improve the sector’s performance. In 2012, Kosovo privatized its electricity supply
and distribution network.
1.1
The aim of this study, data analyze
The aim of this study is to provide empirical evidence on the extent of the contempt
of the exchange rate with the rate of inflation in Albania. The study of this connection
is motivated by the impact that has the exchange rate in an economy as small and
open economy is Albanian. Given the importance of the exchange rate on the main
elements of the economy, the Central Bank has not ignored the developments in the
exchange rate in Lek, although the conditions were of floating exchange rates. (Ruli
G, 2007)
These developments are closely monitored by the Central Bank and in certain
moments it has intervened through monetary policy to avoid fluctuations regarded
the distorting. This is done because the exchange rate is one of the main variables
involved in the process of forecasting inflation.(Guxholli Z, 2009)
Always the question arises: Should the Central Bank pay importance to exchange rate
movement and to what extent? Should this attention be too large enough to include the
exchange rate of the Taylor Rule?
H1: But how these policies can be used with inflation targeting?
So should CB respond to exchange rate changes and further to whose nominal
exchange or a real one? These questions are complicated even more in the moment
when interventions on the exchange rate is defined as a tool of monetary policy
to achieve the objectives of the other secondary as: increasing international
reserves,facilitating in short-term fluctuations arising due to the characteristics of an
economy small, open and regulate the exchange rate when it leaves the basic rules.
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2. The purpose of the study
In 1999Balli took into account these problems and included the exchange rate as an
explanatory variable in the equation of the aggregate supply and demand, where the
exchange rate is expressed as a function of the interest rate and as probable casual
error.An inclusion in these two equations is done because the Taylor rule for defining
an optimal policy should be modified, taking into account the most direct way in
determining exchange rates of monetary policy instruments. (Dumi A, Leadership,
2016)
And therefore the new rule is not opposed targeting inflation, but simply makes the
determination that accounts for monetary policy and exchange the real rate volatility,
as well as the impact of exchange rate interventions on interest rate.
H2: In 2000 the Svenssin argue that the inclusion of the exchange rate in the Taylor rule
being most likely to provide macroeconomic accurate and stable results.
Both these authors propose optimal values for coeﬃcients of exchange rates, which may change,
however, due to the specific characteristics in the model and changes in parameters, therefore,
such rules are not very sustainable practicable.Other authors like Mishkin and Savastano
2001 and Schimit-Hebbel argued thatin a properly defined model, the facts included
indirect exchange rate policy in the rules, including the function of losses through
its eﬀects on the output gap and inflation.In general, the issue remains unresolved,
because the issue in connection with the exchange rate is not treated in full in the
targeting literature and inflation.(Dumi A, Mjss 2012).
This literature is concentrated in the monetary model of closed economy and does
not become a better comparative analysis of the facts of welfare or macroeconomic
development, when the exchange rate is included in the rules of monetary policy.
3. Literature Review And Hypotheses
To give an answer as best as possible to this issue will be based the empirical research,
due to the diﬀerent specific factors in economy of the country.In 2005 Mohanty and
Klau have made a research in 13 diﬀerent countries which have an economy in
transition and in developing,this is for the hypothesis that the exchange rate belongs
to monetary reaction function.
The result of this study shows that diﬀerent coeﬃcients of the exchange rate are
significant in 11 countries out of 13, indicating that BQ of these countries are taking
into considerations the drafting exchange rate and implementation of monetary
policy. But, which is the user of publications monetary policies concerning the
development of the exchange rate in our country?
To give an answer to this question based on the Taylor rule in an open economy. In
our country the exchange rate has an impact on decisions to CB for monetary policy
and to calculate the reaction function of the policy interest rate in an open economy
and many authors are based on the rules of Taylor, which includes the eﬀects of
exchange rate movements in relation to inflation and the output gap.
The central change in the use of nominal exchange eﬀects in place of the real one,
and the argument that the policies developed by CB of Albania aims to mitigate
the various speculative attacks and sudden fluctuations in the nominal exchange
currency exchange.
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Exchange rate considered as a significant honor channels of transmission mechanism
of monetary policy in Eastern Europe, while the issue of contempt of exchange rate
on prices is less explored. This study contributes to the enrichment of the literature
of the countries on the role of the exchange rate in price formation.
During the transition period Albania moved from a closed economy and regulated
in an open market economy. This move was accompanied with great shock and
destruction of macroeconomic balances.
The Opening of the economy itself is an important factor for the restructuring of the
economy and to increase its eﬃciency. Two of the main indicators of the transition
of the Albanian economy are the exchange rate and the index of the prices of goods
of the consumer.
At the beginning of the liberalization of the economy the exchange rate and consumer
prices were one of the first indicators that began to change rapidly.
On the one hand, this change shows adaptation of the free market philosophy. On the
other hand, these indicators began to be used as criteria of speed and the changing
character of the general conditions of the economy.
From the standpoint of economic theory between these two indicators there is a connection
and a dependence because:
The first, a good part of the Albanian consumer goods are coming from imports
and as consequence the highest foreign currencies will be,the highest the consumer
prices will bw in the internal markets. Secondly, the exchange rate would rise as
a result of liberalization of the economy, by adapting mechanism of demand and
supply.By rising the domestic demand customers, it has increased not only the price
but also has increased the demand for Valut and is therefore increasing its price.
Albania has an agreement with all countries that are part of the EU and this has
aﬀected all elements of the economy. The first step of the transition process in 1991
was the liberalization of prices and foreign trade.
In order to achieve macroeconomic stability in an environment where inflation was
higher that it came as a result of price liberalization, monetary policy set as its main
objective of price stability which meant the central bank independence.To achieve
this objective the Central Bank was focused to control the money supply.At the
beginning in Albania is used exchange administrative parts and under this regime
the country could not follow independent monetary policy and as consequence CB
need to intervene in the foreign exchange market every time the rate of exchange
was diﬀerent from the oﬃcial rate using the oﬃcial reserve transactions. After
the transition in Albania began to be used with the flexible exchange rate which
depended mainly on the macroeconomic situation in the beginning of the transition
process.(Calvo, G.A. 1999).
4. Research Goal
In the case of Albania maintaining macroeconomic interior balancing in terms of
liberalization of the economy constitutes a major challenge for our economy has
a huge deficit of current account and a high trade deficit.It is very important to
preserve macroeconomic stability, which means achieving a balance in terms of the
full employment, stabilizing prices and the unemployment rate From numerous
studies that have been made and have also been raised a number of questions such
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as:
1-Economic transition has been completed in Albania and what are the achievements,
failures and challenges in the future of this transition?
2-Albania's economy needs for a restructuring and what standpoint will have the
macroeconomic stability, budgetary control and the most important to get control
over public debt?
3-Which will be priorities in the economic development of Albania and how these
priorities will be based on the use of internal resources and how coherent it will be
the newest development of global development.
4- Is ready the economy of Albania to pass over a developed economy, exporting,
competing and integrated into regional and continental range?
5- What reforms will be taken to expand economic freedom and to enhance the role
of business for local and foreign investments in the economy of our country?
6 -What role will play the economic diplomacy, and who will be the new perspective
of the international cooperation with suitable financial institutions.
According to assessments made by the IMF, Albania's economy is characterized
by a positive growth development in recent years, this thing is shown by the pace
of sustainable economic growth, promote continual improvement of economic
stability and the gradual approximation of the structure of the economy with them
of developed economies. (Calvo, G.A. 1999)
Developments in the foreign exchange market have followed the progress of the
international market, without compromising the macro-economic balance in the
country.The topic is organized into three main chapters. In the first chapter is
provided an overview of economic development and the aspirations of our country
to become part of the European Union. (Bahmani & Oskooee, M., Tanku A., 2006)
In the second chapter is given an abbreviated description of theories on exchange
rate and the impact that has it in the evaluation of local currency, inflation and the
performance of the main factors that determine the exchange rate and inflation.In
the third chapter will be an empirical and econometric analysis of the relationship
between exchange rates and inflation, and also analysis of probabilistic methods
used in Albania for measuring inflation. To make the econometric analysis of time
series are obtained with the monthly data for the period 1994-2011 in Albania, and to
describe the dynamics of the exchange rate and inflation is used ANOVA methods.
Kosovo economic assets
Kosovo's tie to the euro has helped keep core inflation low.Kosovo experienced its
first federal budget deficit in 2012, when government expenditures climbed sharply.
In May 2014, the government introduced a 25% salary increase for public sector
employees and an equal increase in certain social benefits. Central revenues could
not sustain these increases, and the government was forced to reduce its planned
capital investments.
The government, led by Prime Minister MUSTAFA - a trained economist - recently
made several changes to its fiscal policy, expanding the list of duty-free imports,
decreasing the Value Added Tax (VAT) for basic food items and public utilities, and
increasing the VAT for all other goods. In August 2015, as part of its EU-facilitated
normalization process with Serbia, Kosovo signed agreements on telecommunications
and energy distribution, but disagreements over who owns economic assets within
Kosovo continue.
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$18.49 billion (2016 est.) $17.77 billion (2015 est.) $17.09 billion (2014 est.)
note: data are in 2016 dollars country comparison to the world: 150 (Source: see
also: GDP country ranks )
GDP (oﬃcial exchange rate): $6.56 billion (2015 est.) GDP (oﬃcial exchange rate)
country ranks
GDP - real growth rate:
4.1% (2016 est.) 4% (2015 est.) 1.2% (2014 est.) country comparison to the world: 57
GDP - per capita: $10,000 (2016 est.) $9,500 (2015 est.) $9,100 (2014
est.) note: data are in 2016 US dollars , country comparison to the world: 139
5. Sample and Data Collections
The last part contains the main conclusions drawn from the analysis of the connection
that the exchange rate to inflation. Verification of hypotheses and questions that are
raised for inflation connection with other elements of macro economic. In 2018, the
lender expects Kosovo's economy to expand by 4.2%, higher than 3.7% projected
previously, figures from the June 2017 Global Economic Prospects report showed on
Sunday.The bank has also raised its forecast for Kosovo's GDP growth in 2019 - to
4.4%, up 0.8 percentage points compared to January's forecast. In 2016, Kosovo's
economy grew by an estimated 3.6%.
Both the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the European Bank for
Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) expect Kosovo's economy to expand
by 3.5% in 2017.The World Bank aﬃrmed its projection for the GDP growth of the
Western Balkans region comprising Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Kosovo,
Macedonia, Montenegro, and Serbia, at 3.2% in 2017 and 3.7% in 2019. However, the
bank lowered its forecast for 2018 by 0.2 percentage points to 3.5%. See more at: https://
seenews.com/news/world-bank-aﬃrms-kosovos-2017
5.1
Albanian economic development
The development of Albania's economy has gone through thismajor periods. a-1991in this period the country's economy was dominated by a decrease in real GDP social
and economic disruption. In this period, we have a higher inflation rate during
this period.We have a decrease by two thirds of the level of income and inflation
compared with 1989.(Calvo, G.A. 1999)
b- 1993-96 -during this period, we have a recovery GDP grew by 10% and therefore
lower inflation and trade deficit and fiscal improved significantly.This was achieved
as a result of monetary and fiscal policy which makes the landing pressure on prices.
c- During 1996 have a fluctuation in the growth.This came as a result of errors in
economic stabilization policies. Revenue collection fell and consequently the fiscal
deficit began to grow.
To withstand competition, technology development or the need for the addition of
new services, it is necessary to supply the company with new human resources staﬀ.
Technology, products and types of services are some of the features that make the
diﬀerence of companies in the market.
However, these will not have any value if the employee does not meet the required
qualities. The lack of clear plans for staﬀ training (or funds) staﬀ faced diﬀerent
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diﬃculties during labor processes, in managing people or dealing with market
competition.(Bahmani &Oskooee, M., Tanku A., 2006)
So, it set up a special department that deals with labor force or human capital
diﬀerently, called the human resources department.Department of Human Resources
in Western countries and especially in the US (where there was born) has moved
forward by aiming to become the first country where business leaders will go for
advice. (Figure 1.)

Fig.1.GDP levelBurimi: Financial planning (2007-2010)
As we see from the graph the US has a potential growth of 3%, while the eurozone
and the UK increased by 2%, of course, aﬀect other factors but mainly influenced
specialization and qualification of human resources.
What is the real profit that take businesses from investing in training employees?
Saying otherwise, when and how much business will benefit economically from
these trainings? Establishment of a system of HR data and advances in technology
has produced software and other technology that can analyze information provided
help many business HR and uncover the connection between labor productivity and
talent management.(Calvo, G.A. 1999)
Many leaders of companies obliged by the consolidation of work HR have already
taken the first steps towards measurement and reporting of the cost and performance
of HR. Being aware and accepting that special practices related to human resources
of various companies vary (change) by the dynamics of the various companies,
lack of talent, growth rates, business culture, etc, all these lead to answer that
organizations and businesses that earn more by investing in HRwill have a better
economic performance.
Economic growth in Kosovo
Economic growth in Kosovo remained above that of neighboring countries and
contributed to considerable job creation in 2016, according to the latest Western
Balkans Regular Economic Report (WBRER) of the World Bank, launched today in
Skopje. Productivity and competiveness gains are essential to make growth more
sustainable and address the still high level of unemployment, particularly among
youth.
The Western Balkans as a region grew faster in 2016 than a year earlier, according
to the report. Compared to 2015 the strengthening of growth in Serbia and Albania
compensated for weaker expansion in Montenegro and FYR Macedonia, the slight
slowdown in growth in Kosovo, and steady growth in Bosnia and Herzegovina.
Continuing economic growth created more jobs in the region, and all countries
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in the region, including Kosovo, and with the exception of Montenegro, reduced
unemployment. By September 2016, job growth was highest in Albania and Serbia,
translating into an 8.5 and 7.2 percent increase over 2016, respectively.
5.2
The empirical analysis of the expected rate of inflation.
To evaluate and control the empirical features of inflation and expectations with
respect to fluctuations of the rate it is very important to ensure public information
and this information back in time series which will help in its determining. Often this
process is diﬃcult because the errors in the process of aggregation and generation
of data are large.
6. Human resources in the face of crisis
In the US, the eﬀects of the crisis which is being felt around the world have been
registered about 2.2 million job closed. So close the factories of raw materials has
led to loss of jobs for 1200 employees of the company "Marks & Spencer". Nissan
Company records $ 2.9 billion loss for the first time in 9 years and 20,000 workers
unemployed. (Paukert, 2009)
Dealing with the crisis means the tendency toward stagnation or orientation towards
security forces and the survival of the human resources in the workplace, in order to
have economic recovery.(Calvo, G.A. 1999)
Employees led by job insecurity, or in cases when they realize that the company
is investing in the development of their capacities, often tend to look for other
employment alternatives. Due to the diﬀerent economic phenomenal that brings the
economic crisis (inflation, rising prices) employees are more sensitive to the level of
their salary and wage increases tend to seek or ask for a job that are paid more.(Dumi
A, Leadership 2016)
We havePeeters study in 2005. He focused more on the perception thatsaving
exchange channel is the main channel of transmission of monetary policy in Albania.
Completion of this study was that the importance of this channel has declined as a
result of using the credit channel and the wage channel where these have become an
essential element over the years.
Conclusions
The exchange rate is very important for countries in developmentalso for developed
countries too. In the longer term the exchange rate is aﬀected by product of economy
sectors between Albania and other countries, remittances and openings and trade
agreements.In the short term the exchange rate is influenced by debt service and
government spending. Through econometric analysis have been achieved the
following conclusions:
1External influences, resulting in stabilization of the exchange rate played an
important role in maintaining a low inflation rate in most of the time.
2Monetary policies have increased resulting in more stability and predictability
in relation to changes in the money supply and in price levels. The introduction of
direct instruments of monetary Policy has had a direct impact on improving the
economy.
3Monetary policies aimed at maintaining a low inflation also has a negative
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side because the movement towards an inflation target regime can contain shortterm risks.
4Between the consumer price index and the exchange rate, there is a strong
positive correlation which is statistically significant. Comparing the periods before
and after 1997there are many important structural changes which have had a greater
impact on the domestic economy.
5Changes in the consumer price index was preceded changes in exchange
rates. This thing is shown by equation (4) where for each Lek of exchange rate there
is an average increasing of 0.942% of the consumer price index.
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Abstract
The economic development of transition countries has gone through various stages of
development. Albania, as one of the transition countries after the 1990s, has experienced
some specific situations regarding the economic development of the various sectors, coupled
with the eﬀects on society and the environment. Within this development, diﬀerent authors
address the appropriate models that are based on the selection of appropriate sectors to
achieve economic growth through triangular care, economy-society-environment. The main
purpose of this paper is to: argue the correlation of development sustainable development and
tourism development in the Bay of Vlora and in this correlation to argue the determining role
of sustainable tourism in the sustainable development of the Vlora Bay. The research method
of this study is the deductive method, according to which the literature review identifies the
main factors of the tourism industry as the priority sector of economic development at the
national and wider level and the model used is that of Linear Regression expressed as follows:
Y = β + β1X1 + β2X2 + β3X3 + ......... + βnXn
The main objective of the paper is to: analyze the sectors that determine the economic
development of the region and have a greater impact on economic growth and to identify the
barriers of sustainable and productive development in the Bay of Vlora.
The main methods used for collecting data are: (i) testing method, questionnaries and
interviews as search tools; (ii) analysis of secondary data, which includes analysis of the
economic context of the Vlora Bay, and economic analysis of influencing variables in economic
growth, for identifying priority sectors in the economic development of the region. Economic
analysis shows that tourism can be one of the economic growth methods, backed by other
sectors, where the area has important economic resources. Positive eﬀects will come after
confronting some challenges related not only to the environment but also to employment and
territorial management problems.
Keywords: Economics, Environment, Tourism and Sustainable Development.

Introduction
The structure of economic development is diﬀerent in diﬀerent countries.
It is a consequence of the conditions in which each country is located, with
world literature referring to the geographic position, types and structure of
each country's resources, social development, human capital, and political
systems within the country and the region (Wang, K; Hong, W. 2010: 36).
Also, the economic development and well-being of communities (Easterly, 1999:
76) is certainly the result of the policies pursued in the past, the present, and the
plans for future developments. The planning process also aﬀects the regional and
local plans of certain areas (Beer, 1977: 48(4):389; ). Often, countries face situations
where appropriate policies need to be selected, aﬀecting the current and future wellbeing of the population, and this requires an in-depth analysis of the resources and
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the situation in which the country or region is located. Many policies and actions
undertaken have not always yielded the right results, due to various causes related
to state structures, human capital, economic and social and environmental problems
that have accompanied the country in these years (Freeman, Harten, Springer,
Randall, Ann Curran, Stone, 1992: 79). Albania has been a bit challenged in this
27-year-old, after leaving the totalitarian system and entering the path of market
economy, to choose the right development policies, and ultimately to emerge from
a transition from long and diﬃcult (Malaj, Mema, 1998). The globalization of the
markets brought about the growth of the diversification of tourism in Albania, which
grew marked by a series of barriers to becoming part of the National Tourism Strategy
as well as specific domestic problems for the creation of a successful tourism, on the
basis of natural beauties and local traditions. From this point of view, tourism is one
of the sectors that greatly influences the multiplier eﬀect of the economy, leading
to highly sought after economic growth (Friend, Jessop, 1969: 110). Uncertainties in the
process may require a more interlinked process where planning and implementation
are considered as part of the same interactive process of communication planning,
implementation and strategic planning (Sotarauta, 1996: 101). Also, the Vlora Bay
region has faced such development challenges, where many actors have sought to
say their word about the policies undertaken by the central and local government.
Thus, in the long-term vision the development strategy for the Vlora Region foresees
the creation of bases for an energetic and integrated tourism with the good use of the
region's assets. Tourism is a sector that seeks and promotes the development of other
supporting sectors, which is one of the features that makes it attractive as a sector
where sustainable economic development can be supported. In this regard, in view
of the resources of the Vlora Bay itself, there are three main directions for this area to
be developed in the coming years: i) agriculture and livestock, ii) fishing, iii) tourism.
Theory on Sustainable Tourism Development
Some of the most influential authors in the field of tourism make the division between
sustainable tourism and sustainable development in tourism. Thus Hall for example
considers sustainable tourism as a subgroup of tourism and sustainable development
(Hall, 2000). He argues that sustainable tourism "refers to the implementation of the
concept of sustainability at the level of the Tourism Industry and its consequences,
social, environmental and economic, while sustainable development operates on
a broader scale that includes all aspects of human interaction with "environment.
This author defines the development of tourism with the principles of sustainable
development in this way: "... tourism, which is developed and maintained in an
area (community, environment) in such a way and to such a degree that remains
sustainable in an indefinite period and does not degrade or alter the environment
(human and physical) in which it exists to a degree that prevents the successful
development and well-being of other activities and processes (Butler, 1999: 25 ).
"The author argues that sustainable tourism is "tourism that is in a form that can
sustain its sustainability in an area for an indefinite period of time". Weaver notes
that by joining two contradictory strands of continuous growth and slower growth
economic development with the involvement of government, the concept provides
"the attractive option of continuous economic development that does not unduly
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strain the socio-cultural and economic capacity of the earth's environment (Weaver,
2006: 98). Fletcher argues that in order to be eﬀective, any objective must be clear,
non-conflictual, measurable and achievable, and if sustainable development fails all
these characteristics, it cannot be considered to be achievable (Fletcher, Mackenzie,
Villouta, 2005: 132). On the other hand, the advocates of the concept emphasize
that although sustainability is not specific diﬃcult to understand and determine
the amount, it is still "perhaps the most important political planning and issue
of our time" (E.M Raymond, C.M Hall. (2008 йил 16-5). The analytical models of
tourism development reflect the ways in which theories of tourism have interacted
with theories of development. According to Telfer, modernization has influenced
many studies on tourism since the time when tourism is recognized as a strategy for
economic development (Sharpley & Telfer, 2002); dependence has been a dominant
theory in the development of tourism and relates to negative tourism impacts;
economic neoliberalism, which relates to competitive exports and regulatory
programs has received less attention; and finally the development of alternatives
has attracted more research as it is closely related to the concept of sustainable
development.Despite the debate, academic literature on sustainable development is
acknowledged that if there is a universally accepted theory of sustainable tourism, a
general agreement in the historical context will be taken into account, especially the
works of Jafar, Oppermann (Oppermann, 1993: 145) and Clarke (Clarke, 1997: 123),
then it would be possible to understand the context and evolution of the concept
(Hardy, Beeton, Pearson, 2002: 167).
Models of sustainable tourism development on which the study is supported
For the study, a detailed analysis of tourism development models was made,
distinguishing between sustainable tourism and sustainable tourism development.
The models to be adapted to the development conditions of this region are:
a. The Jafari Platform, which adapting the historical approach created a framework
for studying the change that has undergone development in decade's decade after
World War II (Jafari, 1990: 341). This platform has been used in many studies on the
concept of sustainable tourism, arguing that the four platforms: protection, warning,
adaptation, and basic knowledge platforms have emerged chronologically, without
replacing them, so they all can coexist in contemporary tourism.
b. Analytical models of the tourism development that reflect the ways in which
theories of tourism have interacted with theories of development. According to
Telfer modernization has influenced many studies on tourism since the time tourism
was recognized as a strategy for economic development.
Research question: "Is tourism the main factor of economic development and the
main source of sustainable development in the Bay of Vlora"?
Raised hypothesis: "The tourism sector is not the main factor and source that
contributes to the sustainable development of the Vlora Bay".
Methodology used
The research method of this study is the deductive method, according to which the
literature review identifies the main factors of the tourism industry as the priority
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sector of economic development at national and wider level. In the processing
of hypothesis testing data, multiple linear regression statistical methods were
used, through which I conducted an economic analysis of the sectors and their
interdependence with economic growth. The linear regression model is expressed
as follows:
Y= β+ β1X1 + β2X2 + β3X3 + ……… + βnXn
Where n = 3 and:
Y- Economic growth, expressed through GDP and value added in the economy or
dependent variables, which represents economic growth, but for our field of study is
also an indicator of sustainable economic development.
X1 - Quantitative variables of the agriculture - livestock sector.
X2 - quantitative tourism sector variables.
X3 - quantitative variables of the fishing sector.
According to this model, the tests of the dependent variable of economic growth,
expressed through two main indicators: GDP and value added in economy, from
independent variables expressed through indicators of diﬀerent economic sectors,
respectively, agriculture- livestock, tourism, fishing, as the most important sectors
determined by the preliminary analysis of secondary data. In order to reinforce the
results of the secondary data analysis through the multiple linear regression model,
the primary resources collected from field work were also used. Primary research
instruments are semi-structured interviews addressed to field experts, economics and
the environment, as well as distributed questionnaires to the surveyed community.
The number of interviewees was 50 and the number of distributed questionnaires
was 250, out of which 196 were valid, corresponding to the appropriate number
calculated according to the formula, so that the results of the study were reliable.
The sample of the survey was randomly selected, including an estimated selection
size as follows:

where:
e = 7% - the accepted error rate or +/- 3.5 of the percentages found by the study.
p - the percentage of the population that will display the given behavior (for p = 0.5,
the size of the selection is maximum)
z = 1.96 for confidence level 95% in results according to normal distribution.
The two types of information used in this study, both primary and secondary, have
served in the analyzes made and have helped the methodology used to identify the
problems of sustainable tourism development in Albania and mainly in the Vlora
Bay and its impact on sustainable economic development.
Analysis of regression coeﬃcients
Looking at the regression equation coeﬃcients for linear regression assumptions,
we can undertake a thorough analysis of the extent of each sector's impact on
economic growth and mainly the impact of the tourism sector, which is also linked
to the with verifying the hypothesis. To see the impact of tourism on economic
growth at the national level, several tests have been conducted through the SPSS
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program, regarding the relationship between the variables in the regression
equation, to see the impact of the input factor group factors for each sector.
This includes: the number of beds for the tourism sector, the number of heads for
the livestock sector as well as the fishing data, which are reflected only with one
indicator, one per ton fishing, through two economic growth indicators: the added
value in economy as well as GDP as dependent variables. Four tests have been made.
The following table shows the correlation of gross added value at current prices as a
dependent variable and the number of heads in livestock, the number of beds in the
tourism sector and fishing as independent variables.
Sector indicators at the national level

Burimi: INSTAT, grafiku i autores (2006 - 2016)
In the first model (the table below) it is seen that the beta coeﬃcients show that a
greater impact on the added value has the number of heads in the livestock sector,
then the fishing and the number of beds in the hotel and tourism sector is less
aﬀected. From the table below we see that these coeﬃcients have respectively the
values: 1.2, 0.29 and - 0.17.

Coefficients according to test 1.
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In the second model (the table below), the added value at current prices was taken
as a variable dependent on the output factor group in the livestock, fishing and
tourism sectors. The dependent variables that have been tested in this model are: the
added value in the tourism sector, indicators in the fisheries sector and production
of livestock sector in our country. From output data, it can be seen that the largest
impact, according to beta coeﬃcients, comes from the livestock sector with a
coeﬃcient of 0.536, followed by tourism with a coeﬃcient of 0.512 and the last is the
fishing sector 0.1269.

Coefficients according to test 2.

The third model (the table below) again foresees a dependence on the economic
growth expressed through GDP and the impact of the aforementioned sectors,
namely: livestock, tourism and fisheries. The relevant values of the beta coeﬃcients
are: 0.547 for the livestock sector, 0.5134 for the tourism sector and 0.158 for the
fishing sector. So, the greatest value comes from the livestock sector and then from
the tourism sector.
Coeﬃcients according to test 3.

While in the fourth model, we see that the impact of the input factor groups in the
economic and GDP of the sectors is similar to the first model of impact on added
value at with current prices. The respective coeﬃcient values are: 1.3 for the livestock
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sector, 0.36 for the fishery sector and 0.23 for the tourism sector.
Coeﬃcients according to test 4.

After all these tests, it can be seen that the beta coeﬃcients (which show the extent
of the influence of the independent variables in the dependent variables) for the
tourism sector variables in any of the tests are not greater compared to variables
from other sectors. From the data analysis at national level, it is clear that tourism
sector indicators are the second or third in influence, both in GDP and in Added
value in the economy. Following a general analysis of the data presented above, of
course, the selection of priority sectors will be based on the main sources of specific
areas. The tourism sector currently does not have the greatest impact on economic
growth and development in Albania.
Let's look at the situation in the Vlora Bay
The trend of main sectors development is provided by the following table, where
there appears to be a fluctuating development in recent years, while the largest
growth is mainly reflected by the trade sector. Sectors of tourism and fishing occupy
a small share in total income, and consequently in economic development in the Bay
of Vlora. However, correlation coeﬃcients show more about these tendencies:
Table on income from economic sectors by years in the Vlora Bay

Source: Taxation Branch and Directorate of Agriculture and Food
Among the highest weighting sectors is livestock farming, confirming the national
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trend. The correlation coeﬃcients shown in the table below also gives us an idea
of the relation between the pairs of variables, according to the rows in the table.
The strongest relation is again with the trade sector followed by the fisheries and
livestock and agriculture sector, with correlation coeﬃcients of 0.59 and 0.53 and 0.35
respectively (agriculture, livestock). It is clear from the correlation coeﬃcient that
the relation between tourism and total income as one of the indicators of economic
development associated with enterprises is very weak compared to the link between
other sectors.
Table on correlation between sector income variables in Vlora Bay.
Correlation coefficient between sector income and total income
Tourism Income - Total Income

0.01

Income from Trade - Total Income

0.59

Fishing income - Total income

-0.53

Income from Agriculture - Total Income

-0.35

Income from Livestock - Total Income

0.35

Source: Author
In conclusion: We can say that in the Bay of Vlora we have the same tendency
as nationally regarding the impact of the tourism sector on growth and economic
development. The beta coeﬃcients and correlation coeﬃcients between variables
clearly show that: we can accept the hypothesis raised at the beginning of the study,
which states that: "The tourism sector is not the main factor and source that aﬀects
the sustainable development of the Vlora Bay.
The factors that led to this conclusion are:
1. National ranking analysts represent the tourism industry that has less impact on
the GDP.
2. The regional level analysis for the Bay of Vlora shows that tourism income
compared to incomes from all sectors constitutes a very low percentage.
3. The number and type of subjects at the tourism sector are mainly family and with
little experience in this sector.
4. From the questionnariy data it appears that tourism development has faced many
challenges related to urban development and control, the decentralization process.
In addition, during the work, tourism trends and volatility during the post transition
period were also analyzed, where the trend does not appear to be positive with regard
to tourism development and growth of its weight as a priority sector for the Vlora
Bay area. To increase the impact of tourism on the sustainable economic growth of
this region, precise strategies and clear models should be established. Thus access
to the model of tourism development according to Butler and the analytical model
according to Tefler as well as the implementation of the Jafari platform, through
inter-sectoral development. I think is very suitable for this area, which oﬀers and
other opportunities, as noted by the analysis of the sectors. Vlora oﬀers management
opportunities and practices for all forms of the tourism development and all forms
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of development of destinations ranging from mass tourism to niche tourism. But
what is more important is that it provides opportunities to ensure a sustainable
development of three aspects: social, economic and environmental. The promotion
of tourism in this area will bring the expected results through: the exhaustive use
of natural and cultural resources, improving quality of service and developing
sustainable tourism practices, improving the quality of tourism activities, not only
enhancing visitor satisfaction, but also involving both visitors and the community in
environmental conservation.
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Abstract
Trust in people, institutions and civil society is an important prerequisite for the involvement
of citizens in civil society. It is one of the factors that aﬀect socio cultural context in which
NGOs operate.
Non-governmental organizations have shown their presence and important role in society
and in the other areas to meet the needs and interests of citizens, as in the environment, child
rights, protection of human rights, development of democracy and the rule of law, education,
poverty, increasing youth participation in social processes, social inclusion of marginalized
groups, strengthening the position of women in society, contributing to the improvement of
social condition, developmental initiatives and so on.
Keywords: rights, impact, area, initiative, associations, citizens.

Introduction
Seen from a global perspective, the non-governmental sector in recent years has
taken a bigger burden, the activity of this sector, which is counted as the third pillar
of political systems has great influence, both in the political and socio-economic
spheres , not to overlook other areas of development of concrete societies today, the
private sector presence in the global environment is encouraged by combat events
that are present in most parts of the globe, humanitarian disasters, as well as crisis
in the socio-economic sphere, which occasionally viewed objectively need a bigger
connectivity of the non-governmental sector, as a corrector and supporter of certain
processes, which in essence are humanitarian and progressive, so it is a finding
that in the non-governmental sector more and more people are involved in various
profiles and including a distinguished experts.
The need for a commitment of this kind is, above all, the result of complicated processes
and interconnected ones that the world faces today, processes that generate changes
in the way people live around the world, however, the question still arises what is
the role of the non-governmental sector in the political life and political system, and
how much this sector aﬀects the eventual changes, whether the non-governmental
sector is ready to plan for changes in conform nature of its action. All this necessarily
provokes a series of questions and analysis of non-governmental organizations in
relation to the recent limits, and the opportunities for action of this sector in society,
the dilemmas are of diﬀerent characters, starting from the indispensable pursuit of
political movements and socioeconomics, their assessment and analysis, the need
for creating skills and knowledge, to deal with problems and challenges which itself
emerge on the surface and it is meant to take appropriate measures and correct for
balancing or neutralizing negative impacts on society etc.
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The role and place of the non-governmental sector in the Republic of Macedonia
Just like the rest of the world, recently the non-governmental sector even in the Republic
of Macedonia marks encouraging results in the country’s daily, as the third column he
increasingly imposes on the role and the impact it has on democratic processes, the
dynamics of events in the Republic of Macedonia encouraged the creation of more
non-governmental organizations, and activities of the non-governmental sector in
the social life in the Republic of Macedonia. However unfortunately this sector as it
seems still found in a crossroads and definitely define the forms, ways and the ways
of its own activities in the country’s political environment which passes through
many turbulences, the more so with the fact that the state and its institutions insist at
all costs, the non-governmental sector is under their control, shaping into a servant
of the political elites, and not a true partner for sustainable democratic development
of the country. Whatever, thanks to non-governmental organizations worldwide also
the non-governmental sector in Macedonia day by day wins the proper physiognomy,
and the role and place deserved in the political system in the Republic of Macedonia.
Otherwise the non-governmental sector in the Republic of Macedonia, slowly but
with sure steps goes straight to modeling and its profiling to the standards of the
most advanced countries, which gives hope that more and more responds to the time
challenges and shifts to a relevant social factor.
The non-governmental sector in RM is definitely profiled as a sector who has the
ordinary citizen at the center of the events, and realization of his rights within the
current political social system. Worldwide, the non-governmental sector and nongovernmental organizations are named with diﬀerent names as example: non profit
sector in the USA , the welfare sector and volunteer sector in the Great Britain, the
civil sector, the third sector etc.
So this sector means mutual co-operation of citizens and their cooperation with the
power over issues related to personal interests and the public interest. Activities
of the non-governmental sector in principle, have to do with public life, without
interfering in a straightforward way in private aﬀairs. They function in a framework
of operation of the legal order, so it is about groups ,,of mediators’’, organizations
positioned between the state and citizens (family).
The non-governmental sector in RM is too important for promoting fundamental
democratic values, for pluralistic values as well as for the promotion of civic
awareness for a broader social engagement, here it is necessary to emphasize the
aﬃrmative role of human rights guaranteed by the constitution of RM, as well as the
freedom of citizens to unite for protection and the realization of diverse rights and
beliefs which have to do with freedom of expression articulated on a principle basis
of participatory democracy. Otherwise the non-governmental sector in RM is very
important for promotion and building a democratic culture and social cohesion at
all levels of society. The RM government and the non-governmental sector through
interactions can be evident to contribute to the development of many spheres of
social life in favor of the ordinary citizen, the non-governmental sector as an integral
part of the social system, clearly express civic initiatives through which citizen
participation is possible in general social flows.
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Participation of non-governmental sector in policy
In recent times all the more and more associations of citizens and foundations, are
shown to be successful in creating public policies normally in co-operation with
state institutions. It is necessary to separate the cases that have to do with female
gender, the Rom community, persons with special needs, the protection of the
living environment, social protection etc. A very good quality cooperation in recent
times, between the state and the non-governmental sector, was ascertained during
the preparation and adoption of laws or national strategies for special issues or
when urgent humanitarian activities are in question. Finally, the basis for such a
collaboration is found even in laws approved by parliament, especially when it comes
to activities, dealing with situations where the adoption of laws and other legal acts
means obtaining an opinion from associations of citizen’s and legal persons.[1]
Thanks to the initiatives of the non-governmental sector, has been prepared a
number of proposed changes or conduct of more laws that are necessary for the
RM political system, such as a proposal-change and supplementation of the laws
of associations and citizens, foundations, change and supplementation of the law
for social protection and family law, the law of citizenship RM, the law of asylum,
the law on the testimony of witnesses, the law on free access to public character
information etc. Here, however, we must emphasize the preparation with more
strategies from diﬀerent spheres of high state interest, where the participation of the
non-governmental system has been quite significant. Such is the national education
strategy of the year 2006, the national strategy of the information society of the
year 2005, the national strategy for the poverty of the year 2002, the national youth
strategy of the year 2004, the national HIV strategy of the year 2003-2006, the national
strategy for customs control of the year 2007-2012 etc.
From this being said it becomes clear that the impact of the non-governmental sector
in policy making is undisputed. However, it is surprising that at least until today,
this sector has shown no interest in the level of poverty in the country, and despite
the fact that most of the citizens of the Republic of Macedonia live on the verge of
poverty.[2]
As it is an indisputable fact that the socioeconomic situation presents serious barriers
to an eﬀective civil society function.[3]
Here it is worth mentioning the fact, that the non-governmental sector even though it
is more dependent on government institutions, that day by day shows independence,
respectively an autonomy of action, especially this sector is active when it happens
cases of violation of the right of citizens of RM. But the non-governmental sector
has shown an awakening, even in the fight against corruption as a major evil of the
transition societies.

1.

For results: male 50%, female 50%
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2.
Nationality: Albanian 50%, Macedonian 40%,
etc 10%

3. Age group: 18-25 40%, 25-45 30%, 45-60 20%, above
60 10%

4. Educational level : high school 30%, faculty 50%, master
and doctorate degree 20%

5.

What is your opinion about (for) the nongovernmental sector: a) necessary 32%, b) very much needed
48%,c) unnecessary 12%, d) without any particular relevance
5%, e) no answer 3%
From the results obtained is clearly seen that the citizens
of the R.M have a high awareness in terms of the role and
importance of the non-governmental sector for W more
eﬃcient functioning of the political system of the R.M

6.
Are you a member of any non-governmental
organization: a) yes 30%. B) no 50%c) no answer 20%
However, the fact is worrying that by the respondents , the
largest percentage have been declared that they are not
members of the non-governmental sector, the results off
this question in a way are contradictory to the results of the
preliminary
question.
p
yq

7. Do you think that non-governmental organizations are under
the influence of the ruling elites: a) yes 56%, b) partly 20%, c)
no 14%, d) no way 8%, e) no answer 2%
From the results obtained is clearly seen, that the surveyed
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citizens express a great concern, that the non-governmental sector is directly impacted
of political elites, and this indirectly implies situations of democratic manipulation
with democracy.
8.
Do you think that the non-governmental sector
plays a positive role on democratization and long-term
sustainable development of the state: a) yes 42%, b) partly
20%, c) no 18%, d) no way 5%, e ) no answer 15%
Even the results by the asked questions should be analyzed
with critical eyes, because they are in conflict with the
results obtained from the preliminary question. This is
evidenced by the fact that in the preliminary question, a huge percentage of citizens
express concern about the influence of political elites on the non-governmental
sector, while in the following question they state that this sector plays a positive role
in the democratization of the society in RM.
9.
How do you evaluate the role of international nongovernmental associations, which aﬀect the development
of the political system in the RM: a) positive 56%, b)
negative38%, c)no answer 6%
As far as the question is raised, definitely to say that the
majority of citizens surveyed, have expressed a constructive
attitude with the very fact, that they have positively assessed
the presence of international associations operating in RM.
It is normal that the benefit of these associations is more than necessary, because of
the multidimensional nature that is self-contained.
10.
Do you think that the non-governmental sector
should be even more embedded in the socio-political flows in
the country: a) yes 63%, b) no 12%, c) no answer 25%
How much they value the role of the non-governmental
sector, the citizens of the Republic of Macedonia clearly show
the results obtained with regard to the above question. The
high percentage of citizens pro, speaks convincingly that the citizens surveyed, have
understood right the meaning of the role and the importance of the non-governmental
factor in the political system in the Republic of Macedonia.

Conclusion
From the research done, but also from the theoretical part is clearly seen, that the nongovernmental sector is very important for development, advancing and assisting a
sustainable political system. All the analyzes show that RM is making bold steps in
the complete formulation of the non-governmental sector. It is clear that this sector
in the Republic of Macedonia has a very significant role, he has proved in practice
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during periods of humanitarian crises, like that of Bosnia, Kosovo and the conflict
of 2001. This sector is also very active in overcoming, such as on the Middle East
refugee crisis that is currently happening.
In the Republic of Macedonia, the non-governmental sector operates on the basis of
many principles, and it is shaped by its structural approach. Means the structuring
of the non-governmental sector in general, but also in RM depends directly on the
activities and the aims that this sector should realize.
In the normative aspect, the right of union for the realization and protection of
economic interests, social, cultural and other rights, have been guaranteed by the
constitutional behavior of 1991. 7 years later, so in 1998 was brought the law for
associations, citizens and foundation. This law ceased to operate in 2010 and was
replaced by another law, which covers the same sphere, this gives us the right that
RM has most seriously understood the role of the non-governmental sector, as an
important factor that can contribute to the improvement and the advancement of
the political system, and a wider participation of citizens in public and state spheres.
What might be a handicap for the functioning of the non-governmental, are the
financial means with which the program activity of the associations is funded,
and foundations that in principle are separated from the state budget. In a fragile
democracy such as democracy in the RM, the state did not have enough sense to
develop this sector, therefore, the non-governmental sector in RM functions as a
sector controlled by the government, which does not allow for greater autonomy in
the operation of this sector, it makes it impossible for this sector to play as well as the
role of government policy corrector at a particular moment.
All this in most cases has aﬀected in the dominance of the state, as the bearer of
the decisions negatively aﬀecting the development of the non-governmental sector,
which represents a handicap for a sustainable development of democracy in the
Republic of Macedonia.
As it would be in the RM at the last instance, non-governmental have managed
to protect the interests of certain groups of citizens, helping them and improving
their quality of life, and in that way have contributed to improve the overall view of
society.
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The typology of Albanian dictionaries and the place of dictionaries dialects
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Abstract
For a language to be recognized throughout its breadth and the words to be engraved in the
historical memory of the nation and not to be dissolved, they should be written, listing them
in special books, according to certain scientific criteria called dictionaries. As such dictionaries
are the first books and one of the pillars of language that keep alive a nation's memory,
you can undertake studies of diﬀerent fields. By their intent, content and construction, the
dictionaries are divided into: monolingual, bilingual and multilingual. Based on the type
of information, two types of dictionaries are known in the lexiconical language practice.
Linguistic dictionaries, which can be of various types (small, medium or large), and joggers,
who, firstly, imply encyclopedic dictionaries. Each of these types is divided into many
subtypes, but we are concerned with monolingual dictionaries, which can be: explanatory,
etymological, terminological, phraseological, synonymous, antonymics, spelling, dialects, etc.
The aim of our work is the widest handling of typology of Albanian dictionaries and the
place of dictionaries dialects in this typology. In particular, we focus on the importance and
role of dictionaries for the recording and preservation of lexical-semantic, phraseological,
terminological, folk expressions preserved in the dialects and dialects, considering them as
the most precious things created by our people for centuries.
The general lexicographic fund consists of over 500 works, of which five explanatory
dictionaries are used, 2 encyclopedic dictionaries, over twenty provincial dialect dictionaries,
about 40 terminology dictionaries, synonyms, antonymics, many dialectical monographs
accompanied by a glossary , etc. It is important to emphasize that the diversity of these
dictionaries is not only varied, but also their authorship.
These, as well as the step-by-step follow-up of the vocabulary of publicity and artistic
creativity, have enabled the design of a great vocabulary to include all the language lexicon,
both standard language words and dialects, in all spheres of activity human. Great dictionaries
are seen today as a truly national asset and the most complete expression of the richness,
diversity, strength and beauty of the language, the opportunities it provides for all areas of
vibrant linguistic activity.
Keywords: typology, diversity, dictionary, linguistic wealth, memory, great dictionary.

Introduction
For a language to be recognized throughout its breadth and words to engrave in
the historical memory of the nation and not to be dissolved, they should be written,
listing them in separate books, according to certain criteria. And better than any
work or publication, of a popular or scientific character, in the words of a whole
language or a dialect, with the terms of a particular area of science, technique, etc.,
this is done by dictionaries that, regardless of their quality and the amount of lexical,
phraseological, and semantic subject matter that they have, have special values in
the recording plane. As such dictionaries are the first books and one of the pillars of
language that keep alive a nation's memory, you can undertake studies of diﬀerent
areas.
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The dictionary is a linguistic work that contains a large number of words, usually
listed in alphabetical order, along with explanations of their lexical (in explanatory) or
foreign-language (bilingual or multilingual) dictionaries, as well as complementary
forms words, necessary grammatical notes, stylistic a for the areas of use, sayings,
examples etc. For the subject that includes a vocabulary, by type, the lexicon,
synonyms, terminology, frazeology, onomastics, toponymy, etc. are used, as well as
the sources of written and spoken language (Thomai, 2006, 119).
Franz Josef Hausmann defines dictionary as a summary of lexical units
that provide specific information for certain users, that are presented
through a certain medium, listing them in such a way that for each
information, an access is possible, practical and fast (Franz, 1985, 369).
From this definition we understand three important components: lexical information,
presentation medium (related to dictionary as a tool) and the user of this information,
which means the user of the information that carries the dictionary. By the type of
presentation medium, as a tool of using and utilization, dictionaries can be printed
(Print Dictionaries) or electronics 1.
The aim of our work is the widest approach to typology of Albanian dictionaries
and the place of dictionaries dialects in this typology. In particular, we should focus
on the significance and role of dictionaries for the recording and preservation of
lexicon-semantic, phraseological, terminological, folk expressions preserved in the
folk and dialect, considering them as the most precious things created by our people
in centuries.
Typology of the Albanian dictionaries
There are many sources and authors who have been dealing with their dictionaries
and their types. We will briefly stop at some of them, expounding the concept of our
linguistics, which seems to us to be more scientific and well-argumented.
Kosovar researcher, Lecturer of Language Sciences Sh.Gërmizaj, gives a little
schematic definition of the vocabulary: “The dictionary is the book in which the
words are systematically written and in most cases the description and explanation of the
words.”(Kërmizaj, 2004, 119)
Since it will deal directly with S. Mann's dictionary values, it consciously stops at
the notion of dictionaries and their types. She rightly diﬀerentiates dictionary as a
lexicographic work and other types of dictionary. Sh. Gërmizaj accepts the ambiguity
of the term and recognizes, among other things, that the word dictionary itself is
also used in the sense of a book of words or lexicons of terms used in a field or area,
such as a dictionary of music, a dictionary of justice, an etymological vocabulary,
dictionary dialect, geographic dictionary etc.
According to her, "The meaning of the word dictionary is also the index term, which
actually represents the alphabetical order of the selected words of a book or author,
with the notes for the place where those words are presented. when the words that
contain that word, along with the references, are placed next to each word, the work
1

But the extraordinary development of computer science and technology at the end of the twentieth
century and the following has recognized two other types of dictionaries: readable dictionaries
from the machine (in electronic form) (Machine Readable Dictionaries) and dictionaries processed
from the machine (part of the language technology systems) (Machine Tractable Dictionaries).
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is called concordance. When the number of words is limited, that is, when they represent
a small part of the words of a language or a field, then when they are given with little or
no explanation, the work is called a vocabulary or a vocabulary. When the paper is only a
descriptor of words and diﬃcult expressions (in a particular work) then it is called glossary.”
(Kërmizaj, 2004, 119)
In the Albanian Language Dictionary today the word dictionary itself is explained
as "a book with the words of a language or the terms of a particular field of science,
technique, etc., which are usually listed in alphabetical order and are explained
or translated into another language or in some languages. Explanatory dictionary
(normative, terminological, etymological, historical, encyclopaedic). Spelling Dictionary.
Alphabetical (thematic). Multilingual bilingual children. Great Dictionary (medium, small).
Pocket dictionary. The vocabulary of philosophy (economics, physics, botany, medicine).
Dictionary of synonyms (phraseology). Dictionary principles. Construction of vocabulary.
2. The totality of words used in a language or that uses someone; lexicon. Rich Dictionary
(poor). Knowledge of vocabulary. Enrich vocabulary.”2
In the world linguistic opinion, based on some drafting principles for a lexicographic
work and from the content itself that it contains, commonly accepted types of
dictionaries are usually accepted. Based on the type of information that the dictionary
carries, in lexicographic practice two types of dictionaries are known (Memushaj,
2004, 151-156):
B. Based on what they explain, the words or concepts that they name, monolingual
dictionaries can be:
a. Linguistic dictionaries that deal with the explanation of the words and the
phraseology of a language and that can be of diﬀerent types (small, medium, or large).
They can be monolingual or bilingual, explicative, terminological, phraseological,
synonymous, antonymic, etymological, spelling, schooling etc. In contemporary
lexicography, especially in the European and American languages, the language
dictionaries give the word (grammar) and the grammatical features, with minimal
usage (illustrations and sayings) with emphasis and spelling. b. Dictionaries of
other areas, which usually mean encyclopedic dictionaries that explain scientific
concepts (Encyclopedic dictionaries provide clues, explanations and explanations for
personalities, phenomena and scientific concepts from diﬀerent areas of knowledge,
production and culture. In these dictionaries explain the concepts in the order of
encyclopedic dictionaries are also encyclopedias, which are divided in general, that
give knowledge of diﬀerent fields of technique and of human life, and in particular,
where knowledge is given to particular branches science, culture, technique and
production (medical, literary encyclopedias, etc.).
Linguistic dictionaries themselves form a large group, and within it we can subdivide
diﬀerent cutouts and views (implying first the principles under which they are
drafted). A dictionary is ultimately designed to provide information. The type and
purpose of using this information, the structure and availability, the lifespan and the
possibility of updating it, determine the type of vocabulary.
These dictionaries can be grouped together: According to their intent, content and
construction:
a. In monolingual dictionaries
b. In bilingual and multilingual dictionaries.
2

Dictionary of today's Albanian language, Tirana, 1980, page. 481.
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a. Monolingual dictionaries serve to the speakers of the same language.
The type of monolingual dictionary is defined: by volume, by the nature of the words
involved; from the principles, criteria and lexicographic solutions applied; by the
stratification of words by source, by norm or by formation; by the way and degree
of meaningful decomposition or by building the meaning structure for each word;
from discovery and reflection of meaningful, expressive, exciting and stylistic values
of words etc.
b. Bilingual and multilingual dictionaries are designed to be used by diﬀerent
language speakers. The latter are dictionaries with translation. Bilingual dictionaries
are used for learning foreign languages and for translation purposes. Designing them
is not an easy job, as it may seem to someone who does not know the diﬃculties of
lexicographic work. The greatest diﬃculty faced by the writers of these dictionaries
stems from the fact that the word has diﬀerent attitudes in diﬀerent languages.
So the choice of equivalence for every word that translates into the other language,
meaning and meaningful colors requires many can. No less diﬃcult is the
provision of synonyms and antonyms as well as the provision of vocabulary with
proper phraseology and examples, where the various meanings of the word are
illustrated.
c. Multilingual dictionaries are less common. Dictionaries of this type, also called
language catalogs, have been published especially in the 20th century. 18th and early
20th centuries. XIX. In these dictionaries the word is translated into several languages.
Such words in our time are designed for practical purposes, to help tourists, explorers,
employees of international organizations, etc. Linguistic dictionaries are divided
into several types and these in themselves in subtypes, based on diﬀerent criteria.
Here we would mention some of them:
Explanatory words in which the words of a language are listed in alphabetical order,
giving for each writing and pronunciation the basic grammatical features, meanings
and uses illustrated with examples, synonyms and antonyms, and sometimes their
origin.
1. According to the breadth and volume, explanatory dictionaries are three types:
a. Integral dictionaries (treasures), which include the entire language lexicon. These
dictionaries are very volumes. Such is, for example, the Dictionary of English, an
Oxford edition, featuring 20 volumes and many academic dictionaries of other
languages, such as French, Romanian, etc.
b. Middle-class dictionaries that include the most essential part of the language
lexicon, which is selected according to the usage criteria. Explanations of meanings
in these dictionaries are detailed and illustrated with numerous examples from
literature. They also have a rich phraseological material. Such a vocabulary is the
Glossary of the Albanian Language (1980)3, containing about 42,000 words and
about 10,000 phraseological units, or the Dictionary of Albanian language, 20064,
containing 48,000 words and about 5,000 phraseological units.
c. Small dictionaries have usually one volume and contain the most useful and
necessary words. Such is the Glossary of Albanian Language 5, Tirana, 1954, that
contain about 25.000 words.
2. Explaining dictionaries are usually normative. The words are explained in
3
4
5

The dictionary of today's Albanian language, Tirana, 1980.
The dictionary of the Albanian language, 2006.
The dictionary of the Albanian language, Tirana, 1954.
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accordance with standard language norms, which include rules relating to the choice
of words, the distinction between meanings in the standard language, the use of
spoken words, grammatical forms, and the emphasis on words .
3. Another classification criterion explanatory dictionaries can be the classification
according to the subject that reflect and we have diﬀerent types:
a.Ideographical Dictionaries, where related words are grouped by the meaning into
a dictionary voice that responds to a rather general concept and the concepts of a
conceptual area merge into a dictionary chapter.
b. Historical dictionaries, provide historical announcements for word development,
changes in meaning and form in this or that language. In these dictionaries it is said
when this or that new word or this or that sense of the word was born, it is said of the
disappearance of words from the language as well as of the changes in the phonetic
and morphological construction of the word. For these, data from the textual
evidence of language is brought in their temporal order. The character of a historical
dictionary is also the Albanian language dictionary written by the Englishman S.
Man, containing about 40,000 words (Mann, 1992).
c. Etymologic dictionaries, giving insight into the oldest meanings and forms of
diﬀerent language words as well as the origin of words. In these dictionaries the
etymologies of the words appear in a full form, summed up the thoughts about the
origin of this or that word, together with discussions about unclear etymologies. The
first etymological vocabulary of the Albanian is that of Gustav Majer, published in
1891. By the end of the century XX have been published etymological dictionaries
also by other authors, native and foreign. Among these dictionaries, a special place
occupies many volumes of "Ethimological Studies in the Field of Albanian" by
E. Çabejt, which transcends the boundaries and duties of an etymological dictionary.
ç. Dialects and provinces dictionaries, where the words of dialects or speeches
are collected and explained. In these dictionaries can be included either the entire
vocabulary of a dialect, or just a part of it, distinct from the vocabulary of the
entire language. As the first type of dictionary, can mention the Dictionary of “The
Albanians of Italy” (1963) of E. Jordan, which includes the daily language of them,
as well as the words used in literature written on the basis of this dialect. Albanian
today has over twenty dialectal dictionaries published.
d. Dictionaries of authors or works, that are especially useful to look at the
development of the language of artistic literature. So, dictionaries of Shakespeare,
Goethe and other well-known writers have been published. In Albanian, such can be
called the dictionaries of the language of our old authors, such as that of Albanian
researcher Kolë Ashta.
dh. Frequent dictionaries, which are called so, because the words that are placed
in them are selected according to the dimension of speaking usage criterion. This
is achieved by studying, using statistical and computer methods, the denseness of
the use of lexicon in texts specifically chosen for this purpose. All the words that
are found in these texts are given denser features. But there are also vocabularies in
which, from all the lexical material analyzed, only those units that reach a certain
threshold densely taken as a basis are recorded.
e. Dictionaries of synonyms, antonyms, shortened words, etc.
ë. Phraseological dictionaries, which reflect the phraseological units of a language.
They often appear as thematic because they give the units grouped around a given
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word, often taken as the main limb of phraseology.
f. Spelling and writing dictionaries, which have a direct practical significance.
g. Dictionaries of foreign words, in which the lexicon of a language is explained,
they also come up with explanatory dictionaries. In it is given the etymology of the
word, marking the language from the stem as well as the initial form.
g. Toponyms dictionaries (name of the countries).
gj. Dictionaries of shortened denomination (acronyms, shortcuts etc.)
According to the manner and lexicographic presentation techniques of the subject
dictionaries we have:
a. Alphabetical dictionaries, in which the words are placed alphabetically
b. Inverse dictionaries, in which words are placed not as in ordinary dictionaries,
where they are alphabetically ranked from left to right, but starting from the last
letter of the word, which means from right to left.
The Albanian language already has a rich fund of dictionaries, monolingual
(explanatory), bilingual, multilingual, thematic, dialects, etc. Today, five explanatory
dictionaries are used, over twenty dictionaries of provincial dialects, about 40
terminology dictionaries, many dialectical articles and dialectical monographs
accompanied by a glossary, etc. The most important place is the explanatory,
terminological, etc. dictionaries developed at the Institute of Linguistics and
Literature of the Albanian Academy of Sciences in Tirana, because they are collective
works and designed by specialists in lexicography, lexicology and lexical semantics.
Albanian language dictionaries of the last 30 years have two main functions:
Normative function, because they give in full and systemic the lexical norm of
today's Albanian literary language;
Informative function, because they provide lexical, phraseological and semantic
riches related to the world of Albanians, etc.
Here we will list the Albanian Language Dictionary today (Tirana, 1980)6, Today's
Dictionary of the Albanian language (Tirana, 1984 / 2002)7, Albanian Language
Dictionary (Tirana, 2006)8, Albanian dictionary phraseology (J. Thomai, 1999), The
synonym of the Albanian language dictionary (Tirana 2004)9 etc.
Albanian has today in use two synonyms, diﬀerent types, that are designed according
to diﬀerent scientific principles and methodologies:
a. “Synonym dictionary of the Albanian language”, published in 2002 (supplemented
and republished in 2008), with about 30,000 items, compiled by Ali Dhrimo, Edmond
Tupja, Eshref Ymeri. There is a great wealth of synonyms, grouped under the central
words, but without meaningful breakdown, without explanation and without
examples. In the same paragraph, the dictionary contains words, phraseological
phrases, phrases and ways of saying the same or close meaning, especially those
of writers, translators and publicists, to give them the charm and variety of their
discourse. So, the dictionary is constructed according to the principle of the semantic
community of lexical and syntagmatic means of expression, but it does not give the
diﬀerentiating (synonyms) values (meaning nuances, emotional and stylistic colors, features
of lecture use, etc.), for which there is more every user needs the dictionary.
6
7
8
9

Dictionary of today's Albanian language, Tirana, 1980.
Dictionary of today's Albanian, Tirana, 1984 / 2002 .
Dictionary of Albanian language, Tirana, 2006.
Synonym dictionary of the Albanian language, Tirana, 2004.
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b. “Synonym dictionary of the Albanian language”, published in 2004, with about
29,000 words, compiled by Jani Thomai, Miço Samara, Hajri Shehu, Thanas Feka.
It contains only synonymous words, with meaningful breakdowns, with concise
explanations and examples of artistic literature, from publicity, from folklore, from
spoken folk tales etc. The dictionary carries the synonyms strings according to the
use, according to the fields and the overlapping values, providing explanations and
notes that diﬀerentiate the norm units from the narrow or outdated regional words.
The synonyms are grouped into the main word in the synonym verse, while the
other words, as the case may be, refer to this main word; for example
strict adjective. “1. That is very exacting, that does not make any concessions.
With the establishment of the Albanian Language Dictionary, in 1955, the collection
of words and expressions from the folk was organized on a scientific basis. Hundreds
of foreign collaborators, teachers, students of our mother language have contributed
to the great Albanian archive of the Albanian language, in the Albanian Language
Dictionary. Even today, tracing and revealing the values of the language of the
people is one of the directions of Albanian language, but not with that powerfulness
of several years ago.
This course gathered in the people's bosom and what will be gathered will nourish
and feed not only the Albanian (explanatory, terminological) dictionaries developed
so far and those that will be developed in the future but also the Albanian language
studies".
It is the raw material, the first subject that even the Albanian language has a large type
dictionary with 100-120 thousand words. Other languages have already completed
the process of drafting such dictionaries. For example, English has a large 20-volume
dictionary, published in 1989 (otherwise referred to as Oxford Dictionary). Likewise
in Russian there are many explanatory dictionaries of Russian language, for mass or
narrow use, in one volume, in 4 volumes, even in 17 volumes. But languages with a
small number of speakers have now overcome the gloom of great dictionaries. We
also mention the Slovenian language vocabulary in 5 volumes containing over 110
thousand words and so on (Murati, 2005, 58).
Great dictionaries are seen today as "a truly national wealth, so the
design of such dictionaries should be in our linguistic priorities”
(Islamaj, 2005, 31). This is also accepted by Jani Thomai when he says “
the task of linguistics at the present stage is the compilation of the great, delicate vocabulary
of the Albanian language, which is a long-standing requirement and a task of special
importance” (Thomai, 2007, 22).
Great dictionaries are the most complete expression of the richness, diversity,
strength and beauty of the language, the opportunities it provides for all areas of
vibrant linguistic activity. Designing a great dictionary is no longer a dream, “but a
necessary and possible work to accomplish”(Thomai, 2007, 47). The compilation of such a
dictionary makes it possible for many factors, such as: extensive collection of lexicalphraseological and semantic subjects of written and spoken Albanian, its study in
many aspects of lexicographic processing of the essential part of the dictionary of
diﬀerent ways, gaining experience in compiling explanatory dictionaries, using
contemporary techniques and methods in lexicography, etc..” (Thomai, 2007, 48).
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Types of dialectal dictionaries
Dialect dictionaries are of diﬀerent types. Taking as a classification criterion the
method of inclusion of the lexical dialect of the provincial into dictionaries, we
divide them:
a. in general dictionaries,
b. in thematic dictionaries.
General dictionaries
The main characteristic of the general dictionary is that their compilers reflect in
them both the general and terminological lexicon of all areas, concrete and abstract
lexicon, the names of the human world, of the animal world (of small, poultry,
insects), the plant world (fruit trees, flowers, etc.) or even the spiritual world, many
of which have special terminological values and become subject matter thematic.
We also find words from family life and kinship, names for parts of the human
body, labels of clothing, furnishings, ornaments, kitchens (names of food,
dishes), dwellings, dances of names, neatly diﬀerent folk, etc., phraseological
expressions, folk expressions : proverbs, oaths, congratulations, curses,
euphemisms, greeting, etc. Such words occupy the leading place in dialect
publications and we find them published not only within state borders, but also
in ethnic lands, in Kosovo, Macedonia, Montenegro, and the “Arbëresh” of Italy.
The main areas for classifying a lexicon of a language are: the material world and the
spiritual world, with the respective subfields. If in a dictionary we find more or less
these areas, then it is general.
A. Material world
The wealth of dialect dictionaries is wide and varied. There is no sphere of human
activity that we do not find names. In dialect dictionaries, the material world is quite
rich. We have distinguished these sub-domains:
1. Denominations of crafts, work tools, home furnishings etc. Even for these labels,
dialect dictionaries with their own inflows, enrich the Albanian language lexicon.
2. Denominations of weapons. In the lexical dialect, in addition to other denominations,
we find arms naming. These are old words, which are used at diﬀerent times:
Gun “old weapon”
3. Culinary denominations (dishes, desserts etc.) Kitchen as an inseparable activity
from human life has its own denominations. Even in culinary denominations a
special dialect appear.
4. Denominations of popular games. The popular games names are found in dialect
dictionaries. Most of them are adverbs, but we also find many names.
Hand shake. Children game. One man squeezes his hand with the smack of the
ground, while the others, with the index finger touch his hand and, he, who takes it
and go in his place. Come on, let's go play hand in hand! (Opojë)
5. Denominations of dances, clothing, ornaments
6. Denominations of diseases. The lexicon that covers this area occupies a smaller
place compared to other areas. Here are words that name diseases of humans,
animals, and plants. The Albanian language has the word of its dough to use them
instead of foreign terms, for example.:
Toothache (anthrax, acis) people's illness, blisters, gums, otherwise contagious
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diseases that spread to humans from diseased animals.
7. Denominations of the plant world. Plant world denominations occupy the largest
place in published dialect dictionaries. In published dialect dictionaries we find
many herbal herbs (simple and complex), vegetables, fruit trees (especially the types
of apples and pears found especially in the Macedonian dialects that are widely
reflected in Qemal Murat's dictionaries) many botanical terms, etc. Most labels have
terminological value and can be used as material for terminology dictionaries of
Albanian.
The denominations of the plant world, in terms of meaning, are mainly made in two
ways:
a) In a straightforward manner.
b) Figuratively.
Direct-sense denominations make up most of the world's plant names. We find many
nouns with a phrase structure, where the dependent word is a determinant, which
marks the property or characteristic of the plant. For example. apricot pear, flower bar,
stone fern, soft thorn etc.
Figurative denominations by number are fewer. They, in most cases, have a phrase
structure, where the dependent word has figurative meaning. For example. fire
flowers, bird flowers, thorn thistle etc.
8. Denominations of the animal world. This area is also quite large, with a wide
variety of names for cows, cattle, horses, poultry, insects, fish, reptiles etc.
a. Denominations of animals. Animal denominations form the majority of the units
reflected in dialect dictionaries. They arise as denominations in somel criteria, but
the main ones are two:
a. in color or colored marks,
b. in special features.
The largest number of animal names is made based on color or colored marks on the
body, mug, limb, etc. A cow that has black hair in Has is named Black cow10, in Istog/
Prizren reddish goat is named red, in Peja the red-dwarf sheep is called dotted cows
etc.
b. Bird denominations. Unlike animals, birds are fewer, and, consequently, their
denominations constitute lesser lexicon. Even bird names, like animals, are made
according to several criteria:
b. 1 According to the color of the body or the colored marks
b. 2. According to a distinctive feature
b. 3. According to a special skill
The largest number of labels are those of the main color of the body or parts.
According to the main color of the body, for birds, diﬀerent names come out of the
denominations: thrush, yellow, pigeon, etc. Even to name many colorful birds, body
color is taken as a basis.
c. Insect denominations. Usually are called those insects that live in the environments
where a man lives or around him. A rich set consists of the denominations according
to the peculiar characteristic of the insect. As a criterion the color of the body is taken,
the size etc. For example. the great fly, the gallows, the black locust etc.
9. Denominations of an object through euphemisms:
10

This word is of interest to historical lexicology because the first component preserves the
meaning of the Indo-European root without distinction of "horny animals", also cows..
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a. Euphemisms for the snake:
Underground- euphemism for the snake. (Ramoc-Gjakovë)
b. Euphemisms for the animals:
Long tail – euphemism for the fox
c. Euphemisms for the illnesses:
That, of children – soil disease, epilepsy (Kër)
10. Denominations of the spiritual world. The human world is quite large and
complex. Such are the names that correspond to her in dialects and dialects. There
are special humanities in this lexicon. In addition to concrete lexicon, we find words
that characterize abstract concepts and concepts.
Thick lips. Boy with thick lips.
11. Denominations of the mythological world. Here are some:
Demon . Monster with which we intimidate children.
12. Denominations of the religious sphere. In addition to the derivative words of the
denominations of this sphere, they are also used with the phraseological structure.
13. Terms of the various areas (astronomy, anatomy, botany, law, economics etc.). The
terms are another area that takes an important place in dialect dictionaries. Many of
these terms can replace terms borrowed from other languages. The terms from the
harvested material are of diﬀerent areas.
Thematic dictionaries
In addition to the general dictionary, several dictionary of provincial source
vocabulary, but specialized in subjects from certain fields, such as agriculture,
livestock, construction, etc., are referred to as theme dictionaries. Such as: Shefki
Sejdiu's Kosovo Fitomony, A. Zymberi's Agricultural and Livestock Breeding Bulletin
of Montenegro, and Labyrinths of Birds and Labyrinths in V. Memisha. The thematic
dictionaries, enrich the literary language in general, and in particular terminology
dictionaries, botany science, agricultural sciences, zoology, and so on. with local
landmarks from the source but becoming nationwide by the values” (Shehu, 1989,
353).
In these dictionaries we do not find all the lexical areas that we find in general
dictionaries. For example. In the dictionary of V. Memisha “Denominations
for animals and birds in Labëri” we distinguish two groups of denominations:
denominations related to animals and denominations related to birds. Here,
we have wild and wild animal names, small animal names and dishes, names
for both carriage (transport), names for mild and wild birds etc. Likewise, the
reflected phraseology is directly or indirectly related to these denominations.
The value of dialect dictionaries lies in: a) in lexical wealth; b) in terminological
wealth; c) in the phraseological wealth; d) in the wealth of popular expressions.
The dictionary of dialects is divided into two large groups: in the general vocabulary
and in the terminology lexicon, which mostly relates to the main skills of the population of
diﬀerent areas of Albanian or with terms for vegetation and livestock. One of the greatest
assets of dictionaries are popular expressions, curses, congratulations, condolences,
oaths and greetings.
Finally, we can say that the spectrum of the Albanian lexicographic fund is
distinguished for typological varieties, having many dictionaries, monolingual
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and bilingual, multilingual, thematic, phonetic, philological and terminological,
explanatory and encyclopedic, national and dialects, printed electronics. It is
important to emphasize that the diversity of these dictionaries is not only varied, but
also their authorship.
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Abstract
If will autonomy is the philosophical concept of contractual freedom, the most important
meaning of contractual freedom is that of the concrete regulation of contractual relations and
the meaning of freedom in these relationships. The principle of the obligation law applies
and is realized especially in the legal systems where private property, market laws and other
elements that follow the legal circulation prevail. The freedom to regulate the relationship
of obligations consists of the freedom of contract participants to bind or not to, the freedom
to determine the content of the contract, the freedom to dispose of disputes in a non-judicial
manner, the freedom to determine the right to be enforced in the case of contracts with foreign
elements etc. But what are the cases of limitation on contractual freedom? This paper aims to
show how the legislator has simultaneously provided the contractual freedom, but also the
how is this freedom limited, since it recognizes the freedom of the parties to determine the
content of the contract to the limits set by the legislation.
Keywords: contractual freedom, limitation, cases, form, content.

Introduction
The principle of contractual freedom, having in essence freedom of association and
freedom of content, is also a constitutional principle. The right according to the
definition made in Article 4 of the Albanian Constitution constitutes the basis and
boundaries of state activity. The contract is a legal action aimed at linking a legal
relationship and are parties that freely determine its content1. The right to carry
out legal transactions, ie to enter into contracts, is part of the civil rights circle that
are constitutional and protected by the constitution. Yet, defining this right in the
constitution and its defense through the direct application of constitutional norms
does not mean that the parties should be bound by this principle. The constitutional
norms are primarily aimed at protecting the interests of citizens from the violence of
state bodies and not directly aﬀecting the contractual relations of the parties (Lamaj,
2013, 26).
The doctrine of parties autonomy was initially introduced as a rule of validity; this
means that the purpose of the parties was limited to determining the legal order that
would govern the validity of the contract. It places greater emphasis on the rights
and obligations of the parties to the contract than on its validity (Gruson, 2012, 323).
Nowadays, the law-making clauses are formulated to cover any dispute arising from
the contract articles or- all the rights and obligations deriving from the contract. This
autonomy has recently been extended to allow parties to choose the application of
international custom and treaties in civil and commercial matters.
1

Art.120 of Albanian Civil Code
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Understanding the Limitation on Contract Freedom. The legal framework
Contractual freedom may only be limited by law. For example, there are goods
whose trading is prohibited by law, such as weapons of war, narcotics etc. In relation
to these goods, legitimate contracts for the transfer of ownership cannot be made by
entities that are not legally authorized to do so. This means that contractual freedom,
just like any other freedom in the field of civil law, as long as it is exercised in an
organized society in the state, cannot a priori be absolute and unlimited. A typical
limitation of this freedom are the so-called adhesion contracts. If in Common Law
generally there are many contractual freedoms and will of autonomy, so we do not
see the legal framework, in Civil Law on the other hand there is a legal framework.
Albanian legislation in Article 660 of the Civil Code sanctions the principle of
contractual freedom and at the same time its limitation within the limits set forth
in the law is somewhere in the middle. The will of the parties influences the kind of
contract, but not the kind of procure for the perfection of the contract.
Even in Article 10 of the Law on Obligational Relations in Kosovo, in addition to the
meaning of contractual freedom, the boundaries of this freedom are also defined.
The limits of this freedom are also defined because it is carried out at the border of
the violating provisions of the legal order and the good doctrine. By this provision it
follows that the lawmaker has proclaimed three important things:
1. determining the freedom to regulate the relations of obligations in the movement
of goods and the provision of services;
2. the provision of Article 10 of the Law on Obligational Relations also provide the
limits of this freedom,
3. The possibility of realization of legal circulation, based on the will of the participants
in these relations is allowed.
Each obligation relationship defines concrete obligations that ultimately constitute a
limitation of the scope of the debtor's freedom of action (Lamaj, 2013, 24). Formally
this is for two reasons: the debtor's claim to fulfill his obligation or a legal order.
Some of these are related to the choice of the contracting party; in cases where for
the conclusion of the contract the consent is required; in the case of formal contracts,
through the contract form, and in the case of restriction of the contract content,
through adhesion contracts (Dauti, 2013, 52).
Autonomy of will or contractual freedom during its history has not been fully
implemented. It is faced with a number of limitations. Thus, the French Civil
Code in Article 6 prohibits the contract from being in contravention of legal order
rules, with the rules of good tenure. In the German Civil Code, in its Article 138
it is sanctioned that the contract is invalid if it is entered into opposition to good
deeds. So, as it can be seen from the aforementioned civil codes, and not only, they
have restricted the freedom of contracting because this restriction is imposed by the
streams of economic and social relations and the flows of goods and services. When
discussing the consequences of will autonomy, one must say that everyone agrees
to have individual will, but that will must also take into account the social interest
and not be in contradiction with the legal order. Freedom of the individual must
respect social rules because it is limited by these rules. Furthermore, when unjust
circumstances arise, the principle "pacta sunt servanda-" should not be interpreted
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in a dogmatic manner, but it should be allowed that in certain conditions the contract
be solved. During the contract interpretation the parties' will, will have to be verified,
but this will should not be interpreted outside social interests. the conclusion on
national law and unified rules, the rules of contract freedom are, without exception,
limited by legal provisions, moral rules or good doctrine rules. The constraints on
restricting contracting freedom are frequent and numerous, but participants despite
these limitations, they must find this freedom and thus realize their interests in the
flow of goods and services.
In national law and in unified rules, the rules of contractual freedom are, without
exception, limited by legal provisions, moral rules or good doctrine rules. The
constraints of contractual freedom limitation are frequent and numerous, but
participants, despite these limitations must find this freedom and thus realize their
interests in the flow of goods and services.
Concrete cases on limiting contractual freedom
Limitation on contractual freedom by form
The freedom of the contract form is in itself a kind of autonomy that the parties
have. Thus, the parties may conclude the contract in writing, orally, and/or any other
form they wish. But, this freedom is not unlimited. There are some contracts that
require a certain legal form for validity purposes. Precisely the definition of this
form constitutes a limitation of contract freedom. Basically, there is no pre-defined
form for the contract. It can be linked in any form, but provided that the will of
the parties is mutually and freely expressed. Forced form of law, we see when it
is provided by the will of the parties or by the law itself. Contracting parties may
seek to conclude the contractual validity with respect to a particular form in order
to provide at an appropriate time a test or to have a fuller legal assurance. Thus, the
form aﬀects the validity of the contract. Consequently, the absence of a form makes
the contract void2. In any other case, legal action is valid, but it can no longer be
witnessed. In the interests of the legal protection of the contracting parties will, not
only the seller but also the buyer, the legislator often links the contractual validity
not only with the performance of the notarial act but also with the registration of the
will to the relevant bodies. In special cases, the validity of legal action in addition to
the required form relates to other factors such as, handing over the item. These cases
are those of real contracts.
Limitation of contractual freedom by content
The case of standardized contracts, modular contracts or otherwise called admission
contracts is a typical example of limiting contractual freedom to its content. Adhesion
contracts are model contracts, prepared by a robust party in the market, having a
dominant position in a given area. It becomes clear that in these models, the terms
of the contract, the rights and liabilities arising from the contract are determined by
one party to the other. This leads to the suppression of the free will of the other party,
which has nothing else to sign. Although an argument in favor of the non-definition
of contractual freedom with the content of these contracts is the fact that everything
2

Art. 83(2) of the Albanian Civil Code.
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is in the hands of the party that signs the contract, to appreciate whether it is in its
interest or not. In practice, these contracting parties which are usually commercial
companies, have become a market monopoly and the weakest economically, is in
conditions that must accept all conditions or reject them completely. If there is a
willingness of two parties to enter into a contract, in the cases of adhesion contracts
this is done in particular by accepting the terms that one party imposes.
The characteristics that appear in these contracts are: the existence of a superior
contracting party, in terms of the economic strength that may be presented in
the market in a monopolistic position proposes the conclusion of contracts to an
indefinite and unlimited number of persons. Contractual clauses are integral parts
and formulated unilaterally by the party to a stronger economic position that the
other party can fully accept, or completely refuse. Diﬀerent forms of contracts are
the result of economic development and material goods. They are indispensable
forms of modern commerce, and therefore, they must be recognized, studied and
thus fought for conditionalities and monopolies that are detrimental to society and
the consumer in particular.
Other limitations on contractual freedom
Limitation by form and content are the most typical limitations of contractual
freedom. But this principle is limited in other ways and areas. Limiting the Principle
to Commercial Law - in trade relations, entities have a kind of contractual freedom
to regulate their maturities. This freedom is manifested through the statute that
these societies create. Everything else referred to legal regulations and not statutes
constitutes a limitation of contractual freedom in trade relations. Also, limitation of
this freedom to trade relations is also present in the limitations imposed by business
rules or morals. Contracts that have the object of regulating a commercial relationship,
but which are foreseen in the civil code too, are leasing contracts, as well as franchise
contracts. Limitation of contractual freedom is present in these contracts as regards
the choice of the party, content. Concessionary contracts are also a good example
where the limitation of the principle of contractual freedom is seen as with regard
to the choice of the contracting party, the content of the contract, the form, but also
because of the special procedure that the contract is bound to.
Contractual freedom is also limited in the field of insurance, according to the
provisions of the Law on Assets and Persons Insurance, as long as compulsory
insurance exists.
In international private law, in contracts concluded between persons of diﬀerent
nationalities the limitation of the contractual freedom principle may be made through
restrictions imposed by public order through the Public Order Clauses. Applying
a rule under a country's law may be refused if such an application is manifestly
inadequate to public order3. On credit contracts the contractual freedom is limited
in terms of content because they come with a certain content, whereas in consumer
contracts the trader often enters into a contract with the power of information, or the
will power that he imposes on the weaker party (Teliti, 2013, 48).
Thus, in these contracts there is obviously a limitation on the willingness of one party
to the consumer, because of the content of these contracts. Given that the position of
3

Art. 16 of the Rome Convention.
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the consumer is often considerably less favorable in relation to the other party and
the limitation of his will is considerable, there are many laws and European Union
directives for the protection and facilitation of this party position. In conclusion,
another category of limitations, in a broader sense, are those on contractual freedom
that are imposed by imperative provisions, customs and the rules of morality.
Article 660 of the Albanian Civil Code provides the principle of contractual freedom
and at the same time its limitation within the limits set forth in the law. The parties
freely determine the contract’s content within the limits established by the legislation
in force. Through this provision the lawmaker simultaneously provided contractual
freedom, but also the limitation of this freedom, since it recognizes the freedom of
the parties to determine the content of the contract up to the limits established by
the legislation. Thus, contractual freedom may be limited by law only. Contractual
freedom, as well as any other freedom in the field of civil law, as long as it is exercised
in an organized state society, can not be a priori absolute and unlimited (Nuni,
Mustafaj & Vokshi, 2008).
Typical restraints of this freedom constitute the contracts of adhesion. We can say
that contractual freedom for the subjects of the right can be limited as follows:
1.
in view of the choice of contracting party
2.
in terms of the contract content, through the contracts of adhesion
3.
in formal contracts through contract form, etc.
Diﬀerent from Common Law where generally there are many forms of contractual
freedoms and autonomy will -so we do not see the legal framework- in Civil Law the
legal framework exists. In Albanian legislation, concretely in Article 660 of the Civil
Code is sanctioned the principle of contractual freedom on the one hand, and in the
other hand are provided its limitation within the limits provided by law. The will of
the parties aﬀects the type of contract, but not the type of procedure for perfecting
the contract.
During the interpretation of the contract the will of the parties must be verified, but
this will not be interpreted beyond the social interests. In national law and in unified
rules, the rules of contract freedom are, without exception, limited by legal provisions,
moral rules or goodwill rules. Cases of restricting the freedom of contracting are
frequent and numerous, but participants, despite these limitations, must find this
freedom and thus realize their interests in the flow of goods and services.
Limitation by form and content are the most typical constraints that are made to
contractual freedom, but this principle is limited in other ways and areas, such
as in commercial law. In commercial relations, entities have a kind of contractual
freedom to regulate their maturities. This freedom is manifested through the statute
that these societies create. Everything else referred to in legal regulations and not
statutes constitutes a limitation of contractual freedom in trade relations. In addition,
the limitation of this freedom to trade relations is seen by the limits imposed by
business rules or morals. Contracts that have the object of regulating a commercial
relationship, but that are foreseen in the civil code are leasing contracts, as well as
franchise contracts. The limitation of contract freedom is present in these contracts
as regards the choice of party and content.
Concessionary contracts are another good example where the limitation of the
principle of contract freedom is seen as with regard to the choice of the contracting
party, the content of the contract, the form, but also because of the special procedure
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that the contract is bound to.
Contractual freedom is also limited in the field of insurance, according to the
provisions of the Law on Assets and Persons Insurance, as long as compulsory
insurance exists.
Conclusions
Contractual freedom was given to the parties to realize their personality, their selfdetermination. If it does have the opposite eﬀect we will be in front of unfair terms
negotiated separately, so there is a need to limit itself.
Contractual freedom, just like any other freedom in the field of civil law, as long as
it is exercised in an organized society in the state, cannot a priori be absolute and
unlimited. A typical limitation of this freedom are the so-called adhesion contracts.
Contractual freedom may be limited by law only.
A balance should be maintained between the right of the individual to act freely
during the contract award process and the public interest for fair negotiations. Also,
contract law itself comes to the defense of the party in the most disadvantaged
position in the contract.
As the number of cases in the courts increases, more doctrines would be enriched in
this regard.
In conclusion, it is considered important to establish a balance between the legal
framework of the contract and the autonomy of the will, a responsibility which
particularly aﬀects the courts in their judicial practice.
The rules of contractual freedom are limited by legal provisions, moral rules or good
doctrine rules. The constraints of contractual freedom limitation are frequent and
numerous, but participants, despite these limitations must find this freedom and
thus realize their interests in the flow of goods and services.
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Religious modernism and the historical meanings that caused its
deformation
Aidana Gjermeni Lumi
Abstract
Religion takes diﬀerent dimensions in diﬀerent societies and cultures. It goes through so
many changes that when they are discussed about, they do not seem to be arising from the
same basis. This fact has very often led philosophers conclude that religion and its basis have
undergone changes to adapt to diﬀerent cultures and political policies (history has shown a
relationship between religion and the latter)
This thesis does not raise doubts on the historical basis of the religion in peoples, but it aims
to find the roots these changes spring from. What are the deformations that it went under
through the “history desert”. The philosophy of religion or the religion of philosophy?
Troubled human nature or a desire for darkness and ignorance? Does this modern man like
the allegory of the cave and is he perhaps changing the world to a giant cave with a modern
architecture?
Nietzsche criticizes the uplifted moral values of a society which after reaching their peak
deny life itself, and pursuing his philosophy, he aﬃrms that religious leaders use belief and
morality to enslave humanity. Even his concept of “will for power” allows exceeding man
and his hope for a post mortem life.
This type of mystery scares human psychology, even “the strong one” who thinks he does
not believe. After all, there is nobody who has left this world and come back to tell what
happens, if there really is another life. He (Nietzsche) seriously and fundamentally shocked
the institutions and religions with “God is dead”
“There was only one Christian, and He died on the cross” (the AntiChrist 1888).
Even nowadays, in the twenty first century, such philosophical phrases cause social shock,
which in some places is felt more and in others less.
There have also been other thoughts on the philosophy of religion expressed by Sigmund
Freud and John Dewey ( the philosophers I have selected for my thesis). The freudian
philosophy used the religious concept to explain psychoanalysis and the psychological
problems of people, or simply to find a shelter for the existence of the problem
Freud legitimated a monotheist God, who severely punished violence in the name of belief
and religions ( Obsessive Actions and Religious Practices, 1970). Putting an emphasis on
the aim of the religion to create psychological obedience, which does not notice even the
facts which are clearly seen, insisting on an escape from reality and looking for refuge in a
supernatural protector. ( The future of an Illusion, 1927)
On the other hand, John Dewey, who stands in another dimension, dedicated more studies
to pedagogy but he has great importance in the way social and religious concepts are learnt
and understood by considering his philosophy as pragmatic ( which accepts the scientific and
theological truth) (How we Think, 1910)
“How we think”, is his book containing a question so easy to be asked but so diﬃcult to
be answered. To Dewey, thinking starts with the education of thought and later with its
consolidation in works and thoughts
The importance of an education outside the institutions, and the fact that he emphasized the
autonomy of thought, could lead us to the conclusion that he does not shelter his philosophy
as a form of a belief but as a world which depends on subjective experiences. Not rarely does
it “produce” deformations of the explanations of social realities. To analyze ourselves with all
these changes, we, people of modern centuries, call it autonomy of thought, as a form of the
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democratization of the action.
We call religious extremity the same way, we have accepted the thought of this philosophy
but not its action, consciously denying what we know and convinced that thought and actions
are the same. We do now that if separated from one another they are simply concepts
Keywords: mreligious philosophy, will for power, god is dead, totem, taboo, theology,
psychology of escape, cave allegory, reminecence, pedagogy, pragmatism.

Introduction
Religion changes in dimension based on diﬀerent cultures and societies. To talk
about or to study the sacred is diﬃcult because in this argument you need to use the
irrational which can seldom be found as a form of reality. Its study requires going
back in time in the mystical mysteries of the activities of religion, to enter into the
psychology of ancient thoughts. During the study of the holy religion you could come
across diﬃculties when you are faced with endless questions which emerge since
the moment the study starts. For example, why did religion become a useful and
necessary element in people’s lives? Does the belief in the sacred come as an internal
utility or as an external need? Is the religious mystery a fear from punishment or a
social need? What do human ideals represent in this aspect?
These questions as well as others to follow will be the basis of this study which has as
its main aim to draw a parallel line between the importance of religious symbolisms
in a world which pretends to have no religion but which in its subconscious fears a
punishment from the eternity
1.
Sacred meanings
Religion contains a variety of symbols which inflict in people the feeling of honor or
faith and which are related to the rituals or ceremonies performed by a community
of deists, activities that inspire attitudes of fear and marvel. These ceremonials have
displayed the same importance whether being performed by a group or an individual.
Its group implementation form has been related to the ideological instances which
serve to the ruling groups (Carl Marx). They legitimized slavery in the name of the
faith in God and the leadership of the disciples.
Theological studies, on behalf of the early philosophers, show that the report between
reason and belief is still arguable. On one side is the Reason with its undefined
boundaries and without a leading authority and on the other the Belief, which leans
on a divine discovery where the main authority is the image of the Holy God. As a
result, we face a relation which brings opposite eﬀects but a necessary connection.
“Faith precedes reason. But there is no faith without reason for only reason can
believe” (Saint Augustine)
To achieve its goals, reason needs to be fed on faith. The latter starts as a curiosity
to know the unknown, to discover something new and may also use it for fruitful
purposes. The deist, in a certain way, starts a journey towards the unknown because
he has the strength given by a supernatural factor, which motivates him to keep
going, protects him from the dangers and determines his destiny. He justifies his
death when still in its infancy of thought, only to be the missionary of the divine
power and accomplish his mission
This can be considered as absurd, incomprehensible, as an “ill thought” when it is
explained in this way, on the basis of modernism. But, if we study it on a religious
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basis it is an unchangeable truth. After all nothing has changed. Religious has been
described as such and it is still conceived the same way. The passing of the time is
only a numerical value.
Thomas Aquinas tried to make a synthesis between Aristotelianism and Christianity.
He borrowed from Aristotle the concept of hierarchy and continuity of the species
that populates the world. This hierarchy, in its conformation, due to collaboration
and obedience makes it function. The crown at the top of the hierarchy belongs to
the spirit, which makes the man similar to his Creator, brings positivity in human
activity and controls the matter
There, where the matter is considered as temporary, lies a physical element destined
to decompose
When the philosophy of religion interprets rationally, it explains religious phenomena
based on legitimity. Society has borrowed religious elements to lead itself. As John
Locke said, religious tolerance is connected to the approach and elasticity of a state,
to how demanding and punishing politics is towards faith and religion
Religious freedom is defined as civil and political freedom. Historical experience has
shown that lack of religious freedom can lead to severe consequences for the political
stability of a country and international peace
Jacques Maritain wrote “The secret of the heart and the free acts thereof, the universe
of moral laws, the right of conscience to hearken unto God, and make its way to
Him- all these things, in the natural and supernatural order, cannot be tampered
with by the state, nor fall into its clutches” (Giddens, 430-446).
It is exactly when an individual is denied his rights by positive law, when he is
obliged to strictly fulfill his duties
Freud’s philosophy stands right opposite the dimension of legal functions. He
placed importance on the study of the inner drive of an individual, libido. The
man, approaches the imaginary world because of his powerful instinctive needs
but being powerless in the practical reality. Religions and myths display a world
of unaccomplished and repelled wishes. The main impulse and the core of Freud’s
lessons, as well as a series of extraordinary theoritical works of his, lies the basis that
the more permanent censorship is increased, the less freedom of speech we have
The man in the civilized world, the supression of sexual instincts, the forms of belief
where a man finds shelter, are all topics of interest to Freud, as important as the
phenomena which supresses them. He was a declared anti-religious person. He
fought against religion for the psyche it disseminated in the society, confining the
man into his limits
The man, now tied to the society, loses the concept of individuality and becomes part
of a mass with no intellectual values
“Beside being social phenomenon, religion and belief are psychic processes, part of
the process and the inner world of the man” (Freud, 1939)
An example of this are the aborigenes of Australia. These people fed on the products
they grew. They had no leader, no kings, no religions, no worshiped entities. They
had the system of totemism instead of religious and social institutions. Each tribe had
its own known totem, his powers were inherited and they could predict the future.
Being identified with the same totem makes you a kinship. Freudian philosophy gave
maximal importance to the taboo and explained very well why it was considered as
major. The taboo became part of the customs and customs shaped morals. As morals
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lead society, the taboo is considered as a social phenomena, fear from punishment
and exclusion. If primitive men reacted towards the phenomena which stimulated
their thoughts, they created an image of the spirit, replacing it with external objects
of the world.
These external objects were created as necessary psychological products of the
myth creating knowledge. A result of this was animism, a doctrine related to the
imagination of the spirit and human beings in general. It was diﬃcult and almost
impossible to explain the descent of the totem, but it was later classified into three
groups: The nominalist theory: Garcilaso de la Vega dhe Max Muller categorized the
totem as recognition among tribes The sociological theory:based on the organization
of a society as a manufacturing one; where the position of each individual depends
on his position in the manufacture process The psychological theory : where the
totem represents a shelter for the spirit. The totem animal represents a derivative
transposal of the spirit in the animal.
Based on what mentioned above, not everything that includes the name religion is
religious. The religious typologies have been identified with the origin of the religious
fact, as fighting, national, universal, mystical religions, etc. Besides this, there is also
the classification of the understanding of the Sacred and the determination of religion
as polytheist as monotheist. Polytheism as a hierarchical evennes, with a cosmophic,
zoomorphic, antropomorphic character etc. Monotheism as the faith in one unique
supreme being, God.
Otto Rank, in 1909, published an article entitled “The myth of the birth of the hero”.
This article interpreted the fact that all the big and civilized peoples glorified their
heroes, kings, princes, religion makers etc, in poems and legends where they were
many times referred to as oﬀsprings of Gods or people whose destiny was predicted
This is why we put emphasis on the psychic connection between a people and its
heroes and the desire to see them as sacred ones. It is an internal energy which is
externally embodied in facts and history. What we often see in Freud’s lessons and
philosophy is that the unconscious instinct is considered as an external halt, as a
source of negative actions, which does not take into consideration the pleasure it
brings and the consequences it causes in the psychological world. All these causes
lay in the Superego
In this way, the Ego, before implementing the dynamic indulgence of the impulses,
should take into consideration whether it is accepted or not by the Superego
Being in coherence with time, spiritual life was ruled by the phenomena of faith. The
problem is that the Ego vaunts to have abdicated the instinctive, unaware elements,
but in reality, it goes deeper and deeper, it speeds to the point where this power is
not felt anymore.
When studying Freud’s philosophy, Carl Gustav Jung, aimed to enlighten the way
the practical psychology faces the problem of religion. Every religion needs loyalty,
support and faith. Thus, it presents the framework of a deist, obliged to follow with
conviction certain procedures and practices.
Religions diﬀer from one another from their symbols but also from the dogmatic
religious elements. The dogma represents an irrational ethnicity through image,
irrational facts etc. It served in the times when the mankind had not started to use
the mind in a purposeful manner.
Similar to faith, religion, dogma and symbols travelled in centuries through
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traditions, migration and inheritance. Nowadays, life, modernized in the concept
of eternity, overlays a veil of doubt, considering it as a psychic need. To a category
of individuals it is necessary till infinity, to another category it is completely out of
reason.
That is why Jung goes on in his thoughts:
“Every religion which stems from the history of a nation embodies its psychology as
much as its governance” (Jung, 2003, 47-91).
The man formulates what he believes by declaring it legal, and the same way he
does with the illegal one. When this power is taken away from the frame, it remains
a simple name. Many of these projections of the objects of belief, have ceased to exist
by the implementation of the state laws and science
After travelling in time, the concept of faith changed in the way it was perceived
as well as in the way it was practiced. What mostly characterizes our society, is the
eﬀect of globalisation and being open to it
Globalisation arose as a result of the work of people and the desire of the latter to
become a part of it. This was a process which brought a package of behaviour and
thoughts, leaving behind some of the actual behaviours and forgetting some others
The main aim has been the embodiment in the power of science and the creation of
the mathematical man. In this period, the man does not refer to the sky for a solution
but looks for it in books and calculators. The faith in God became a necessity in
the moments when the man could not see any rational solution in the horizon. The
youth, today, but not in religious institutions or personifications
In this moment I consider as appropriate to mention another philosopher whose
thoughts have contributed in the construction of the modern philosophy and more
Even though his work refers to a society which is not actual like ours, the thoughts of
his philosophy are more than actual. The critics of the thought of the capitalist society,
mostly refer to the new forms of control of the society. A society with false needs and
a universe which is one dimensional, of thought and behaviour. The real needs are
the ones which give life to a man, or those which serve for a specific function
The blooming of technology brought an era with new forms of control. Meanwhile
to the man, wealth meant everything that was tangible and giant to his eyes. The
industrialised society, of one dimensional thought, includes the way of expressing
this thought with linguistic forms. Even that, transformed, with a style where
structure is reduced. In the universe of public speech, we see sentences which are
self corrobative, or as Marcuse calls them, magical formulas – rites.
They work as dogmas, eleminate opposition and the though of discussion.
“The unified, functional language is the language of the one dimensional thought”
(Marcuse, 1914, 45-60).
A range of expressions, full of implications and misunderstandings, which later
become causes for diﬀerent types of conflicts
As the history periods passed by, they exposed the characteristics of each era. The
one we are living in today is referred to as digital. There might be many explanations
to the meaning it has nowadays, but I am interested in why we do own so many
communication means, yet, we are longing to communicate
Perhaps, we have become similar to the dogs of Pavlov; they ate, yet they did not feel
full from the injection in their hipotalamus. Are we in the same position? Does the
evil flow from us? Are we transformed into a self destructive source?
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Every day we see that society demands magnification of amenities, which in turn come
in package with a new concern we have named stress. It is considered as the disease
of the century because its cause and cure are not found yet. The most problematic
part of this is the youth. But, the accusation for the lack of communication comes
from those who created these amenities; computers, telephones with sensors, long
conversations in them, many problems stemming from them. But is there really any
communication? Or is it just a combination of words?
The ideas and ruling methods of human sciences, today are in the same conditions.
It is even absurd to believe that the thought and communication today are free, just
because there are no more legal limits to them. In the name of freedom we develop
virtual slavery. Every day we believe thoughts and opinions which are simply
documented, without arguments, without reason, without thought, which are
simply a definition. Thus we develop a fear from what we call human point of view.
Perhaps I would anxiously mention it, because there is no object, reason. It assaults
you from all the directions, thus you don’t know where to defend yourself and who
from.
Finding oneself in such a blind road, the individual continues his growth simply as
a man, as a human being and nothing more. Thus, he can find shelter in the religious
idealism. Nowadays, the preach of these beliefs is based on the war against stress,
and human happiness
The latest statistics show that there are more people who have started to believe “the
formula”. They declare that now they are calmer, think more clearly and live more
happily.
Philosophy has been considered the thought of life about life. It has served mankind
as much as mankind has served philosophy. It has shed light in the internal functions,
to understand that they are still there, even when you think they do not exist.
Philosophy exposes those characteristics which are considered lost. Philosophy and
philosophers will serve society and help it overcome the crisis of centered and one
dimensional thought. This, because it approaches this objective to the extent which
liberates thought from its enslavement from the existing universe of speech and
behaviour.
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Abstract
Development of public finances is a concern of all governments of diﬀerent countries in
international proportions regardless of the political system, economic level or degree of their
economic development. This is a very important factor and unsubstituted that promotes
economic processes, in which the economic and financial potential certifying state, citizen,
business, financing of state activities, economic and social. Since 2014, significant progress has
been achieved in strengthening the public finance management system in Albania. However,
there is considerable urgency for decisive action in some areas. The management of public
finance with eﬃciency and eﬀectiveness has been a continuous concern for all the levels of
governance in the transition countries, but nowadays it’s also a reflection which is increasing
from the other states being under development including Albania. From the Albanian point
of view, the process of integration to EU puts forward clear requests for the public sector in
Albania, which generally can be described as requests that are related to the issues of eﬃciency,
transparency and accountability. Based on a rich contemporary literature, we investigated
the characteristics and the role of public finance in the functioning and development of the
country, some of key issues in public finance management in Albania and their development
challenges in the context of European Integration.
Keywords: public finance, management, development, European integration, Albania.

Introduction
In general, finance are originated in the entry of goods in the market and the
development of relations goods-money. Science as a discipline on social finance
is linked closely with the money, the existence of the state, its operation and
development. The meaning of finance can be defined in diﬀerent ways due to the
existence and functioning of diﬀerent types of them. In general terms, finance can
be defined in this way: “Finances are complex relationships, actions and institutions,
which are related to safety and their eﬀective management”. Public finances, namely
public finance are branch of economic science that deals with the study of financial
problems of the state, among other things, examines methods of security systems
or source of revenues, then the financing of state expenditures, the various fiscal
instruments policies, the state debt etc. The essence of studying of development issues
and financial operations is a phenomenon as complex, as well as important, which
are too preoccupied scientists, economists, theorists, financiers which continuing to
study the area of public finances.
Regarding the eﬀects of public finances in the economic development of a country,
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through financial means and budget policy, government authorities apply the
development of investment policies, making the financing of current expenditure
of budgetary organizations and financing of projects. Based on the specifics and
importance of state budget for a country, that is focused on principles and elements
that comprise the eﬀects of public spending in the economic development of a country
are reflected in diﬀerent dimensions, as it aﬀects economic development in growth,
volume and budget structure and spending. While the state budget as a financial
instrument is defined for a calendar year and repeated year on year, the eﬀects of
his economic processes felt in many ways, in many segments of state benefits, have
long-term eﬀects and periods, but they are based and aﬀected regardless expenditure
policies on economy.
Based on the state budget features and specifications, the eﬀects of budget
expenditures in the economic development of a country, are realized in two ways:
Directly and
Indirectly
Directly - in the economic development, the state budget aﬀects these forms and in
these segments: the formation of income, employment growth, the orientation of
investment in certain sectors of economy, stabilizing prices, and stimulating other
economic activities.
Indirectly - the budget in the economy aﬀects in diﬀerent ways among which: in
various investments which government implements especially capital investments,
investments in road infrastructure, the construction of public facilities, such as
education and health, construction and regulation of various objects of culture, sports,
communication systems, in the development and construction of water resources
for the development of industry and agriculture, as well as the implementation of
various important projects.
1. Methodology
Choosing the methodology of the study is a key element in the research process.
The research are carried out by the method of analysis system. For the conception
and development of this qualitative research, after a preliminary selection was used
a variety of information sources such as studies of domestic and foreign authors
in this field as well as on a wide number of sources of information from oﬃcial
websites of relevant institutions, as with national and international character. Some
of the information used were provided by the Ministry of Finance and cover the
period 2007-2014. To achieve the aims and objectives set out above, this study aims
to present an analysis of the development of public finances in Albania, focusing on
some of the key issues, setting out the challenges for the future according to Albania
Public Finance Management Strategy 2014 -2020.
2. Literature review
3.1 Thoughts of contemporary theoretician about developments of public finances
For issues, concepts, goals, functions and development of public finance, many
well-known economists have given their views at diﬀerent times. The opinions of
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early theorists about issues of development of public finances, except in theory, in
most cases, find support and are present in practical terms even to this day. Finance
science out of economic science began to develop since the first half of XIX century.
While the field of finance theories have begun to be reviewed since 1930, other
contemporary theorists contributed greatly to the consideration of this sphere. Public
finances are found as an object of interest of british authors in the sixteenth century
to the nineteenth century and the most renowned representatives such as Hobbes,
Locke, Hume, Ricardo and Milli. While Thomas Hobbes claims that uploading fair in
taxation can most easily accomplished with the application of indirect taxes, because,
according to him, consumption of citizens reflected economic strength, John Locke,
arguing defending the advantages of direct taxes, such as in agriculture, cadastre etc.
David Hume in their work examining the financial activity of the state, but the basic
care dedicated to public loan activity and in the same time was an opponent of large
public debt as a source of income.
While Adam Smith was limited to tax problems. Smith should be mentioned in the first
place that was devoted to reviewing the tax principles that defines the characteristics
and the transfer of taxes. David Ricardo, besides is considered as the architect of
the free market economy, in public finance policy is known for handling of the tax
system, tax burdens, eﬀects that cause tax burdens, the inclusion and increase of
productivity. As John Stuart Milli is limited to tax issues and in the principle of tax
equality. His thought was to release subsistence minimum tax, while in terms of tax
rates policy is against the appointment of a progressive tax scale. In Germany great
contribution to the development of finance has given Malchus, and later K. H. Rau.
Until Malchus made the tax division in the subjective (personal) and objective (real)
and held the attitude to the views of the same victims of taxation, K. H Rau is the first
that theoretically elaborated the tax definition.
In the early eighteenth century in Italy appear prominent theorists who have given
their contribution to the study of finance and financial issues, among which we
must emphasize Bandini, Pascoli, etc. Bandini was committed to unified tax system,
he urged the introduction of a unified tax, land tax, while Pascoli is committed to
the operation of the tax system by yield (production) - of land taxed also capital.
Regarding the development of public finances in France, also contributed R. Stourmin
(its works are oriented to the treatment of budget and budget problems), P. LeroyBeaulieu (edited issues of income, expenditure, and the taxation principles. There
were opposed to any measure in determining the tax progressive), and the theorist
Gaston Jeze (who represent the modern science on finance).
The beginning of XX century represents a new era in the capitalist economy and
at the same time presenting the contemporary theorists, who in their studies are
devoted to the development of public finance, as a result of changes and reforms. In
their study, they applied mathematical and statistical methods, to understand their
views on modern finance, but in the capitalist economy, the well-known are: Barro,
Cuckerman, Friedman, Samuelson, Tanzi, Hyman, Lecciseti Rosen , Heller, Meltzer,
Perotti, Dickinson, Blanchard, Krugman, Rubin, Stigliz etc. Based on the above
theories conclude that these scholars in the field of public finances gave diﬀerent
opinions, which define the phenomenon and their problems. In more precise terms,
public finances, as a concept, are financial activities of the state, which in most cases
are also called state finances.
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3. Development of public finances in Albania
At birth, construction and development of the state is doing the construction,
operation, transformation and development of public finances. With these trends of
development of finance has become the definition of financial policies, while their
application is powered by public spending and revenues. Thus, along the development
of the state and its segments, they have been added needs and requirements for
funding. Public finances have changed, build, develop and reform along with
changes which have been made through various economic and social formations. In
diﬀerent periods are observed minor or major changes in the development of public
finances. Such changes are reflected under the influence of various factors as: the size
of the territory, number of residents, economic development trends and other factors.
In addition to these factors on their development have influenced the policies of their
development, economic development, economic structure, financial policy applied
of state, strategic position, impacts and reflections of developing regional integration
policies and impact of others factors.
The management of public finance with eﬃciency and eﬀectiveness has been a
continuous concern for all the levels of governance in the western countries, but
nowadays it’s also a reflection which is increasing from the other states being under
development including Albania. From the Albanian point of view, the process of
integration to EU puts forward clear requests for the public sector in Albania, which
generally can be described as requests that are related to the issues of eﬃciency,
transparency and accountability. It will become evident and be analyzed the factors
that define the need and development of the public financial management, by
accepting that the objectives of the units of the public sector will be achieved through
an eﬀective and eﬃcient activity in compliance with the legislation and reliable
and complete operative and financial information.The governance of public sector
includes the policies used to direct the activities of the organization in oﬀering a
reasonable security that the objectives have been fulfilled and the operations have
been carried out in an ethic and responsible way. In the public sector, the governance
includes the activities that ensure credibility of the government, ensure equal and
qualitative services and a proper behaviour from the side of the government oﬃcials,
by decreasing the risk of public corruption.
Increase of the demand from the public for more responsibility and eﬃciency in the
administration of public goods and completion of services in a qualitative way based
on a fair ratio of cost-benefit, has challenged the traditional ways of governance by
aiming tangible results in the Public Financial Management. Development of Public
Finance must be understood on the frame of the social, political and economic
context, by including even the other factors such as the macro-economic stability
and the cultural norms that condition its eﬀectiveness. But is also closely related
with the eﬀective public management sphere in general by including leadership,
performance management, transparency and accountability and the intersectoral
topics such as sustainability, eﬃciency and ethic standards. The improvements in the
management systems of the public finance are judged to be essential for the proper
implementation of the EU policies and sustainable achievement of the development
objectives. Intensification of this process, on the frame of the integration to EU is
fundamental today and also for the future when we will be an EU member country.
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3.1 Current situation of Public finance management in Albania
Albania resisted relatively well the global financial and economic crisis. The
recession was avoided but real levels of growth slowed from an average of 6 percent
per year between 1998 -2008 to less than 3 per cent in 2009-2012. In 2013 was less than
1 percent. Unsuitability of the level of expenditures to the slowdown in the growth
of government revenues led to budget deficits larger than planned and an increase
of Albania's public debt, partly in the form of arrears. Legal ceiling of the ratio debt
to GDP (60 per cent) was abolished and the ratio reached over 72 percent in 2014.
Projections of income and GDP, besides the non-regulation of behavior management
to a reduction of available financial resources, significantly damaged the planning
and budgeting processes in recent years.
Tax Administration has achieved significant progress in the process of modernizing
its operations but oﬀered technical assistance from the IMF and the World Bank
for the implementation of a new system of information technology, re-designing
processes tax administration, and implementation of a modern system of risk
management compliance. Tax evasion is still considered too high, but steps have
been taken and aggregation is improving. Taxpayer registration is not optimal nor
suﬃciently connected with other base data, but a risk-based approach to auditing
and tax fraud is being developed and obtained the relevant tools. The pension
system in Albania has fulfilled its major functions during the transition period but
already is running a very high deficit that makes it unstable. A key problem of the
current system in Albania Public Finance Management is that internal controls are
insuﬃciently respected and that non-compliance is reported and sanctioned at an
inadequate level. Laws on financial management, control and internal audit will be
reviewed to ensure that non-compliance to be addressed immediately.
Recently there is an increasing focus on improving the quality of public financial
management around the world. Many countries are taking important steps
toward strengthening public financial management and governance. In a resource
constrained environment is very crucial to ensure eﬀective resource allocation.
Thus, budgets should be eﬀectively linked to policy objectives. Nonetheless, much
still remains to be done. The main objectives of public finance management are
maintenance of fiscal discipline, achieving of allocative eﬃciency, insurance of
operational eﬃciency, transparency and accountability.The quality of public service
delivered by government is highly dependent on the level of eﬃciency of public
financial management. Public resources must be used as eﬃciently as possible with
a minimum of wastage. Enhancement of public financial management eﬃciency
may contribute to build up a relationship of trust between government and general
public that is critical for country stability and development. This relationship can be
further improved and strengthened through strong accountability and transparency
in the use of public funds. Countries with strong, transparent and accountable public
finance management system, guided by principles of eﬃcient and eﬀective use of
public resources on the one hand tend to deliver better services to citizens, and on
the other hand foster macroeconomic stability, both preconditions for economic
growth and poverty reduction.
Recently in Albania, weaknesses in public finance management have led to an increase
in public debt to GDP over the 70% limit and to a significant accumulation of budget
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arrears mostly due to unpaid bills and unpaid VAT refunds to business. The overall
stock of arrears has been estimated to an amount of over USD 700 million, equivalent
to almost 5.3 % of the GDP. In its way toward accession to the European Union,
the country should address shortcomings in public finance management system
in order to develop a sound public finance management system. Overoptimistic
revenue forecasts have negatively impacted multiyear commitments and have led to
a substantial accumulation of arrears and a rise of public debt. The legal framework
results appropriate while there is a lack of application of risk management and
other control standards across the public administration. Hence, the development
of properly internal control and internal audit will require time and eﬀorts. Public
administration and public service are aﬀected by corruption and fraud, that later can
seriously damage the potential outcome of any public finance management reform
to improve eﬃciency.
There is a sharp focus in transparency, participation, and accountability in fiscal
decision-making around the world. Comprehensive, stable, and transparent
medium-term fiscal objectives are crucial for an accurate process of decision-making
and for ensuring government accountability. A national budget results not reliable
when there is a mismatch between plans and outturns. Budget credibility should
be strengthened by improving macro and fiscal forecasting, the budget preparation
process andcash flow planning. In 2008, revenue inflows resulted higher than
expected while expenditure registered lower that budgeted values. The abrupt
decrease of revenue flows in 2009 was not accompanied by a commensurate reduction
in expenditure. As a result, the budget deficit registered a high value of almost 7
% of GDP. 2010 and 2013, revenues signed a much lower level than forecasted. As
a response to the latter, in order to keep budget deficit within sustainable levels,
the Government froze some expenditure appropriations further reduced through
mid-year budget revision. However, in 2013 the reduction in expenditure resulted
lower because of the elections. Since 2009, partly because of economic financial crises
in Europe and the US forecasting has been diﬃcult in Albania. However, in 20141
budgeted values result more realistic. Revenue inflows have registered higher than
expected value due to an increase of GDP growth but also to improvement in tax
administration and collections.
As for transparency, in terms of the level of public participation in the budget
process, Albania is ranked among the countries with the loosest performance in the
region. Although some steps have been taken towards increasing the transparence or
involvement of civil society in the budget process, the country performance remains
low. In terms of improving public participation Albania should take measures to
provide reliable and eﬀective mechanisms like public hearings, surveys or focus
groups. Besides access to information, citizens also have a right to participate
in budget making. Despite the interest surrounding specific methodologies like
participatory budgeting, many still consider that citizens do not have suﬃcient
knowledge or expertise to justify their involvement at various stages of the budget
process.
Despite the crisis eﬀect which has led many governments to unusual expansionary
fiscal policies, and a serious drop in public revenues, in general the buildup of
government arrears is the result of long process of poor management of public finances,
1

Ministry of Finance, Albania, 2014.
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and accountability issues. But Governments’ inability to meet payment obligations
can be a symptom of cyclical issues or systemic/structural ones. In all these cases,
once the authorities manage to settle the underlying causes, the arrears issue can be
solved within a reasonable time horizon. This is because, they imply an obligation
to pay, and once a commitment is incurred by signing a contract, the government
cannot avoid payment, and therefore it is too late to exercise expenditure control.
And not recording or paying the invoice merely creates arrears, which sooner or
later the government has to settle. Albania experienced such arrears, and recording
all old and unreported invoices, critically deteriorated public finances by increasing
public debt up to 72 % of the GDP. In addition, insuﬃcient monitoring and incorrect
reporting of arrears could complicate their prevention and management. Particularly
in the aftermath of the global financial crisis, after several years of expansionary
fiscal policies, countries are striving to consolidate public finances.
The negative impact of government arrears accumulation on the country’s economic growth
and development may be quite severe. The 2008 financial crisis in Europe showed that the
accumulation of debt can be a problem also in developed countries, such as Portugal, Greece,
Spain and Italy. The existence and accumulation of arrears can hide the true size of the deficit
and the stock of government debt. Furthermore, the existence of arrears significantly reduces
the impact of fiscal policy on real economy, and potentially undermines macroeconomic
stability. Consequently a better public finance management can be ensured through eﬃcient
budget systems that result credible, comprehensive, transparent, inclusive and monitored
from strong, independent oversight. Lack of budget transparency, public participation or
oversight could compromise fiscal discipline and promote opportunities for corruption.
4.2 Factors that aﬀects the development and challenges for the future
There a few governments in Europe and in the world that are properly organized
to fulfil the needs of modern management of the public finance. Historically, the
financial management and the control has been mainly interested in ensuring a
guarantee that the budgetary funds are used only for the for seen activities from
the law and in accordance with the legal and by legal framework being in power.
The traditional financial management system was concentrated only to “control and
authorisation”, there is not enough information at the disposal of the Ministry of
Finance and to the government related to the fact if the public funds have been spent
or not in accordance with the objectives of the Government policy or with eﬃciency
and eﬀectiveness. In the traditional administrative systems, the administrator has
a financial variable that is the expense does not surpass the budget. But with the
new system the manager asks much more sophisticated financial information,
such a as the budget limit, objective of the programme, eﬃciency and eﬀectiveness
of expenses that have to be at the disposal from the treasury system. But this
information nowadays in Albania, is still unsuitable for their requests and there have
to be developed specific systems of information for the accountability including the
accountability system of the management costs.
The development of Public Finances in an eﬀective way needs reforms in the
traditional way of management within the public units in order to develop the
managerial responsibility. These reforms will directly influence on the other reforms
that have been implemented in the last years and not only; such as budgeting based
on the programs, financial midterm planning and development of internal audit.
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The financial management and control will be successful if it is expanded in all the
aspects of leading the entities of the public sector such as: in the strategic planning,
in the operative planning, management of human resources, identification and
management of risks and correct communication. The parties have to cooperate
in a special way in order to aiming to develop an eﬃcient system in Albania in
compliance with EU standards on this field. For the realization of this objective there
will be followed up with the further development of this system by emphasising
the adoption and implementation of international standards and best practices of
the European Union in order to ensure the optimal ways for the reformation of the
traditional systems of control. The setting up of such an internal public control based
on its preventive nature aims to ensure that there are set up proper systems which
minimise and prevent as much as possible the corruption in all its forms.
4.2.1 Challenges
The Ministry of Finance leads the reforms in the field of public finances and considers
as important for Albania the implementation of good practices being applied by the
EU member countries, which from the other side will support in the improvement
of the responsibility and the increase of transparency in spending the money of the
tax payers. There will be requested considerable changes to the traditional system
of financial and control management. The public sector will change the focus from
the control of resources into control to the quality of provided services. This will
aﬀect not only the procedures of the financial management and control, but to
the managerial regulations that are implemented within the public units such as
passing from the centralized structures to decentralized ones and the monitoring
of the process, delegation of competences and duties which means the definition of
the managers’ responsibility at all levels, delegation of responsibilities and enough
awareness raising. The leaders of the public units will have a direct responsibility on
using the budget resources at their disposal in achieving the objectives of the public
unit by taking into consideration the governmental priorities, and this must be done
in an eﬀective and eﬃcient way. On the frame of the public expense management,
due to the fact that the reform ensures a strong tie among the oﬀered resources and
the achieved results, the controls on the expenses that is currently exercising the
Ministry of Finance will have a big positive impact.
Implementing public finance management reform presents a challenge in all
countries, as well as in Albania. Public finance management reforms are vital in order
to ensure fiscal discipline, prudent financial management and eﬃcient public service
delivery. Due to political, legal, social and economic diﬀerences reform process and
key drivers of improvement of public financial management vary across countries.
Nonetheless, successful public finance management reforms require three critical
ingredients: Strong leadership and political support; Policy space for delivering
appropriate reforms; Adaptive, iterative and inclusive process. Strong leadership
and the support and political will of national governments are crucial for any reform
success. The Albanian Ministry of Finance has adopted a comprehensive public
finance management reform strategy for 2014-2020. The strategy was drafted with
the contribution of Ministry of Finance as the leader, Government departments and
agencies and High State Control. The public financial management strategy has been
also supported by the expertise of the European Commission, SIGMA, International
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Monetary Fund and the World Bank.
The strategy results ambitious and it's expected to give a powerful contribution to
the improvement of public finance management. High priority is assigned to the
prevention of arrears accumulation and to enhance the integrity and role of the
Medium Term Budget Process. Expected key achievements include the following:
Enhance budget credibility through realistic formulation of the mediumterm budget
program;
Greater transparency of the budgetary process;
Enhance controls on multi-year financial commitments;
Eﬀective internal control system including functional anti-fraud and anticorruption mechanisms;
Strengthened oversight of the budget by the parliament and the external
audit institution;
Improve participation of general public in decision-making process
Although the strategy addresses some key weaknesses of public finance management,
additional reform measures are necessary. Priority should be given to energy sector
that presents important fiscal risks. In addition further eﬀorts should be directed to a
fundamental reform of social security system and the tax and custom administration
system. Particular eﬀorts should be directed to fighting corruption significantly
reduces the eﬃciency of public spending and hinders the development of the country.
Conclusions and Recommendations
The global financial crisis has aﬀected all countries in the region and beyond.
Restoring stability and sustainability of public finances remains a major concern for
all governments in the region. Moreover, the crisis revealed the existence of high
fiscal risk and weaknesses in the management of public finances in Albania. Also,
the lack of transparency in government action in many countries has contributed
to the deterioration of the situation. As a result of this, recently there is a growing
focus on improving the quality of public finance management worldwide. We
find that public financial management in Albania has seen improvements over the
years. Besides clearance of existing arrears, government is committed to monitor
future commitments and avoid arrears accumulation. However, progress up to now
has been more on the technical and legal aspects. Thus, much needs to be done in
strengthening public finance discipline. Recently Albania has implemented a public
finance management strategy2 that aims at intensifying eﬀorts to deal with the wide
range of weaknesses of the public financial management system. The new adopted
strategy 2014-2020 has addressed some major issues. The policies of public finance
management in the long run do have special importance in the economy. As a result
all actors should work together to achieve long-lasting improvements, transparency
and accountability in public financial management. Furthermore, bigger eﬀorts
are required to the prevention of corruption in the public sector by improving
transparency, accountability and social participation in the decision-making process.
With a solid public finance management system, Albania will be able to face with
dignity the diﬃcult road to EU accession.
2

Albania Public Finance Management Strategy 2014 -2020.
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Abstract
The challenges that Albania has encountered, and more specifically the justice system since
1990 have been numerous, but the strongest was the provision of a fair justice system for all,
transparent, impartial and trustworthy to citizens Albanian. A justice system that meets these
conditions is the basis of the rule of law, respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms,
social and economic progress and the welfare of the state as a whole. The analysis that has
been made of the justice system in these years of democracy, by field professionals, but not
only, has highlighted many problems of this system, which have dictated the urgent need for
deep and comprehensive reform. Some of the problems that require solutions, more than ever
in the framework of the country's integration are:
1) The weak legislation, which more than novelty and adapted to the real needs of
the country, has been importing from foreign countries, thus making it diﬃcult to
implement and consequently non-enforceability of the law. The lack of harmonization
has been a cause for contravention of provisions, recurring and unclear terminology.
2) The low level of professionalism of oﬃcials in the justice system, as evidenced
by the lack of recognition and enforcement of the ECHR, ECtHR jurisprudence and
applicable legislation in the framework of integration to the way of giving justice.
3) The presence of high-level corruption in the system, thus making the system unbiased and
with low credibility in the public.
Exposed to these problems and challenges is the fundamental reform of the justice system.
Justice Reform, according to the strategy drafted by
the Special Commission, is conceived in 7 main pillars:
1. The system of justice under the Constitution and the Constitutional Court
2. Judicial power
3. Criminal justice
4. Legal Education and Legal Education
5. Legal Changes and Free Professions
6. Masses in the fight against corruption
7. Infrastructure and infrastructure support of the system
Given the above, we intend to bring this work through a clear overview of the legislation and
components for which the reform process started. The article, apart from presenting the work
that has so far been done by the relevant institutions, contains a personal reflection on the so
necessary reform of the justice system.
Keywords: justice, reform, rule of law, transparency, integration.

In August 2016, the Assembly of Albania upon the political consensus of all the parties of this institution vote unanimously the constitutional changes which lead to the
reform in justice, which is implemented though a full package of procedural and
organic laws regarding every institution of justice and every chain and stage of the
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judicial process.
The legal package, a part of which is already approved and in eﬀect, created several
full time and ad hoc institutions of functional character as the following:
A. Justice institutions
The constitution, law no. 115/ 2016 and law no. 95/2016 provide these new institutions:
Council of Appointments in Justice (KED)- Constitution & Law No. 115/2016
Supreme Judicial Council (KLGJ)- Constitution & Law no. 115/2016
Supreme Council of Prosecution (KLP)- Constitution & Law No. 115/2016
Supreme Inspectorate of justice (ILD)- Constitution & Law No. 115/2016
Special Prosecution against corruption and organized crime- Constitution &
Law No. 95/2016
Special Investigative Unit/ National Investigation Bureau- Constitution &
Law No. 95/2016
Court against corruption and organized crime- Law No. 95/2016
Judicial Council- Law No. 98/2016
There are also created Ad Hoc units as the following:
Independent Ad Hoc Commission on preliminary verification and evaluation of candidates for KLGJ
Independent commission on coordination, monitoring and following of enforcement of the law No. 115/2016
Special Commission on Verification of Properties and Figure of Candidates
for investigative institutions against corruption and organized crime.
B. Appointment formula
COUNCIL OF APPOINTMENTS IN JUSTICE
Council of Appointments in Justice is an independent body which verifies whether
the legal terms are met or not and assesses the professional and moral criteria of the
candidates for member of Constitutional Court and candidates for Supreme Inspectors of Justice.
The Council of Appointments in Justice consists of 9 members as the following:
2 judges of the Constitutional Court;
1 judge of the Supreme court (Chairman of KED);
1 prosecutor from the General Prosecution;
2 judges form the courts of appeal;
2 prosecutors from the oﬃces of prosecution at the courts of appeal;
1 judge from the administrative courts.
The President of the Republic, in presence of the Ombudsman, elects the Council
members by lot. The president of the Republic also elects a substitutive member
from each institution at the same lot. In case the President of the Republic fails to
elect the members of Council, the latters are elected by the Chairman of the Assem127

bly, in presence of the ombudsman.
SUPREME JUDICIAL COUNCIL
The Supreme Judicial Council is a collegial body consisting of 11 members, which
serve full time:
6 of the members are judges1 from all the judicial power instances, elected by
the General Meeting of all instances judges who must be:
o
3 judges of first instance (at least one of them is a judge at a first instance
court outside Tirana)
o
2 judges of appeal (at least one of them is judge at an appeal court outside
Tirana);
o
1 judge at the Supreme Court.
5 of the members are jurist selected by ranks of attorneys (2 members), of lectors from the faculty of justice, School of Magistrate (2 members) and representative
of civil society (1 member) elected by the Assembly, based on a preliminary assessment process of legal terms and criteria, upon the 2/3 of votes of all members.

SUPREME COUNCIL OF THE PROSECUTION
The Supreme Council of the Prosecution is a collegial body, consisting of 11 members, who serve full time:
6 of the members are prosecutors2 from all instances of prosecution, elected
1

Candidates must meet the following conditions:
a) at the running time, they must have exercised the profession of judge for at least 10 year;
b) at the running time, they must not be heads of a court or member of direction bodies of
interest groups, such as judges associations, judges syndicates etc.;
c) to have achieved the evaluation “very good” in the last two evaluations of the ethic and
professional performance
d) to have no disciplinary measure in eﬀect;
e) to have no final convictions for oﬀences;
f) to have not been members, collaborators or favored by former State Security prior to 9th
July 1991 in the meaning of the law “On information right for documents of former State
Security of the Socialist People’s Republic of Albania”
g) to not be collaborators, informants or agents of intelligence services;
h) at the running time, to have no family member, in the meaning provided by the law “On
declaration and control of properties, of financial liabilities of elected persons and of some
public employees” and relative of first grade who are members on duty of the Council or
candidate for members.
Every judge of the Supreme Court, meeting the above legal terms is entitled to run and every judge
of the first instance and appeal meeting the above legal terms and who obtains the support of at
least 10 colleagues from the same instance is entitled to run.

2

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

At the running time they must have exercised the profession of the prosecutor for at least
10 years;
at the running time, they must not be director of any prosecution oﬃce or members
of direction bodies of interest groups, such as prosecution associations, prosecutors
syndicates etc.
to have achieved the evaluation “very good” in the last two evaluations of the ethic and
professional performance
to have no disciplinary measure in eﬀect;
to have no final convictions for oﬀences;
to have not been members, collaborators or favored by former State Security prior to 9th
July 1991 in the meaning of the law “On information right for documents of former State
Security of the Socialist People’s Republic of Albania”
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by the General Meeting of Prosecutors of all instances;
o
3 of the elected persons are prosecutors of first instance (at least 1 of them is
a prosecutor at a prosecution of first instance court outside Tirana);
o
2 of the elected are prosecutors of the prosecutions at courts of appeal, including the Special Prosecution on war against corruption and organized crime (at
least one of them if a prosecutor at a prosecution of an appeal court outside Tirana);
o
1 of the elected persons of prosecutor at the General Prosecution
5 members are non- prosecutor jurists selected by ranks of attorneys (2 members), lectors of justice (2 members) and representatives of civil society (1 member),
elected by the Assembly, based on a process of preliminary evaluation of legal terms
and criteria, upon 2/3 of the votes of all members.
HIGH INSPECTORATE OF JUSTICE
High Inspectorate of Justice is elected by the Assembly from the ranks of elected
candidates and ranked from the Council of Appointments in Justice.
The list of valid candidates ranking and reasons of candidatures exclusions, if any,
are published at the oﬃcial site of the Supreme Court and are referred to the Assembly within three days. In case the Assembly does not achieve the required majority
for any of the candidates within 30 days from the submission of proposals, the first
candidate of the list is considered as appointed.
Deputy Supreme Inspector of Justice is appointed by the Supreme Inspectorate of
Justice within 30 days from the election of the latter, after obtaining the opinion of
the General Assembly of Inspectors, among inspectors with at least 3 years of experience as inspectors and who are assessed at least with “Very Good” at the last professional and ethics performance evaluation as inspectors.
SPECIAL PROSECUTION AGAINST CORRUPTION AND ORGANIZED CRIME
They are appointed from the Supreme Council of Prosecution.
The Special Prosecution consists of at least 10 prosecutors, who are appointed from
the Supreme Council of Prosecution for 9 years, with no right of reappointment.
The Director of Special Prosecution is elected from ranks of prosecutors of this prosecution with the majority of members of High Council of Prosecution for 3 years,
with no right of reappointment, pursuant the law.
Candidates for prosecutors at the Special Prosecution may not be appointed on duty
at the Special Prosecution without meeting the preconditions of security and conditions of professional ability. High Council of Prosecution, before appointment, pursuant the predictions of law on governance bodies of justice system, administers, reviews and assess the documentation of each candidate received by the Special Commission of Verification of Property an Figure of Candidates. The candidate receiving
a negative evaluation from the Special Commission of Verification of Property and
g)
h)

to not be collaborators, informants or agents of intelligence services;
at the running time, to have no family member, in the meaning provided by the law “On
declaration and control of properties, of financial liabilities of elected persons and of some
public employees” and relative of first grade who are members on duty of the Council or
candidate for members.
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Figure of Candidates, based on law and evidences, cannot be appointed as prosecutor at the Special Prosecution. The Decision of the Supreme Council of Prosecution
is final.
THE DIRECTOR OF THE NATIONAL INVESTIGATION BUREAU
They are appointed by the Supreme Council of Prosecution.
The commission, consisting of the Director of the Special Prosecution and two special
prosecutors with the most experience as prosecutors, after an open and transparent
recruitment process, recommend a candidate for Director of National Investigation
Bureau, who is appointed from the Supreme Council of Prosecution. The Director is
appointed for a 5- years mandate, with the right of reappointment only once. The
candidates for Director of the National Investigation Bureau must meet the security
terms.
The director is supervised by a commission consisting of three prosecutors of the
Special Prosecution, one of whom is its director and the two others are selected annually by lot.
JUDICIAL COUNCIL
The Court Council consists of three members:
a)
Chairman of the court, who acts as the chairman of the Court Council as well;
b)
Deputy Chairman of the Court;
c)
Chancellor of the Court.
In cases when the Court Council decides on other issues diﬀerent from the disciplinary ones regarding the chancellor, it consists of:
a)
Chairman of the court, who acts as the chairman of the Court Council as well;
b)
Deputy Chairman of the Court;
c)
The judge listed afterwards, pursuant the list of candidates voted from the
general meeting of judges.
In cases when the Court Council acts as a disciplinary commission in proceedings
against other civil judicial oﬃcers, it consists of:
a)
Chairman of the court, who acts as the chairman of the Court Council as well;
b)
Deputy Chairman of the Court;
c)
A supreme judicial civil oﬃcer of the Supreme Judicial Council, appointed
by the latter.
In case the Court Council, due to the small number of judges does not provide the
above composition, the chairman of the court of appeal with general jurisdiction acts
as substituent member at the Court Council.
The independent Ad Hoc Commission on preliminary verification and assessment of
candidates for KLGJ/ KLP consists of:
a)
Ombudsman (Chairman);
b)
Chairman of the Council of Appointments in Justice (Deputy Chairman);
c)
2 attorneys, of the youngest and the oldest age among attorneys who meet
the conditions to be members of KLGJ, who are not running and who have been
engaging during the last 5 years in teaching at the School of Magistrate or School of
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Advocacy;
d)
1 regular member of Academy of Sciences from social sciences.
C. The encountered problems
Until now, nearly 6 months after the approval of the constitutional amendments,
none of the above institutions was established and as a consequence there is a lack
of their functioning currently creating an apathetic situation in functioning of justice
system. Despite the public and institutional expectations on the eﬃciency of this
reform, the created spirit is being transformed into a boomerang for the system itself
and for the society which waits every day or the start of apocalypse in justice. This
“apocalypse” cannot happen in 24/48 hours not even in one month but it needs the
suitable and necessary time to avoid the current created situation where it is impossible to enforce the new laws.
As noted by the Opinion of Venice Commission, approved at the Plenary Session
no. 104, on 18th – 19th December 2015, on the draft of constitutional amendments in
justice, the legal amendments create new institutions which supposedly control each- other.
Nevertheless, this complicated institutional scheme may have consequences; may create a distrust environment which may impact the public image of the judicial system, which is already
very low. In addition, the creation of many new institutions. bodies requires recruitment
of law professionals, where the potential candidates must possess the necessary education,
training, experience and independency as it may be very limited for a small country such as
Albania (point 65)
Furthermore, The Opinion of Venice expresses that: the need of reassessment process
is explained by supposals- said by every interlocutor med by reporters in Tiranaand the level of corruption in Albania is extremely high and the situation requires
urgent and radical measures. The question if the wide consensus creates the suﬃcient basis for subjecting judges for reassessment, disrespecting of specific situations
for each judge. This is a question of political need and the Commission of Venice
cannot be expressed on it. It must be considered that these radical dissolutions may
be unreasonable under normal conditions, creating tension in judicial system and
destabilization of work, public distrust in judicial system, distraction of judges from
their normal duties are extraordinary measures creating risks for the judicial system
to be caught from the political forces controlling the process.
Conclusions
The main problems in implementing this legal corpus are:
Firstly, the establishment of institutions which are conceived as closed and
special, where one belongs to the judicial system and the other belongs to the prosecution, creates the risk of institutional corporatization. These two institutions have
no coordination with each-other, what may lead to a competition between them creating situations of collision in institutional level with consequences to be suﬀered by
the court and prosecution and as a result by the citizens themselves;
Secondly, it was proclaimed on impossibilities of political influence which
cannot be avoided especially with selected formulas for the appointment of the
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members of these institutions. One of the main reasons of non-creation of institutions is the request for their political domination, concretized with the situation created for the Council of Appointments in justice, as from the beginning of the process
it was known by everyone that no member of Supreme Court was from the School
of Magistrate and yet this criteria was selected and approved to be one of the crucial
criteria transforming this process into a null and illegal one and giving in this manner the first slap to the reform in justice.
Thirdly, related to the above, it is regarding the avoidance of the role of Ministry of Justice in this new environment created by the reform. Jurisprudence of the Constitutional Court has been knowing for over a decade the crucial role of the Ministry
of Justice as a necessary institution to link and coordinate the chains of judicial system
and to provide the basic principle of functioning of the state of law check and balance;
Fourthly, the created apathetic institutional situation made the oﬃcial to
avoid the routine of their activity. Thus, it is noticed a psychosis of judges to avoid
their work, which was strongly noted in the recommendations of Commission of
Venice as well. (point 96)
Fifthly, the current laws created a superposition of competences between institutions, creating confusion and uncertainties on “who does what”. The laws approved after the approval of the Constitution contain legal provisions which go beyond the ones provided by the Constitution; contain provisions which are not in the
spirit of Constitution and provisions contrary to the Constitution itself;
Sixthly, laws in their transitory provisions have not clearly regulated the transitory situation of existing institutions, thus it remains unregulated clearly or unregulated at all for periods of time from the moment laws enter into eﬀect continuing with
the establishment of the institutions to the moment of their functioning with their full
capacity. For this period there result many issued that the new legislation did not address in the functioning of the existing institutions to the functioning of new institutions. Furthermore, there are foreseen time terms for certain issued which are contrary
to one- another and create confusion in enforcing law for the relevant issue.
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Abstract
Upon adoption of the new Law No. 139/2015, “On Local Self-Governance” and in pursuance
of the Crosscutting Strategy for Decentralization and Local Governance 2015-2020, political
bodies decided for a new administrative territorial reform. There were discussed some
variants for reducing local units, but the last version, maybe the best or not, was to exist only
61 Local Government Units in all the territory of Albania.
This reform was accompanied by transferring of several functions from the central government
to local government units as decentralization of regional agriculture departments, firefighting
service, teaching staﬀ of pre-school education and non-instructional personnel of the preuniversity education, assets of forestry service, maintenance of regional and rural roads
irrigation and drainage.
All this process involved Prefect’s Institution, as Central institution at local level, that was
appointed as a Coordinator and Supervisor of every law and by-law, even there is no
dependency between Prefect and LGU.
First, the process began according to the Prime Minister’s Order No.248 dated 21.10.2014 “On
creating and functioning of groups, within the framework of administrative and financial
consolidation of local units in progress of the new Administrative Territorial Reform” and
then the Prime Minister’s Order No. 127, dated 16.09.2015, “On Taking Measures in the
Framework and in Pursuance of the Crosscutting Strategy for Decentralization and Local
Governance” that had to do with the deadlines of the administrative reform.
This paper seeks to focus on involvement of Prefect’s Institution in the Administrative
Territorial Reform, Challenges, especially in Shkodra’s region.
Keywords: Prefect, Administrative Territorial Reform, transfering of functions, local units.

Introduction
The territorial-administrative reform (2014) was accompanied with the delegation of
new competencies and services to the local level.
Upon adoption of the new Law No. 139/2015, “On Local Self-Governance” and in
pursuance of the Crosscutting Strategy for Decentralization and Local Governance
2015-2020, the Council of Ministers approved of the transfer of several functions from
the central government to local government units. Some of these functions include:
irrigation and drainage, decentralization of regional agriculture departments,
firefighting service, teaching staﬀ of preschool education and non-instructional
personnel of the pre-university education, moveable and immovable assets of
forestry service, and maintenance of regional and rural roads.
It was planned that these functions be transferred within the deadlines set forth in
the Prime Minister’s Order No. 127, dated 16.09.2015, “On Taking Measures in the
Framework and in Pursuance of the Crosscutting Strategy for Decentralization and
Local Governance”.
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Compliance with the deadlines coped with diﬃculties not only in meeting the set
time frames but also in the impact that probably was not the appropriate or desired
one.
During this process, the role of Prefect was important, because he was obliged to
monitor all these steps and to report then to other instances, he was exactly appointed
to supervise all the delegation of new competences and services to the local level. His
competences are upon to new law No.107/2016 “On County’s Prefect”.
This paper seeks to focus in the involvement of Prefect during the new administrative
reform particularly in the case of Shkodra’s County.
1.

The mision and the role of Prefect in a County

Prefect’s mission is to fulfill all obligations up to political program of Council of
Ministers in a County.
In exercising his function, he has these responsibilities1 as:
a) verifying the legality of the decisions, orders of a normative nature approved by
the organs of local self-government;
b) coordinating the activity between the territorial branches operating in the region;
c) reporting periodically to the Council of Ministers on the activity of the territorial
branches operating in the region, according to order’s Prime Minister and for specific
issues according to order’s Minister;
ç) informing every 6 months central institutions for the activity of the same branches
in the county,
d) fostering and developing relations and activities with counterpart institutions
according to the respective agreements;
dh) management of structures for prevention, management and rehabilitation of
consequences in civil emergencies;
e) leading task forces, establishing temporary bodies, committees, working groups
and committees on certain issues;
ë) running or participation in oﬃcial state ceremonies that take place at the regional
level, in accordance with the legislation.
f) strengthening the institutional capacities in implementing the programs of the
state;
g) control and monitoring of implementation at sectoral level of Council of Ministers
sector policies in agriculture, education, health, environment, public order, fire
service, social assistance, tourism and culture;
gj) coordinating its activity with the agencies and inspectorates operating at the
regional level, as well as monitoring their activity;
h) monthly review of the activity of the territorial branches operating in the region;
i) coordination with the Central Election Commission according to Election Code;
There is no dependency between Prefect and LGU. Their relations based on
the principle of consultation and cooperation for solving common problems in
accordance with law No.139/2015 “On Local Self Governance2”, especially on articles
16, 17 & 18 of this law.
1
2

Article 8 Law Nr.107/2016 “On Prefect of County”.
It has exist another law before, Law no.8652/2000 .
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As described upon, the Prefect has to manage and to have information for all the
county in collaboration with the other agencies.
Involvment of Prefect in the new Administrative Territorial Reform
According to first Prime Minister’s Order No.248 dated 21.10.2014 “On creation and
functioning of working groups within the administrative and financial consolidation
of the new units of local government in continuity of the administrative-territorial
reform”, were created working groups in central and local level. These working groups
had as main objective, technical support and advicing of the Minister of State for
Local Issues by compiling studies on the financial and administrative consolidation
process of 61 Local Government Units.
Regional group which was managed by Prefect of County, consisted of treasure
managers, Prefect's auditors, representatives of regional directorates such as
agriculture, drainage boards, education, health and local government representatives,
a group with technical staﬀ. This techninal group was important of the fact because
Prefect in this proces was obliged to report periodically to Minister of State for Local
Issues.
The second order for this process was, Prime Minister’s Order No. 127, dated
16.09.2015, “On Measures in the Framework of and Intended to Implement the
Crosscutting Strategy for Decentralization and Local Governance 2015-2020”.
This order had deadlines for transfering of new delegations to LGU as staﬃng of
preschool and secondary education, forest and pasture management, rural roads
management, secondary irrigation and drainage infrastructure management, social
services management, fire protection and rescue, service that before was under the
administration of the Prefect of the Region.
For all the delegations cited above each ministry had duties, as Ministry of Agriculture
should prepare stockpile of the primary and secondary irrigation and drainage
network including reservoirs, Ministry of Education, Ministry of Environment and
so on.
Each institution that was part of this process, even the Prefect was obliged to prepare
plan for transferring budget, assets and personnel to the municipalities.
Rural roads once under the administration of the Regional Councils as provided
for in DCM No. 667, dated 15.12.2000, were transferred to the ownership of the
municipalities as stipulated in the DCM No. 915, dated 11.11.20153. In this process,
Prefect was faced to some problems with municipalities, because they did not accept
the used or ruined vehicles of the enterprise before.
According to paragraph 2 of Article 29 of the Law No. 139/2015 and the specific Law
No. 152/2015, “On Fire Protection and Rescue Service”, a new function – the fire
protection service – was transferred to the municipalities. Prior to adoption of the
relevant law, this service was under the administration of the Prefect of the Region.
The transfer of this function to the ownership of municipalities brings innovation to the
manner of reorganization of this structure and to the duties assigned to the Mayor of the
Municipality, as set forth in Article 9 of the Law.4An innovation introduced by this law
is that municipalities without a fire brigade should hire staﬀ and purchase equipment
3

DCM No. 915, “On the Transfer of Rural Road Network Tangible and Intangible Asset of Rural
Road Maintenance Enterprises from the Regional Councils to the Ownership of Municipalities”.
4
See Law No.152/2015 “On Fire Protection and Rescue Service”.
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for making this service available until December 2018 by signing contracts with other
municipalities.
According to the Law No. 8652/2000, “On Organization and Functioning of Local
Governance”, preservation and development of forests and pasturelands were an
exclusive function of the LGUs. On the other hand, Paragraph 5 of Article 27 of the
new Law No. 139/2015 stipulates that administration of forest/pastureland fund is a
function of the municipalities.
A series of sublegal acts were adopted in this domain. Some of these acts include
Law No. 5/2016, “On Imposition of Moratorium in the Republic of Albania” with an
eﬀective timeframe of 10 years, specific DCM No. 433, dated 8.6.2016, “On Transfer
of Public Forests and Pasturelands to the Ownership of Municipalities”, which called
for removal of former LGUs and their transfer to the new 61 municipalities, DCM
No. 438, dated 8.6.2016, “On Criteria and Rules on Exploitation of Forests and Sale
of Wood and Other Forest and Non-Forest Products.”
This new and old function for the municipalities has got great importance because
they should not only to keep/maintain the forests but also to gather incomes form
them.
While financial consolidation was detailed to Order of Finance’s Ministry No.47 dated
30.6.2015 “For the closing procedures of accounts of the LGUs that will merge”. This
order was about the details on LGUs to close the accounts, to liquidate all obligations.
DCM No. 664, dated 29.07.2015, “On Allocation of Transitory Fund for Implementation
of Territorial-Administrative Reform”, whereby a fund of 1,857,683,000 Albanian Lek
(ALL) was approved for supporting and enforcing the new territorial-administrative
reform across the newly-established 61 municipalities was an important decision for
LGUs, becaue all this fund was to face the new administrative reform, to liquadate all the
obligations derived by other communes that were merged (table no.1 below).
Prefect has followed every step for these delegations, according to the deadlines.
His administrative staﬀ during controlling of the normative acts has not permitted that
funds of facing administrative reform must be used only for this aim. He has not allowed
the funds to be used for other investments, for increasing the salaries of the personnel, to
do things that are not in accordance with reform.
In the table below is the fund detailed for every municipality.
Table no.1
Nr.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

County
Berat

Dibër

Durrës

Local Government

Municipal-

Units
Berat
Ura Vajgurore
Kuçovë
Skrapar
Poliçan
Dibër
Bulqizë
Mat
Klos
Durrës
Shĳak
Krujë

ity
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
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Amount
29,484
19,260
17,561
28,178
13,333
61,091
36,089
26,517
12,593
68,427
16,950
50,476

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61

Elbasan
Cërrik
Belsh
Peqin
Gramsh
Librazhd
Përrenjas
Fier
Patos
Roskovec
Lushnjë
Divjakë
Mallakastër
Gjirokastër
Libohovë
Tepelenë
Memaliaj
Përmet
Këlcyrë
Dropull
Korçë
Maliq
Pustec
Kolonjë
Devoll
Pogradec
Kukës
Has
Tropojë
Lezhë
Mirditë
Kurbin
Malësi e Madhe
Shkodër
Vau –Dejës
Pukë
Fushë-Arrëz
Tiranë
Kamëz
Vorë
Kavajë
Rrogozhinë
Vlorë
Selenicë
Himarë
Sarandë
Konispol
Finiq
Delvinë

Elbasan

Fier

Gjirokastër

Korçë

Kukës

Lezhë
Shkodër

Tiranë

Vlorë

TOTAL

M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M

67,751
19,994
13,037
21,593
30,556
35,785
22,353
75,086
7,188
15,254
48,143
40,929
28,219
30,609
8,628
12,027
18,526
19,630
10,291
11,435
39,917
46,173
0
26,641
31,774
50,107
53,358
17,332
39,056
90,356
36,639
36,485
40,638
66,571
32,069
19,803
18,011
92,073
27,858
10,878
25,846
17,277
36,904
27,945
13,390
6,325
9,720
24,773
2,771
1,857,683

In this period, Prefect was the institution to control the legality of decisions of the
councils for these funds used by municipalities according to the mayor's proposal5.
Prefect has got the right and the duty to control every normative acts adopted by
the councils of municipalities. Its role was very important bacause he has reached to
5

Law on Prefect No.107/2016 article 16, point 2.
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prevent unuseful actions or unnecessary.
Conclusions and Recommendations
Administrative territorial reform was important for the Albania system. Today exist
only 61 municipalities that are facing every day challenges for the new delegations.
One of the great challenges in Shkodra’s County was the function of water supply.
According to law no.115/2014 “On the administrative-territorial division of the
units of local government in the Republic of Albania”, this function was regulated
in a specific manner by the adoption of DCM nr.63 dated 27.1.2016 “For the
reorganization of the operators providing the service of water supply, collection,
removal and treatment of wastewater”. This function should be reorganized as a
joint stock company, under a system of one administration level in accordance with
law No. 9901, dated 14.4.2008 “For traders and trade societies”.
Puka and Fushe Arrez municipality has not been yet reorganized according to
law no.115/2014“On the administrative-territorial division of the units of local
government in the Republic of Albania”.
One of the core elements of this process was that everything that has exist before in
this function as buildings, pipes of water supply should be evaluated by a financial
expert, and this was a diﬃcult process for municipalities because it was expensive.
The technical equipment and instruments are either missing or physically and
morally depleted, because they are too old.
The personnel of forest structure has not been fulfilled yet, because this structure
should have engineer, and the number of the personnel must be according to surface
of forests in each municipality.
The function of drainage service, which was approved by Law No. 24/2017,
“On Administration of Irrigation and Drainage”, is not regulated by means of
subregulatory acts yet.
Infrastructure in the new delegations is not operative yet, because of the lack of
investments especially the drainage infrastructure, the fire service etc.
Rural roads transferred to municipalities are in a bad state, and they need money to
be done in accordance with European standards.
There is a need to increase the financial transfer from the central government (via
unconditional grants). This growth should dominate the trend to increase the
conditional grants or funds intended for the regional development.
Municipalities should identify and employ adequate means for collecting local
tariﬀs in order to increase investments in this local function rather than waiting from
central government funding.
The equipment with the act of acquiring agricultural land for the citizens is a key
element, because it gives way using of the land, benefit subsidy for the holders of
the land.
Prefect as central Institution should go on his mission to control the legality of
normative acts and to collaborate with local governance in accordance with his duty,
because it only will help the local governance in Albania.
Agency for the Implementation of the Territorial Reform, created by Council
of Ministers Decision (DCM) No. 83, dated 28.01.2015, was an institution to give
assistance to LGU for continuing of local functions.
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Involvment of the Prefect’s Institution in this reform will be in continuing important,
bacause it is the organisation that has the duty to monitor and to controll the legality
of normative acts and to reject every acat that is not in accordance to law.
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Cultural heritage in the Gjakova - Çarshia e vjetër
PhD (C.) Bekim Vishaj
University of Tirana
Abstract
Hereby, through this scientific work I`ll present some data about “Bazaar in Gjakova”or
“Çarshia e Madhe” and the importance and historic development of this trade and industrial
complex,for Gjakova and its surroundings and also for Albanian lands throughout history
since its birth and till nowadays.
“The old bazaar” in Gjakova represents one of the greatest monumental complexes not only
for Gjakova but also outside its borders.
Bazaar of Gjakova was a great center of economic – social and cultural for the region of
Gjakova and beyond it. Within this complex have been developed all possible crafts of that
time. Notifying with all the following data of this scientific work it emerges that this complex
of cultural heritage today, once it was a great economic-commercial, social and cultural center
in this part of Kosovo and beyond it.
Thus, the old bazaar remains one of the most important and industrial and cultural complex
in Kosovo from our past and till nowadays.
Keywords: The old bazaar, Cultural heritage, crafts and craftsmen.

Introduction
The city of Gjakova as domicile in written sources is known since the fifth decade of
the XIV century, more precisely since 1348 when it used to belong to the region of
Alltun -ihlis with headquarters in Junik (Rizaj, 1982, 206).
Gjakova as a city also its surroundings as part of Kosovo have had a favorable
geographical position during the historical past. (Hadri,1974,pg.13) This marks
early stages of the development of town of Gjakova. Therefore being found in this
favorable geographical position and strategic importance to the fast development
has shown economic and social, has become a center of craftsmanship and trade
place. (CHWB,2015,pg.14) Based on the records of 1571, Gjakova was still a village
but it was shopping center. (Drançolli,1984,pg.27-41) Turkish traveler Evliya Celebi
who had passed through these parts in the year 1663, had written that Gjakova had
2000 houses, two monumental mosques, inns covered with lead, a Hamam and 300
stores. (Çelebi,1973,pg.129) Gjakova it was developed and became an administrative
center emphasizing the development of industry, trade, tourism and the developed
services of education and culture. (Komuna e Gjakovës,2015,) Gjakova is known for
its large number of monuments of cultural and historic heritage sites.
“Çarshia e vjetër” “Great Çarshia ” – The complex of “Great Çarshia” is an area within
which are hundreds of shops and other significant cultural, historical and religious
objects. Çarshia has been built in the space between the river Krena and Qabrati,
dating back to the years 1594/95 when Bizeban Sulejman Efendi knowns as Hadim
aga, with descent from the village Gusk near Gjakova where he built a mosque in the
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last decade of the XVI (sixteenth century) and which took the name Hadum Mosque.
(CHWB,2007,pg.45-50) The mosque was built in the area of Jak Vula, so the city at
the beginning was named Jakova, today Gjakova. (Drançolli,2011,pg.128) During the
late seventeenth century began the construction of architectonic and urban buildings
in the shape of unique compound, so in this way was established “Great Çarshia”
which takes its definitive form in the second half of XIX century. Thus, in this part
was set the riches part of Beylerbeys who had built magnificent towers in the square
called "Fusha e Sahatit". The city got developed quite quickly and the main branch
of the economy were: Handicraft, trade, and agriculture. “Çarshia e vjetër” “Old
Çarshia” of Gjakova had 1100 stores,which were filled with various goods, Mueller
wrote in 1838. (Rizvanolli,2009,pg.5) But we find Gjakova as domicile with working
population in recent writings. In Sallname of Kosovo Vilayet of the year 1887 we
can read as follows: "The people of Gjakova has aﬃnity to agriculture but rather
is provided on trading. They go to far places where they create and open diﬀerent
shops, inns, etc., in order to ensure living. Gjakovar people of that time go and
were placed in many cities of that time ... (Shkodra,1984,pg.232) In Gjakova were
manufactured weapons, silver, Albanian national costumes, and as well as some
types of silk fabrics. The trade was developed quite much. (Mehdiu,1974,pg.479) In
that time the city had trade connection with known Albanian cities of that time and
also with other Balkans countries. Gjakova’s leather used to export with caravans
to Hungary via Belgrade. Gjakova did trade business with Shkodra, whereas a bit
of leather was sent into Bosnia and Dalmatia. (Shkodra,1973,pg.219) As regards to
connection of Gjakovar people with artisans of other Albanian cities we can find in
writing: "The monopoly of foreign trade in Gjakova had had known trade Shkodran
houses as: Qoba, Suma, Pema, Binaki, Shiroka etc. (Vala,1972,pg.172) Gjakova
reached a growth and development thanking to dense connections with Shkodra.
(Shkodra,1973,pg.289) How much were linked Gjakovar’s families with their crafts
shows the fact Gjakovar’s families once used to save generation after generation
the craft of their ancestors,a phenomenon that is expressed today in their surnames
as: Sahatçĳa, Çarkaxhĳa, Saraçi, Tabaku, Furra, Baruti, Nallbani, Kamishi etc.
(Rizvanolli,2009,pg.28)
Urban entirety of Great Çarshia - In the framework location of “Great Çarshia” were
built many objects of great importance for Gjakova and beyond. Within this complex
were built many other premises such as: Teqja e Madhe (Great Tekke) and the one
of Bektashi Tekke, Medresa e Madhe (great), Tower of Koshi, (Drançolli,2001,pg.28)
Tekke of Sheh Ruzhdia, Monument of the League of Prizren, Tower of Sulejman
Vokshi, the Tower of Avdullah Pasha Dreni, Clock Tower, Hammam of the city. Then
we have some bridges worth mentioning such as the Bridge of Islam Beg with four
archway semi-circular stones and discharge arches built in the XVIII (eighteenth)
century, The bridge of Tabaks with nine archway stones and with discharge arches
from XVII century, the bridge of Terzive with eleventh archways stones and the
bridge of Taliq from XVIII century. “Great Çarshia (Bazaar)” represents one of the
greatest monumental complexes not only in Kosovo but also outside its borders.
Gjakova’s Bazaar estimates among the most valuable historic and cultural treasure
of Kosovo. (Kuvendi KSAK,1963,pg.87) Its scope from North to South reaches in
1000 meters, while its overall surface area is 34,000 m2 (square). “Great Bazaar” was
a center of economic, social and cultural development of the region of Gjakova. In
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“Great Bazaar” of were developed all possible crafts of that time. By the year 1900
this shopping center has had over 1000 diﬀerent enterprises. (CHWB,2011,pg.098)
Urban entirety of “Çarshia e vjetër” contains 525 important objects and it divides
into parts: "Great Çarshia","Small Çarshia" and another part called “Kryepazari”.
“Great Çarshia” and “Small Çarshia” used to connect between them through an
aﬄuent system of the bridges, which were illuminated with lanterns creating unique
market of Gjakova, belonging to one of the greatest and most eligible category in
Albania. (Shkodra,1978,pg.57) According to Jastrebovi over the river Krena were
raised 11 bridges, while 3 bridges were built over Llukac river that was at the end
of the city. (Stefanoviq,1904,pg.179) Whereas regarding to intensification of trade
relations in this case guilds (association members of that time) of “Terzinjeve” and
“Tabakeve” have built bridge of Terzive over the river Erenik with 11 arches which
bridge used to connect Gjakova with Prizren. (Halimi,1958,pg.113) In urban point of
view Bazaar represents a vivid example of the urban – oriental plan with those rich
architectural who nowadays inspire every architect, then it presents a real museum
dressed with varied mosaic of varied handicrafts specific architecture of rich and
valuable facilities, then it represents a great School laboratory with countless models
reflecting popular creativity where it mirrors the creativity of peerless builders of that
time in wood processing and its carving as perfect his needs. (CHWB,2011,pg.092) In
architectural point of view Bazaar (Çarshia) represents a school architectural models
with beautiful folk architecture and construction skill ranging from the fine details
up to tersite of buildings up environments, from the environment to the urban
planning.... (Rizvanolli,2009,pg.34) Consequently, the projected Bazaar and local
anonymous genius built under construction had a tradition inherited from generation
to generation and enriched with new shapes according to requirements of the time.
Architectural feature is its construction, the building style that is traditional with
local material: stone, wood, bricks, old ceramic, lead etc. (Komuna e Gjakovës,2015)
The commencement of this historic and urban agglomeration is the last decade of
XVI century and the beginning of XVII Century. (Drançolli,2007,pg.36)
“Great Çarshia” as trade and economic centre today - Çarshia since the beginning
of its construction in the fifteenth century was burned twice by the Serbs in 1918
and 1999. (Murati,2012) During its history it has experienced challenges Çarshi
(Competitiveness) commerce, and its rapid development has been interrupted by
violent destruction the Bazaar (Çarshia) during the Balkan wars in 1912. in the period
between the two wars was marked continuous handicrafts Rating Decrease due to
industrial competitiveness of imported products. Also after World War II with the
opening of factories and shifting economic activities from Bazaar (Çarshia) abundant
in the new city of the same situation is repeated after in Kosovo war (1998-1999).
However, despite these challenges as complex economic, Bazaar (Çarshia) with
crafts and artisans as well as its interest thanks to more donations and traditional
crafts has managed to survive until nowadays. CHWB,(2015,pg.16)
Old Market or (Çarshia) known as the Great War until the last years 1998/1999, was
at the heart of economic performance for Gjakova. Gjakova was a city of commerce
and handicrafts which served its surrounding villages, as well as other areas of
Kosovo and Albania. “Great Çarshia” was burned and destroyed during the last war
(1998/1999) in Kosovo, but already been reconstructed.(Gowing,2014) We Bazaar
Gjakova after the last war has intervened to restore normal life and development of
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traditional activities is invested by NGOs / NGO (non-governmental organizations)
foreign facilities Çarshia by MCYS and the Municipality of Gjakova, as well as its
owners shops,but even to this day they are very much part of it that are not restored
yet, waiting hand of the state.
Bazaar old (Çarshia e vjetër) as complex although not entirely saved it nevertheless
represents a unique phenomenon historic urban in the territory of Kosovo and
beyond. (Drançolli,2007,pg.38)
The complex of “Old market” is under the protection of Law since 1955, “Old
market” of Gjakova even recently is in the heritage list under temporary protection.
Even nowadays mostly of the facilities of this resort, after their restoration are in
economic and trade function of population of this area. But now after the war it
does not have the power and the economic role that it had once, it is worth noting
that this “Çarshia e vjetër” has turn out to be more in tourist area for foreign and
local tourists, where for them is an interesting zone and presents a rich and cultural
landscape.(BE/KE,2012,pg.11) “Çarshia e vjetër” today is cultural and historical
complex, craft and commercial is full bars with local youth-with very little space for
traditional ability Nation.

Bazaar before war 1998/1999

Bazzar after the war 1998/1999
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Bazaar today
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Economic growth and labor markets in Western Balkans
MSc. Alma Shahini
Abstract
This paper analysis the key labor market developments in the Western Balkan countries
during the period 2010-2016, focusing on the link between economic growth and labor
markets. Western Balkan market labor is characterized by a high and persistent long-term
unemployment rate. Substantial informal sector activities, international migration and an
aging shrinking population due to low birth rates and high emigration played an important
role in cushioning the problem of unemployment.
The study is based on the database labor force survey, data provided by the Statistical Oﬃces
of the individual Western Balkan countries and by Eurostat for the EU comparator countries
and is available online at the South-East Europe Jobs Gateway. The study aims to showcase
these data and present a few insights on how labor markets in the Western Balkans have
developed over the last six years to a general, non-technical audience.
The study finds that the jobs challenge in the Western Balkans is structural, and growth alone
will not be suﬃcient to create the number and types of jobs needed in the labor market, and
the impact of growth at unemployment rate is small. This suggests that the Western Balkan
countries are not yet in a situation where current economic growth will guarantee a return
to jobs growth; the transition to modern market economies is not yet complete, and many
structural issues remain to be addressed.
Keywords: labor market, unemployment, employment, economic growth.

Introduction
Following a decline in 2009 as a consequence of the financial and economic crisis,
GDP growth in the six Western Balkan countries started to recover in 2010, declined
again in 2012, only to rebound steadily thereafter. In 2015, GDP grew by 2.2 percent,
thanks to rising investments and an improved external environment. As illustrated
in Figure 1, developments diﬀered across countries: Albania and Kosovo reported
GDP growth over the entire 2010-2015 period; all other countries recorded a decline
in 2012, with Serbia also registering a downturn in 2014. In three EU peer countries—Austria, Bulgaria and Hungary—GDP increased throughout the period under
review, whereas Croatia faced six years of recession and only returned to growth
in 2015. In terms of employment, FYR Macedonia and Montenegro experienced
employment growth throughout the entire period, while job creation in the other
countries picked up at diﬀerent points in time (for example, in Serbia in 2013 or in
Albania in 2014). Kosovo experienced a significant reduction in employment in 2014
and 2015.
Labor productivity developments varied across the Western Balkans. A remarkable
increase in labor productivity took place in Kosovo as well as in Bosnia and Herzegovina and FYR Macedonia, albeit at a lower rate. Productivity growth advanced
unevenly in Montenegro and Serbia, with alternating increases and decreases, while
in Albania there was a reversal of the positive trend in 2015.
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Source: SEE Jobs Gateway Database, based on data provided by national statistical
oﬃces and Eurostat; wiiw Database.
What has been driving those productivity trends? Labor productivity growth in Bosnia and Herzegovina and Kosovo has been driven by shrinking employment combined with a higher GDP growth, while in FYR Macedonia and Montenegro it has
been driven by higher GDP than employment growth, which has also been the case
for Bulgaria and Croatia.
Employment Rate
Increasing the employment rate is one of the major goals of the South East Europe
(SEE) 2020 Strategy. In 2015 the employment rate based on the working age population (15+), which was used as the main labor market indicator in the strategy document, stood at 39.9 percent—which is still far below the target rate of 44.4 percent.
With respect to individual countries, Serbia and FYR Macedonia are closest to the
country targets set in the strategy, while others, like Albania and Kosovo, are lagging
far behind.
Employment rates based on the working age population of 15-64 years increased in
all Western Balkan countries and exceeded the 2010 level in 2016, but were still lagging far behind those of the EU peer countries. This increase resulted from both rising employment and a shrinking of the working age population. In 2015 the Western
Balkans-6 employment rate stood at 46.9 but there were substantial variations across
countries, ranging from 25.8 percent in Kosovo to 55.1 percent in Albania. By comparison, in 2016 the employment rate was 71 percent in Austria and 65.7 percent in
Hungary . Employment rates increased for both sexes, with the highest gains being
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reported in the oldest age group (55-64 years).
Figure 2 Employment rates by age groups in %

Source: SEE Jobs Gateway Database, based on data provided by national statistical
oﬃces and Eurostat.
Unemployment
Unemployment fell by about 200,000 people, from an estimated 1.7 million in 2010
to 1.5 million in 2016, corresponding to a decline in the unemployment rate from
23 percent to 21 percent.15 Unemployment rates are on the decrease in the entire
region, except in Albania .In 2016 the unemployment rate varied between 25.4 percent in Bosnia and Herzegovina and 17.1 percent in Serbia. Depending on the country, recovery started from 2013/2014 onwards. In Albania and Croatia this process
only began in 2015. In Bulgaria and particularly in Hungary, a noticeable downward
trend in unemployment was also observed. It was only in Austria, starting from a
comparatively low level, that the unemployment rate increased slowly but steadily
to 6.2 percent in 2016. Croatia reported the highest unemployment rate among the
peer countries 14.1 percent in 2016.
Figure 3 Unemployment rates for selected Western Balkan countries, in %, quarterly

Source: SEE Jobs Gateway Database, based on data provided by national statistical
oﬃces and Eurostat.
The impact of growth at labor markets
The relationship between economic growth, employment and unemployment dynamics is among the most challenging issues in the Western Balkan economies. The
international financial crisis severely hit the economies of Western Balkan countries.
The eﬀect was so strong that the GDP growth rates of the Western Balkans contracted
on average16 by more than 6 percentage points: from an average real GDP growth
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rate of 5.3 percent prior to 2009, down to -1.5 percent in 2009. In parallel, unemployment rates increased on average by 4.7 percentage points and employment levels
dropped by 2.7 percent. On average, the labor force participation rate dropped by 1
percentage point, down to 51% in 2009. Similarly, the EU-CEE economies were also
hit hard by the international financial crisis, with the economies of this region contracting by 2.6 percent in 2009.
The post-recession period, 2011-2015, was shaped by GDP growth that recovered
slowly and strengthened slightly from 2013. This protracted recession and the weak
economic growth have been accompanied by particularly meagre eﬀects on employment growth in the Western Balkans, though a rebound was observed from 2014.
In particular, it compares Western Balkan countries with EU-CEE countries which
have undergone similar transitional transformations. Specifically, so-called ‘employment elasticities’ to changes in output are estimated for diﬀerent sub-periods, indicating how strongly employment growth reacts to GDP growth .
Though this method has some limitations it allows an assessment of the quantitative
response of employment to GDP growth. These limitations mostly arise: from measuring labor input in the LFS (that is, not properly capturing the movement of informal labor); or from the omission of other variables which might aﬀect employment,
volatility or fluctuations over time; or from a relatively small number of observations
for diﬀerent sub- periods (see also IMF, 2014).
For the Western Balkan countries, the employment-GDP growth relationship was
only positive and significant for the period 2006-2010. During this time, employment growth reacted positively to GDP growth with an elasticity of 0.4 (that is, a
one percentage point increase in GDP growth is related to a 0.4 percentage point
increase in employment growth). However, for the subsequent period from 2011 to
2015, this positive relationship was no longer significant .A positive and significant
employment-GDP growth relationship is also confirmed for the EU-CEE countries,
especially during the 2001 to 2005 period when it was exceptionally high at 0.61. The
relationship was also strong in the other periods, with elasticities between 0.35 to 0.4.
In principle, one would expect a stronger growth-employment relationship in the
Western Balkans because the higher levels of unemployment should result in higher
labor supply elasticities; however, in reality, no such relation has been observed after the crisis for the Western Balkan countries. Generally, the meagre recovery rate
both in the Western Balkans and EU-CEE has been insuﬃcient to generate new jobs.
Instead, labor productivity growth might have benefited at the expense of employment growth, for example through investments in new technologies rather than creating new jobs.
Despite the positive link between growth and employment, a higher GDP growth
was needed in the Western Balkans than in the EU-CEE to keep the employment
levels constant. Usually, positive GDP growth rates combined with an employment
elasticity below one but greater than zero tend to be associated with both employment and labor productivity growth, and at the same time higher employment than
labor productivity growth. As argued by Kahn (2001), less developed economies
need high employment elasticities of around 0.7 and GDP growth rates of 5 percent
in order to be able to generate employment growth above labor force growth. Therefore, as the Western Balkans are labor abundant economies, a higher threshold GDP
growth is required to ensure that employment levels remain constant.
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Specifically in the Western Balkan countries, a threshold GDP growth rate of almost 4
percent might be needed to keep the employment level stable. This threshold growth
rate is lower in the EU-CEE countries where a GDP growth of 2.2 percent has been
suﬃcient to keep employment at a constant level. This indicates that the Western
Balkan countries have needed much higher GDP growth rates to achieve positive
employment growth. With regard to the relationship between the unemployment
rate and GDP growth, an increase in the GDP growth rate of 1 percentage point was
accompanied by a 0.37 percentage point decline in the unemployment rate in the
Western Balkans and a 0.25 percentage point decline for the CEE countries for the
2001-2010 period. In the subsequent period, the relationship between the negative
unemployment rate and GDP growth was confirmed for the EU-CEE but not for the
Western Balkans. For the latter, the impact of a 1 percentage point increase in GDP
growth was a 0.36 percentage points decrease in the unemployment rate.
In conclusion, the positive relationship between employment and GDP growth,
which was observed in both the EU-CEE and Western Balkans before and during
the recession, seems to be less discernible during the recovery period. In particular,
the impact of growth on employment, but also unemployment, remained inconclusive during the recovery period, which has been characterized by modest or jobless
growth in the Western Balkans.
Conclusions
The analysis of the impact of growth on employment indicates that the jobs challenge in the Western Balkans is structural, and growth alone—at least at current
growth levels—will not be suﬃcient to create enough jobs. No significant impact of
growth on employment was observed in the aftermath of the financial crisis in the
Western Balkans, and the impact of growth on unemployment is small. The Western
Balkan countries have not yet returned to a situation where economic growth will
translate into significant jobs growth; the transition to modern market economies is
not yet complete, and many structural issues remain to be addressed.
On the labor supply side, there is a need to strengthen employment policies and the
eﬀectiveness of intermediation in the labor market. Active labor market programs—
ranging from training to start-up support, wage subsidies, and public works—need
to be better designed and targeted. This applies especially for the most vulnerable
and the youth, as the latter represent a profitable investment from a fiscal perspective. Furthermore, the potential of private providers to intermediate and implement
programs needs be tapped into.
On the labor demand side, there is a need to further strengthen competitiveness,
while also enabling new segments in the labor market to flourish. Most countries
have made great strides towards better investment climates, but more needs to be
done to change the growth model of the Western Balkans from one that relies on
domestic consumption to one that relies on exports and investments (World Bank
2014). However, the high level of informal employment, even outside agriculture,
indicates that it is also necessary to unlock the potential of certain segments in the
labor market that do not currently operate in the formal sector. This requires deregulation and tax reforms to foster a new labor market that also allows for flexible, lowpaying part-time jobs—atypical and sometimes precarious jobs, but jobs that might
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be more accessible for the most vulnerable groups, such as the low-educated, as well
as women seeking part-time opportunities.
Finally, this paper has shown that an increase in the quantity and quality of the data
is an important step towards strengthening our knowledge on the Western Balkans
labor market—but better data and more research are still needed. The new regional
database is a first attempt and comprises a limited, but important number of key labor market indicators to fill this knowledge gap. For the future, it will be important
to maintain this database and ensure that it is up-to-date, as well as expanding it
to include more data, like on informal employment, atypical employment, wages,
economic sector, and occupation data. Finally, the data should inspire more research
on how the Western Balkan countries can overcome their many labor market challenges.
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Abstract
One of the environmental concerns, actually, is the emission of ammonia from organic animal
manure. To minimize in maximum the environmental pollution from organic animal manure
should be used new softening techniques to show their eﬀect on emissions as a whole and the
continuous management, including all the procedures to be. The purpose of this study is to
carry out the potential measurement of ammonia from organic animal manure and evaluate
its reduction using various softening techniques. The experiment is carried out on a laboratory
scale in a controlled room with a temperature of about 200C using organic manure from three
diﬀerent types, such as pig, cow and digestate. Each organic fertilizer was tested for a week
in duplicate manner at a room with temperature 200C using softening techniques such as
oil, clay, sawdust, straw and concentrated sulfuric acid of 98%. Analyzes are performed for
the measurement of ammoniac nitrogen, measuring at first its weight, titration with 0.1N
sulfuric acid and calculating the amount of ammoniac nitrogen. The samples are analyzed for
total solid (TS), volatile solids (VS), total Kjeldhal nitrogen (TKN), total ammoniac nitrogen
(TAN) and pH, once a week and at the end of the investigation period, according to standard
methods (APHA, 2005). The results demonstrated that the best coverage technique that
smoothes the amount of ammonia nitrogen in the air from organic livestock manure results
to be acid sulfuric concentrated with pH 5,5 .
Keywords: ammonia, environment, manure, mitigation, techniques.

Introduction
The emission of ammonia (NH3) are considered as a big political question and
as well as of the scientific research because constitute a threat to health and the
environment (Erisman et al 2008; Grinsven et al, 2013). Ammonia (NH3) which is
emitted by the agricultural sector, has the highest contribution of the nitrogen in
the atmosphere (Reis et al., 2009). The agriculture contributes significantly to the
creation of greenhouse gases (GHG) and in the creation of the ammoniac (NH3). In
the Europe and the USA about 75% of NH3 emissions are derived from livestock
products (Webb et al., 2005). Also in the Europe, the NH3 emissions from livestock
manure account for up to 80% of total emission (Sommer et al., 2006). The organic
fertilizer management can also aﬀect the atmospheric emissions of the ammoniac.
The major anthropogenic sources identified include excreta from domestic animals
(50%) and use of synthetic nitrogen (N) fertilizers (25%) (Oliver etal.,1998.) Manure
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from farm animals is the principial source (ECETOC, 1994). The spread of ammonia
in the air from the livestock sector poses a risk to animal and human health
(Donham et al., 1977), and the emission of NH3 through air ventilation can damage
the surrounding nature as a result of acidification and eutrophication (Berendse et
al., 1988; Metcalfe et al., 1998). NH3 contributes not only to soil eutrophication and
acidification, but also indirectly contributes to N2O emissions, including N cycles
in natural ecosystem (Olesen, 2005). The additional NH3 losses can occur during
storage (Kai et al., 2008) and application in the ground
(Thorman et al., 2008),
reducing the values of livestock manure as a N fertilizer for plant production. In
addition they represent a loss of valuable fertilizer N. The most important factors
influencing ammonia emission are the concentration of ureain urine and total
ammoniacal nitrogen (TAN) in the slurry , the emitting surface, pH of the slurry,
the air velocity and the slurry temperature (Van der Peet-Schwering et al., 1999).In
animal house, NH3 is a health risk to animal and man, because long term exposure to
NH3 co mbined with dust can cause severe lung diseases (Seedorf and Hartung,1999).
High concentration of NH3 may reduce animal performance. The seasons of the year
aﬀect the concentration of ammonia in the air. During the spring seasons there is an
increase in ammonia concentration. Meanwhile, the ammonia emissions from the
livestock sector relate to the management of manure and have a higher percentage
(> 80%) of emissions in autumn and winter. This finding is confirmed by Hristov's
results (2011). Over the last decades, livestock production has intensified in many
parts of the world, rising emissions of NH3 (Galloway et Al., 2004) and CH4 (Steinfeld
et al., 2006). Ideally, manure management should aim at reducing the potential for
NH3 and CH4 emissions. The agricultural activity, both in the production sector and
in the zootechnical sector, has had a strong evolution and intensification, coupled
with an increased impact on the environment and pollution, widespread and partial,
which have adversely aﬀected the quality of the water and of the ground. In most
European countries, ammonia levels are exceeded and as a result in these countries
the criticisms are maximum. ECE-UN negotiations aim to control NH3 emissions
(Amon K. A.-B., 2006). Many scenarios have been drawn up for future emission
limitations of NH3. There are several ways to manage nitrogen cascades that have
been implemented by the EU and some are under discussion (EC, 2001, EC, 2005;
EC, 2008). However, despite the political goals and European directives it has been
possible to achieve a relatively small reduction of NH3 emissions from agriculture
(Velthof et al., 2014) and spending on additional measures is higher in this sector
(Amann et al., 2011). In the thematic Strategy on Air Pollution (TSAP), the European
Commission has set itself objectives for the protection of human health and the
environment (EC, 2005).
To improve the knowledge on ammonia emissions, the mitigation strategies that
need to be taken and their impact on the formation of particles in human and
ecological systems (Aneja et al., 2009; Shibata et al, 2015) many recent studies
have been able to apply to evaluate the eﬀectiveness and eﬃciency of various
mitigation measures by providing the best suggestions for them (Moss et al 2010.
Vuuren et al., 2011). To mitigate the eﬀect of these emissions on the environment,
many guidelines and regulations have been created by governments in diﬀerent
countries. Most of these regulations encourage the recycling of manure and their
more eﬃcient use by promoting the introduction of specific strategies for softening
and introducing technologies at the farm level. Among these, reducing emissions
from storage is a relevant issue. Mitigation options during storage (eg, coverage,
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acidification) are proposed, but they are not always easy to implement and apply
in some areas. There are three basic ways to reduce ammonia volatilisation during
storage: (1) by manipulating animal feeding strategies (Portejoie et al., 2002); (2)
by using additives ( McCrory and Hobbs, 2001; Amon et al., 1997); (3) by covering
stores (Phillips at al., 1999). A cover can reduce ammonia emission by increasing the
surface’s resistance to ammonia volatilisation or by reducing the emitting surface.
Additionally, some cover materials serve as ammonia adsorbents.Concurrently, the
cover retains the odourus materials within the liquid, decreasing the amount of gas
escape, and thus reducing the concentration of odorus gases in the surrounding area.
Diﬀerent materials for covering liquid manure storage facilities to reduce gaseous
emission have been investigated and are in use for odour and ammonia (Sommer
et al., 1993; Miner and Moore, 2000; Williams, 2003).Manipulating the balance
between ammonia and ammonium by lowering the Ph value pf a slurry on another
measure to reduce emissions (Stevens et el., 1989; Derikx et al., 1993; Oenema and
Velthof, 1993; Bleĳengberg et al., 1994; Hendriks and Vrielink, 1997; Beck and Burton,
1998;Pedersen , 2003). For farmers, the loss of NH4+ via NH3 emission from animal
houses, manure stores and applied manure will reduce the fertilizer value of animal
manure (Sørensen and Amato, 2002).Technologies that have the ability to reduce NH3
emission while still maintaining a high predictability of N fertilizer value of manure
may contribute to reducing the oversupply of N to crops.Acidification of manure
is an obvious treatment for the purpose of reducing NH3 emission from livestock
production.Until now developments of the technology have failed due to the risk
of foaming and because of the potential hazards associated with the use of acids (
Borst, 2001).Reducing the pH of slurry by adding easily fermented biomass to slurry
stores has been shown to reduce NH3 emissions from stored slurry and following
land application ( Vandre and Clemens, 1997; Clemens et al., 2002).
Use of inorganic straw coatings can reduce ammonia emissions eﬀectively but not
including methane gas. (UN-ECE, 2001). It has been proven that a solid coverage
reduces NH3 emissions and greenhouse gases, respectively, 30 and 50%. It has also
been found that emissions were less in the period under conditions of cold climate
compared with stock in hot weather conditions (Amon K.F., 2007). Given these
concerns caused by the NH3 high level of environmental pollution in the air, scientific
research has focused and continues to find new techniques such as covering the
surface of manure with diﬀerent materials such as straw, sawdust, acid and oil.The
aim of this work was: (1) asses the potential of diﬀerent covers on NH3 volatilisation
during slurry storage on a laboratory scale, (2) evaluate the eﬀects of such covers on
the evolution of diﬀerent slurry characteristics.
Materials and methods
The experiment raised at a controlled room temperature from 26/04/2017 until
26/06/2017. The temperature was on an average of about 20°C. Each of the diluted
fertilizer solutions taken in the study was analyzed using two parallel.Various eﬀects
of various diluted manure cover techniques have been analyzed to monitor their
impact on the reduction of ammonia emissions. Consideration was given to straw,
sawdust, clay, sulfuric acid and dilute manure oil.Six diﬀerent kind of manure have
been investigated.In order to ensure the discharge of ammonia from manure, it is
necessary to select the most appropriate methodologies and techniques. A technique
was tested that could be carried out inside a room under laboratory conditions.
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For the measurement of emissions is used the method for the piping system.The
pipe system is connected through a teflon tube and secondly a two glass-filled glass
containers filled with boric acid that serves to capture the ammonia. On one side of
the two bottles containing acid are placed in the series a gas measuring indicator
and an analog flow meter to regulate and monitor the flow of air obtained from
the pipe system. The airflow captured through the piping system is provided by an
instantaneous pump (EVO30 series, Oead), connected to the analogue flow, with
a continuous flow of 1 l/min.Before each test starts, the flows are calibrated using
a moving diagram (PFM710S-C4-A, SMC).After each test, the bottles containing
acid and serve to absorb the ammonia from the manure are collected, and then
their titration with sucrose acid is made to see the ammonia content of ammonia
accumulated by each vessel. In the chemical analysis of the samples, the following
parameters were analyzed: total nitrogen (Ntot), ammonia (N-NH3), pH once every
24 hours. Analyzes were made by the Environmental Laboratory of the Department
of Agrarian and Environmental Sciences. Methods were used for analysis (APHA,
2005).

Figure 1: Scheme for Emission Measurement System.
Monitoring of ammonia emissions is done once every 24 hours. The acidic bottle
system is made up of two Dreshees containing 200 ml of 1% boric acid solution
(H3BO3). For the titration method, the ammonia concentration method used in the
bottle is used. This technique consists of transferring the contents of the Dreshellit to
a Becker, to which several points of the indicator have been adeed. Then throw a little
bit of sulfuric acid until the color change of the tooth solution.For the determination
of ammonia nitrogen concentration and emission flow are used the following reports:
1.
N-NH3 (mg) = V (ml) * 0,1 * 14
Where :
N-NH3 = mg Of ammonia in bottles
V = the sum of the sulfuric acid used for titration
0,1 = the normality of sulfuric acid.
14 = mass molecular N in g/mol
White test (zero test).
The presence of white test is very important. It allows us to deduct from the sample
values of each sample those gases normally found in the air (specifically in this case
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for the ammonia). The white test is structured in the same way as the aperture But
with a change as it sucks the ammonia found in the air and not the ammonia that has
the containers containing the manure.
Experimental Plan
Test the room with the thermostat
MATRIX

Digestation, Slurry pig, slurry cow.

Period of proof

26/04/2017 – 26/06/2017

TEST DURATION

24 hours

No. SAMPLES

2

N ° REPETITION

2

This experiment consists in measuring ammonia emissions from manure emissions
from diﬀerent livestock and using diﬀerent coverage techniques to see which reduces
the amount of ammonia emissions into the air.Bottles containing organic fertilizers
are placed inside a thermostat, which is carried out in such a way as to control and
monitor the environmental conditions; The temperature should stay about 20.3 C
and this was possible by using a heat pump. The measurement of the ammonia
discharge is carried out by measuring the conditions of the laboratory chamber.At
the beginning of each ammonia test meter, take 4 bottles in total, two in two parallels
and fill with diluted organic fertilizers. Each of the bottles has 1 l of diluted organic
fertilizer. These bottles have their holes closed by two holes. Where one is open and
allows the entry and exit of the air while the other is connected to the glass containers
containing 200 ml of 1% boric acid which serves to absorb the ammonia released
from the manure.In the upstream, the two acid-containing bottles are positioned in
series at a gas mate and an analogue flowmeter (Q-flow, Vögtlin Instruments) which
serves to regulate and monitor the exchange of air within a container which should
be guaranteed with one continuous flow of 1 l / min. The experiment is carried out
every day of the week where the duration of a single test is in a 24-hour time period.
Since every 24 hours that is taken into use, apart from each bottle of boric acid, there
is the ammonia from the containers containing the manure, It is made the titration
with sulfuric acid concentrated to see the amount of ammonia nitrogen from each
manure of the manure taken in the study. Vessels which contain the fertilizers are
taken and pH is measured.Analyzes are made to measure ammonia nitrogen (NNH3) as well as pH.Plastic containers filled with organic fertilizers are covered with
various inorganic materials

Figure no 2.Vessels cover with straw.
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Results
The characteristic of the diﬀerent kind of slurry are in the following table:
Experiment

ST %

Digestate
no.1
Digestate
no.2
P_S no.1

TAN (g/kg)

TNK(g/kg)

N-NH4 (g/kg)

4,133435583

6,013667426

4.13 g/kg

4,11

2,44

6,91
1,32

P_S no.2

2,55

2,95

3,596625767

5,131011609

pH

ST/SV %

8,00

74,54
51,67

C_S no.1

8,65

3,34

1,64

6,70

82,31

C_S no.2

7,02

2,43

0,99

7,24

84,05

Table no.1.P_S (Pig slurry ); C_S ( Cow slurry); TAN ( Total ammoniacal nitrogen);
TNK( Total Kjeldhal nitrogen);VS (Volatile solids);TS (Total solids).
•
Ammonia emissions
The following graphs show the results of ammonia nitrogen emissions from various
types of diluted organic fertilizer. Coverage techniques that were used to mitigate
the emission of ammonia nitrogen into the air were those of straw, sawdust, clay,
sulfuric acid and oil. Each of these techniques had its eﬀects on reducing the amount
of ammonia nitrogen in the air. Graph 1 shows the amount of ammonia nitrogen
emissions from 2 diﬀerent types of manure from pigs. In the case of pig organic
manure number.1 as the best coverage method which reduces 94.5% ammonia
nitrogen in the air is that of coverage with oil. The results show that straw coverage
reduces the amount of ammonia nitrogen by 15.80%, sawdust coverage reduces by
9.6%, clay coverage reduces by 29.67% and sulfuric acid coverage reduces by
89.8%.
In the case of organic fertilizer from pig no.2, as the best coverage technique which
reduce the amount of ammonia nitrogen in the air with 97.48% is the concentrated
sulfuric acid technique with ph 5,5. The use of other techniques reduce it less. The
straw coverage reduces the amount of ammonia nitrogen in the air by 32,15%,
sawdust coverage reduces by 13,9%, clay coverage reduces by 50.97% and oil
coverage reduces by 83%.

Grafic no .1 Ammonia emission from pig
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The graph no.2 shows the results of the ammonia nitrogen released from organic
fertilizer digestate no.1. In the case of organic fertilizer digestate no.1 as the best
coverage technique is the oil coverage technique which reduce the amount of
ammonia nitrogen in the air by 97.8%. Other techniques reduce it less compared
to the oil coverage technique. The straw coverage reduces it by 47.4%, the sawdust
coverage reduces it by 56.5% , clay coverage by 53.7% and the sulfuric acid coverage
reduces the amount of ammonia nitrogen in the air by 96.7%.
In the case of organic fertilizer digestate no.2, as the best coverage technique is the
sulfuric acid coverage technique which reduce the amount of ammonia nitrogen in
the air by 97.7%. The straw coverage reduces it by 43.1% , the sawdust coverage
reduces by 56.9% , the clay coverage by 62.12% and the oil coverage by 95.8%.

Grafic no.2 Ammonia emission from digestate
The graph number.3 shows the results of the ammonia nitrogen released from
organic fertilizer of cow no.1 .In the case of organic fertilizer from cow no 1 as the
best coverage technique is the acid sulfuric coverage technique which reduce the
amount of ammonia nitrogen in the air by 95.4 %. Other techniques reduce it less
compared to the acid sulfuric coverage technique. The straw coverage reduces it by
56.93 %, the sawdust coverage reduces it by 95.1 % , clay coverage by 76.23 % and
the oil coverage reduces the amount of ammonia nitrogen in the air by 79.62 %.
In the case of organic fertilizer from cow no.2, as the best coverage technique is the
sulfuric acid coverage technique which reduce the amount of ammonia nitrogen in
the air by 88.92%. The straw coverage reduces it by 67.35 % , the sawdust coverage
reduces by 78.1 % , the clay coverage by 43.3 % and the oil coverage by 74.6 %.

Grafic no. 3 Ammonia emission from cow
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Conclusions
•
•
•
•
•
•

The results of this study support the concept that covering slurry stores leads to
a reduction in the amount of ammonia emissions.
A surface layer of oil reduced NH3 volatilisation because TAN is not soluble in oil.
The oil retained ammonia in the slurry and so reduced the molecular diﬀusion
of TAN.
Lowering the pH value of slurry can reduce ammonia emissions.
Combination of covering and acidifying should cause a pH value below 6.0 to
reduce ammonia emissions eﬀectively.
To reduce ammonia emissions eﬀectively a lower pH value seems to be necessary.
This study showed that the best coverage technique that smoothes the amount
of ammonia nitrogen in the air from organic livestock manure results to be acid
sulfuric concentrated with pH 5,5.
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The role of food consumption in tourism
PhD (C) Matilda Brokaj

Abstract
As a developing country, Albania since many years is making good eﬀorts in finding the
ways how to stimulate domestic economy, and tourism is being considered as one of the
main activities. The fact that Albania still maintains its cultural "authenticity" with a wide
range of historical and cultural attractions can be a great incentive for foreigners. Climatic,
geographical and sub-cultures diversity allows for a variety of foods, although this important
factor seems to have not been recognized as a tourist attraction in Albania. Culinary tourism
in Albania has the potential to add variety, quality and value to the tourist experience. Given
the lack of studies on the role of food consumption in attracting tourists towards a particular
destination as well as in tourism development, the main goal of this study is to analyze the
eﬀect of the socio-demographic characteristics of Italian tourists (age, gender, education and
marital status) on such variables as food neophobia, ethnic identity, perception of cuisine by tourists
as a reflection of national values and traditions, general neophobia and tourists’ appraisal of Albanian
cuisine after experiencing it, which we will consider in relation to the food consumption in a
given destination .
The study is based on the delivery of 385 questionnaires to Italian tourists who visited Albania.
The findings will not only help local tourism stakeholders to understand tourists' appraisal of
the Albanian food, but they will also provide insights into hospitality and cuisine. The results
are very useful for the stakeholders, especially for the food distribution chain, food providers,
and government stakeholders who deal with the planning and implementation of tourism
projects in Albania.
Keywords: perception of cuisine, ethnic identity, Albanian cuisine, Italian tourists, food
neophobia, food.

Introduction
Recently, referring to the trend of global tourism, cuisine has been considered a tourist
product, and consumer awareness has increased towards food tourism (Zainal, Zali,
and Kassim, 2009). From the same perspective, Wolf (2002) said that gastronomic
tourism has grown steadily since 2003 and one clear testimony is the increase of
media programs on culinary tourism, while gastronomic tourism is likely to become
one of the most essential experiences to tourists. Therefore, gastronomic tourism
in Albania should be given development opportunities so that tourists get full
satisfaction from staying in our country while we get economic benefits. However,
there seems to be a gap in terms of factors that aﬀect food consumption of tourists
while they stay in a certain destination.
According to Novelli (2005), tourism as a process is increasingly based on advanced
levels of travel experiences and on a selective choice of destination diven by special
needs and interests. The desire for new places and authentic products is intrinsically
related to the motivation for choosing a destination. The past and the present of
these countries are perceived by tourists as part of a unique experience. Tourism
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associated with particular interests can be defined as a form of tourism involving
consumers, whose choice of destination is inspired by particular motives and whose
level of satisfaction is determined by the experience they pursue. The development
of this kind of tourism is seen as a reflection of the augmented interest in vacations
during the early 21st century (Douglas, Douglas and Derret, 2001). Postmodern
tourism is pushing you to 'four S-tourism' (sun, sand, sex, and surf) and be part
of a lifestyle belonging to people's daily lives and activities (Hobson and Dietrich,
1994). Photography, geology, genealogy, cuisine, transportation, nature, fishing are
part of the tourism associated with particular interests. Thus, the culinary tourist is
a tourist of particular interest, whose interest in food is the main reason aﬀecting his
behavior while travelling. At the same time, eating is closely related to a country's
culture (Murcott, 1986), so culinary tourists is also a cultural tourist. Given that food
is a component of particular interests and a component of culture, culinary tourists
are tourists of particular interests just like cultural tourists.
In this study we will focus on food tourism. Despite the fact that food tourism is
part of the tourism of special interests, in recent decades it has become a major
component in the culture of developed countries (Hall and Mitchell, 2000). This is
because food is an important part of contemporary lifestyles, often pointing to social
status and cultural capital. Changes in consumer behavior toward food in western
society are influenced by increased meals outside the home or ordering meals at
home. All this happens at a time when not only there are more kitchen books and
cuisine shows, but when there are fewer people who really know how to cook. As a
major ingredient of lifestyle, it is no surprise that specific forms of food consumption
have also become an important component of tourism.
1.1
Tourism trends in 2016 and 2017
Tour operators are those who dictate tourist trends for the nextcoming year.
Determining trends comes naturally to the market of a constantly changing industry.
What is successful over a year may not go well the following year. The forecast that
has been made to the world trends of the tourism industry and travel by Travel Trends
Report has helped a lot of experts stay updated with their travel companies. In this
way, for 2017 7 tourism trends have been prospeced:
- Millennium children (born in 1981-1997, 18-36 years old in 2017) are oﬃcially
the largest generation in history - 75.4 million, outnumbering 74.9 million Baby
Boomers (51-69 years old). As the youngest generation with available income,
they have guarantied the leader's status in travel and tourism. They guide
decision-making and also help determine the trends for the nextcoming year.
When planning trips, children of the millennium choose the appropriate options
for them. Being the largest in number, they occupy a considerable part of the
clientele for tour operators and will also continue to be the largest travel market
for the years to come.
- Adventurous trips include experiences like 'an African safari, swimming with
whale sharks in Mexico or Australia or climbing the Swiss Alps'. Adventurous
tourists are mostly female (53% female, 47% males), especially to Africa (57%
females). South and North America are the favorite destination for adventureloving customers. For 2017, adventurous activities like safari, mountaineering
and cycling will be one of the most popular tourist choices.
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Today, 80% of travel decisions are taken by women. Married, single or divorced
women are guiding decision-making and the tourism industry has already
understood it. Treveling women are brave and independent, always seeking to
explore new and exceptional places. They decide where to go on vacation, how
to reach the destination and they also many choose to travel alone. In 2014, 72%
of women in America decided to travel alone. This number has increased in
the following years as more women have decided to travel for the purpose of
satisfying their needs.
Food Tourism. We always face food when traveling. Food tourism has become
a growing trend among travelers wherever they go, while tourism experts are
putting much emphasis on it. Food experiences are not simply confined to eating
out, but they include cuisine classes, various tours in farms and food markets,
which occupy 95% of tourists’ vacation time. Food is closely linked to the culture
of a local area, so many tourists consider it as one of the best ways to get to know
the history of the country they are visitng. In addition, it is a valuable resource
for tourist enterprises. Operators that hold food related activities can benefit by
providing links with products, people and traditions of a certain destination.
Responsible tourism. Most tourists are aware of the impact our experiences
have on the planet, and are therefore trying to take sustained action on their
journeys. UNWTO (2016) emphasizes that the tourism industry should advance
its contribution to the three pillars of sustainability - economic, social and
environmental sustainability. Global campaigns have been developed to promote
more sustainable forms of tourism and tourism industry has to expect changes in
the behavior of travelers wherever they may be. Tourists are becoming increasingly
interested in the environmental, economic and social impact they have on the
destination they go and are willing to support companies that preserve such
values.
Mobile photography. It is not a surprise that tourists seek ways to document their
travels. Having mobile phones with modern cameras, it is natural for travelers
to capture important vacation moments with their devices. Tour operators can
benefit by focusing on this trend as it reinforces their marketing eﬀorts being a
perfect media for promotion.
Business and leisure travels will be among the most popular in 2017, and it is
believed that their popularity will increase. However, it can not be said that this
type of travel is the trend of recent years, as travelers have long extended their
business travels by transforming them in leisure travels.

1.2 Tourist attraction in Albania in 2017
Tourism in Albania has become a key element of the country's economic activity,
being considered as one of the most important sectors by the Albanian government.
Our country is characterized by the archaeological heritage of the Illyrians, Greeks,
Romans, Byzants and Ottomans. Among the most popular archaeological assets we
can mention: Dyrrah, Bylisin, Apollonia, Butrint, Amantia, Finiqi, Albanopoli etc. In
addition to archeology, Albania is distinguished for its virgin beaches, mountainous
sites, traditional cuisine, Cold War artifacts, unique traditions and hospitality, low
prices and wild and special village atmosphere. Albania is a small country, but there
is so much to see and do here. Even though it is becoming more and more populated
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by tourists, our country is still undiscovered. Thus, in February 2017, the famous
Swedish blog SWIDISH NOMAD1 - a blog rich in travel and adventure - listed the
reasons why Albania should be considered as one of the most enjoyable destinations
for European tourists.
First, Albania is still an undiscovered country. How much knowledge do tourists
have about our country and culture? Not that much I would say. They may have
heard about beautiful Riviera and beaches, but in general Albania is undiscovered.
This is because we have previously had a bad reputation in terms of security and
stability, but also because of the infrastructure. However, the situation is improving
and the future is promising.
Second, the locals are friendly. This blog shows that Albania has the most friendly
people possible. Albanians are curious and willing to talk; it is not necessary to look
for their attention. As they have worked in diﬀerent parts of the world one may find
people who can speak German, Italian, Greek etc.
Third, in Albania there are some of the most beautiful beaches in Europe. Albanian
beaches are very attractive, where everyone can find what he wants; whether it is
looking for stony, secluded or lively beaches, Albania has all sorts. Beaches near
Himara are among the most beautiful to visit - the beach of Porto Palermo, Llamani,
Filikuri, Drimades. Nightclubs on beaches like Folie Marine in Jale or Havana Beach
Club in Dhërmi bring tourists from all over Europe to the Albanian Riviera.
Fourth, prices are cheap. If you are willing to travel but do not want to spend a lot,
Albania is a destination where you can enjoy and find cheap prices. Prices are at least
half the price of the rest of Europe.
Fifth, it can be a journey of adventure. Albania has many unexplored places that can
be interesting to visit. In the area of Ksamil and Karaburun there are many beautiful
uninhabited bays you can bathe alone. Albania's nature is beautiful in general (not
just beaches). You can visit lakes, rafting in canyons, mountaineering etc. Thus,
adventure tourism in our country is gaining popularity among Europeans, who are
always looking for new challenges in the destinations they visit.
Finally, the food is delicious. Feta cheese (Gjirofarm), Gjiro, Greek cuisine souflaki are
available everywhere and are also very good in Albania. You can find Italian cuisine
specialties like: Pizza, Ravioli, Lasagna and many more. But even the traditional
Albanian cuisine is attractive, you can try: Fërgesë (a casserole with feta cheese and
tomatos), Tavë kosi (yoghurt casserole), Grilled vegetables, Byrek (traditional pie), Arapash
and Pepers with cottage cheese.
In the nine-month period of 2017, the largest entry increase in Albania came from
Poland by 65.6% and the entry decrease came only from Kosovo by 22.1% (Table
1). Italian tourists, to whom our questionnaire was delivered during this period,
increased by 47.1% compared to the first nine months of 2016.
Table 1. Number of foreign tourists in Albania by their nationality for 2016-2017

1

Annual difference (%)

Countries

Jan-Sep 2016

Jan – Sep 2017

Kosovo

1,930,134

1,503,594

-22.1

Macedonia
Greece

456,187
306,869

510,001
361,464

11.8
14.9

https://www.swedishnomad.com/reasons-to-visit-albania/
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Italy
UK

200,194
81,754

294,447
111,418

47.1
36.3

Montenegro

249,583

290,259

16.3

Poland

62,874

104,143

65.6

USA

67,906

84,462

24.4

Germany

67,630

101,807

50.5

Switzerland

31,274

49,032

56.8

Other

543,200

824,056

51.7

Total

3,996,610

4,224,683

5.7

2. Methodology
The data in this study are collected from June 10 to September 10, 2017, a period
which coincides with the peak of the tourist flow in Albania and in the city of Vlora
as well. The sample of participants in the study was selected by the population of
Italian tourists visiting Albania (tourists coming mainly from the Port of Vlora during
the summer of 2017). Since it is a study on the food choice of tourists, we decided that
the sample on which the data would be collected was composed by Italian tourists.
This is for two main reasons: first, they are among the most tourists visiting Albania,
especially in recent years; Second, they have a diﬀerent culinary culture from the
Balkans, which helps us better diﬀerentiate their food trends.
2.1 Study sample size
The first population belongs to Italian tourists who have chosen Albania as a
destination, and data on the size of this population are referred to the INSTAT and
MTKRS publications of 2012 (table 2). For the collection of empirical research data
we employed the voluntary sample, so the respondents who are involved in the full
study are exactly those Italian tourists who accepted with enthusiasm and curiosity
to participate in the study and to complete the questionnaire, thus guaranteeing
credibility and validity of the data.
Table 2. European countries with the greatest number of visitors to Albania, year
2012
Shteti

No. of foreign visitors

Kosovo

1,708,743

Macedonia

399,281

Greece

225,175

Montenegro

186,536

Italy

147,018

UK

78,539

Germany

70,060

Source: INSTAT
The sample size in this research work has been determined by a web-based sample
size calculator (Figure 1). The size of the sample is calculated precisely based on the
size of the Italian visitors' population to Albania (INSTAT, 2012). As this population
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amounts to 147,018 people, based on this number and on a 95% reliability level, the
calculated size for this study resulted to a minimum of 383 people (with reliability
intervals of 5%).

Figure 1: Calculating the sample size of Italian visitors2
2.2 Design of the research means
The means employed for data collection is a structured questionnaire, mainly
through closed questions. The full means designed and used for data collection at
the conclusive stage of the research consists of a questionnaire structured in several
sections, which were chosen from the reviewed literature and also tested through the
pilot study. The questionnaire addressed to Italian tourists visiting Albania consists
of 6 sections. The first section contains 10 questions (question group A) that serve to
understand participants' perceptions about the host country's cuisine, if they see it as
part of the values and traditions of the destination country. The scale of participation
in the cuisine of the destination country, seeing it as part of a country's tradition and
culture (Shenoy 2005; Agnew & Peterson, 1989; Bixler, 1994; Kelly, 1996; Yin; Katims
& Zapata, 1999; Yu, 1980), is standardized almost in all research works. Questions
are considered by the five-point Likert scale, with respondents indicating for each
question their position starting from '1', which corresponds to the negative margin
to '5', which corresponds to the positive margin. The second section will help us
measure general neophobia. In this section (question group B) of the questionnaire
8 questions are listed to measure the scale of general neophobia. Here also the
participants should indicate their position on a five-point Likert scale (as above). The
third section lists 10 questions (question group C) related to the food neophobia scale
(Food Neophobia Scale, FNS; Pliner and Hobden, 1992), which are also standardized in
all research studies on neophobia. The fourth section (question group D) is about the
ethnic identity scale. To build this scale, we have referred to the study of Zea, AsnerSelf, Birman and Buki (2003) on the abbreviated multidimensional scale of ethnic
identity and acculturation (The Abbreviated Multidimensional Acculturation Scale). The
fifth section (question group E) contains a set of questions divided into four groups
that collect information on: 1) food quality and service; 2) variety and attractiveness
of food; 3) specialties and unique meals; 4) food price. This set of questions will
help us measure the culinary appraisal of Italian tourists after their experience with
food in our country, which is the independent variable of the fifth hypothesis we
have formulated. Even in this case, to measure the appraisal for the Albanian food,
2

http://www.surveysystem.com/sscalc.htm#one
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we will rely on the 5-point Likert scale. The sixth and last section serves to gather
information on the socio-demographic data of respondents (question group F). Thus,
in this section, a series of questions are raised regarding age, gender, education level,
marital status, place of origin, occupation, personal and family income, the share of
income going to travel expenses, the countries visited by the participants, the person
making the decisions for the tourist destination, etc.
3.

The results

Throughout this study, we have sought to identify the eﬀect of socio-demographic
characteristics of the sample (age, gender, education and marital status) on the
variables we will consider regarding the gastronomic attraction of a destination (food
neophobia, ethnic identity, perception of cuisine by tourists as a reflection of national
values and traditions, general neophobia as well as their appraisal of the Albanian
cuisine after experiencing it). Socio-demographic characteristics are important
determinants of food consumption and they also aﬀect the food choice (Verbeke
and Lo'pez, 2005). Diﬀerent social groups behave diﬀerently versus variables to be
considered during our study; variables which in turn aﬀect the food consumption in
a given destination
nation (figure 2).
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3.1
Data analysis on the section of cuisine perception
Refering to the data analysis, through the Hi-square test, we find that there is
a statistically significant diﬀerence between Italian tourists (by their age and
marital status) regarding the perception of cuisine as a reflection of national values
and traditions (Table 3). The Hi-square indicator (its probability) is an indicator
employed to determine if a particular variable, among diﬀerent groups (age, gender,
nationality, etc.), carries significant statistical diﬀerences. This indicator ascertains
the importance of such statistical diﬀerences; in this way, it explains whether the
diﬀerences between the variables are simply coincidences, or significant statistical
diﬀerences. The value of less than 0.05 for this indicator (probability) indicates a
significant statistical diﬀerence; otherwise the diﬀerences between the groups are
not relevant to the variable being studied.
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The Hi-square test is employed in this study to test the hypothesis that there are no
diﬀerences between the groups being compared in terms of certain variables, for
example:
Ho: There are no diﬀerences between the age-ranges of Italian tourists in terms of their
perception of cuisine as a reflection of national values and traditions.
Ha: There are important diﬀerences between the age-ranegs of Italian tourists in terms of
their perception of cuisine as a reflection of national values and traditions.
The same hypothesis can be formulated for this variable in connection with nationality,
marital status, education and gender. Probability of 0.05 is the threshold of whether
or not the hypothesis is validated. Therefore we say that, for p <0.05, the hypothesis
is rejected, i.e. there are diﬀerences between the groups compared (eg age groups,
gender, marital status, education) related to diﬀerent variables such as: perception
of cuisine as a reflection of national values and traditions, general neophobia, food
neophobia, ethnic identity, etc.).
Table 3. Variables by age, gender, marital status and education of Italian tourists
Marital
EduStatus
cation

Hi-square

Gender

Age

Perception of cuisine

0.7188

0.0001

0.0020

0.3488

General neophobia

0.0769

0.5872

0.8212

0.0211

Food neophobia

0.0892

0.0032

0.1832

0.5864

Ethnic identity

0.0184

0.0164

0.0314

0.0001

Food quality and service

0.0047

0.0001

0.0001

0.0001

Food variety and attractiveness

0.0002

0.0001

0.0106

0.0011

Specialities and unique food
Food price

0.0002
0.0001

0.0001
0.0095

0.0002
0.0008

0.0062
0.0001

Appraisal of Albanian cuisine

Italian tourists consider the cuisine of a country as a reflection of its values (51%)
more than Albanian tourists do (26%). The Hi-square probability indicator, which in
this case is <.0001, i.e. <0.05, indicates for substantial statistical diﬀerences between
them.
The age group of Italian torusit that appraises more the cuisine of the hosting country
varies from 31 to 40 years old, i.e. 28% of tourists. The respondents belonging to the
age group of 51-60 years old are more interested in trying typical food of the country
they are visiting (88%). It follows the age group of 31-40 years old (88%). The age
group of over-50 years older is also the one preferring to try unknown food (68%).
Furthermore, significant statistical diﬀerences are noticed among Italian tourists
of diﬀerent marital status regarding this attitude. This is also confirmed by the Hisquare probability indicator <.0001, ie less than 0.05, which proves that the diﬀerences
are not incidental. Thus, 70% of widow tourists are appraisers of the host country
cuisine, followed by 62% of divorced tourists and 55% of married tourists.
Various groups of Italian tourists, in terms of education, do not show significant
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statistical diﬀerences regarding the variable "perception of cuisine as an expression
of values and traditions of the host country". This is also confirmed by the Hi-square
probability p = 0.3488> 0.05 ", which confirms that the diﬀerences are random. It can
also be said that there is no distinction between female and male Italian tourists in
assessing domestic cuisine.
3.2
Data analysis on the section of general neophobia
Regarding the general neophobia of Italian tourists, there are no significant statistical
diﬀerences in terms of gender, age, and marital status; however, there are significant
diﬀerences in terms of education with the Hi-square being 0.0211> 0.05 (Table 3). We
can say that in terms of education, most general neophobic are university graduated
turists (83% of them). Italian tourists who have attended primary education are
mostly those who, whenever away from home, they are eager to return (17%), are
afraid of the unknown (33%), and are unconfortable with new situations (17%).
University graduated students are those who in most cases (10%) do not prefer to
hang out with strangers. Turists who would not like to talk to strangers on a party
have mostly attended an education other than the one classified by us (25%).
3.3
Data analysis on the section of food neophobia
There are no significant diﬀerences between Italian tourists in terms of gender, marital
status and education related to food neophobia, but there are significant diﬀerences
in terms of age Hi-square 0.0032> 0.05 (Table 3). Thus, we can say that there are
significant diﬀerences at diﬀerent ages. The age group that is more neophobic to
food is the age group of tourists up to 25 years old (42%). This age group in 15% of
cases do not trust to new food, 30% of them do not taste food if they do not know
its ingridients, 28% are afraid to try new and varied food, and 35% call themselves
diﬃcult at food. Italian tourists who prefer to try new and varied foods are mostly
41-50 years old (74% of them), 28% of them think ethnic food is strange, while 74% of
them like to try new ethnic restaurants. 81% of the age group from 51 to 60 prefer to
try food of other countries. 92% of this age group like to try new foods on parties, 78%
of them declare that they eat everything, and 86% of them like to try new restaurants.
3.4
Data analysis on section of ethnic identity
Regarding the preservation of ethnic identity there are significant statistical diﬀerences
among Italian tourists in terms of gender, age, marital status and education (table
17). Thus, the age group that mostly preserves ethnic identity in other countries is
that of 25-30 years old (30%), married tourists (50%), male tourists (60%) and those
who have attended secondary education (50%).
It can be said that those who think themselves as citizens of the country they visit
mostly belong to the age group of 51-60 years old (58%). Likewise, this age group
has the largest number of tourists who feel part of the culture of the country they
visit (53%). Those who try to learn to speak the language of the country they are
visiting belong mostly to the age group of over 60 years old (100%), followed by the
age group up to 25 years with 32% and the age group of 25-30 years old with 30%.
Women are mostly part of their country's culture (72%). They, more tham men,
would like to organize their holidays with their nationals (39%). Likewise, women
are the ones that, more than men, would like to cook by themselves the cuisine of
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their own country (45%).
Single Italian tourists are mostly those who feel part of the culture of the country
they visit (39%). Widowed persons are those who in 100% of cases try to learn to
communicate in the country of their destination, 29% of them speak their own
language with strangers. Divorced tourists in 91% of cases feel part of their country
culture and in 52% of the cases they would like to hear the music of their country.
Tourists who have attended primary education are those who 100% think of themselves
as citizens of the country they are visitng, 83% of them try to communicate to the
destination. However, 100% of them speak their own language in the host country
and 83%, if they had to cook, they would prefer the cuisine of their oun country.
3.5
Data analysis on the section of Albanian cooking appraisal
Regarding the estimation of Albanian cooking by Italian tourists, we can say that
there are significant statistical diﬀerences in terms of gender, age, marital status and
education (Table 3). Thus, the most satisfied with the quality and service are tourists
over 60 years old (M = 3.45), those who have attended an education other than
specified (M = 3.57) followed by those who have attended primary education (M =
3.47). Furthermore, from the interpretation of table data, males (M = 3.37) are more
satisfied with the quality of Albanian cooking than females. Widowed and divorced
tourists (M = 3.7) are the most satisfied with the quality of Albanian cooking and
service.
The variety of Albanian cooking is most appraised by the age group of over 60 years
old, who are more satisfied (M = 3.45) than others. Italian tourists who have attended
an education (M = 3.45) other the one specified here, are the ones most satisfied with
the variety of cooking, followed by those who have attended university (M = 3.22).
Men (M = 3.22) are more satisfied than women (M = 3.08) regarding the variety of
Albanian cooking. As for the marital status, widows (M = 3.54) are the most satisfied
with the variety of Albanian cooking.
Regarding specialties and unique meals, the age group of over 60 is the most
satisfied (M = 3.45). Primary education (M = 3.36) and widow (M = 3.43) are the most
satisfied with specialties and unique meals. Whereas men (M = 3.1) are more satisfied
than women. As for the price of Albanian cooking, the 25-30 year olds are the most
satisfied from the Italian tourists (M = 3.9), male tourists (M = 3.8) are more satisfied
than women (M = 3.6) with the prices. Tourists who have attended university (M =
3.9) and single tourists (M = 3.9) are the most satisfied with the prices compared to
other groups.
4. Discussion and conclusions
Our study focuses on discovering the attitudes of Italian tourists toward the
Albanian cuisine, by identifying the eﬀect of socio-demographic characteristics
of the sample (age, gender, education and civil status) on the variables associated
with the gastronomic attraction of a destination (food neophobia, ethnic identity,
the perception of cuisine by tourists as a reflection of national values and traditions,
general neophobia and the appraisal of tourists for Albanian cuisine after
experiencing).
From the analysis of the variables related to the food consumption considered during
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this study, the following results were obtained:
From the data analysis it was noted that there is a statistically significant diﬀerence
between Italian tourists in terms of age and civil status regarding the perception of
cuisine as a reflection of values and traditions of a country. Thus, widows are the
most to consider cuisine as reflecting the values of the host country, followed by
divorced and married tourists. Of the Italian tourists, the age group that considers
the cuisine of the host country as a reflection of its values is that of 31-40 years old.
Various groups of Italian tourists, in terms of education, do not show significant
statistical diﬀerences regarding the "perception of cuisine as an expression of
values and traditions of the host country". Also, there is no distinction between
female and male Italian tourists in assessing local cuisine.
Regarding the general neophobia of Italian tourists there are no significant
statistical diﬀerences in terms of gender, age, and marital status, but there are
significant diﬀerences in terms of education. In relation to Italian tourists of any
age group, the majority of respondents are not general neophobes. We can say
that in terms of education, most general neophobes are those who have attended
university education (83%), a result that opposes to the findings of Tuorila (2001),
which revealed an inverse ratio between the level of education and general
neophobia
Regarding food neofobia, there are no significant diﬀerences between Italian
tourists in terms of gender, marital status and education, but there are significant
diﬀerences in term sof age. More neophobic to food is the age group of tourists up
to 25 years old and this matched with the findings of McFarlane and Pliner (1997),
Pelchat (2000) and Otis (1984), who found that young adults accept new food less
than adults. There are no significant statistical diﬀerences among Italian tourists
with regard to food neophobia in terms of gender, however women are those
who do not trust new foods compared to men. Also, women are mostly those
who do not try food if they do not know what it contains. This result is similar to
the results of many other studies where there is no significant diﬀerence between
male and female in terms of neophobia to food (Koivisto and Sjoden, 1996, Pliner
and Hobden, 1992, Loewen and Pliner, 2000, Tuorila, 1998 Meiselman, 1999).
Regarding the preservation of ethnic identity, there are significant statistical
diﬀerences among Italian tourists in terms of gender, age, marital status and
education. Thus, the age group that more preserves ethnic identity in other
countries is that of 25-30 years old, married tourist, male tourists and those who
have attended secondary education.
Regarding the Albanian cuisine appraisal by Italian tourists, we can say that there
are significant statistical diﬀerences in terms of gender, age, marital status and
education. a) Thus, the most satisfied with the quality and service are tourists
over 60 years old, those who have attended other education, which may be
postgraduate education. Furthermore, from the interpretation of data, males,
widows and divorced torusits are more satisfied with the quality of Albanian
cuisine than females. b) Albanian cooking diversity is most valued by the age
group of over 60, by men and widows. Also, Italian tourists who have attended
other education are more satisfied with the cooking variety, followed by those
who hva attended university. c) Regarding specialties and unique meals, again
the age group of over 60 years old is more satisfied. Those who have attended
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primary education, widows and males are the most satisfied with specialties and
unique meals. d) Regarding the price of Albanian food, the 25-30 year olds are
the most satisfied of Italian tourists, male tourists are more satisfied than women,
singles and tourists who have attended university.
5.

Recommendations and limitations of the study

This study has shown that there is a significant diﬀerence between age groups,
regarding the assessment of Albanian cuisine. From a review of food aspects by
age groups, it emerged that adult respondents (60 years and over) appraised the
aspects of food quality and service in Albania, variety and attractiveness of food,
specialties and unique Albanian foods. So, older people are more likely to appreciate
these aspects of food in Albanian cuisine than other age groups. In addition, another
finding shows that men appreciate more the quality, diversity and unique foods,
while women appreciate the price at Albanian cuisine. These facts can be used by
tourism promoters in Albania to develop strategies for attracting as many tourists
to our country. Culinary tourism in Albania has the potential to oﬀer varied, quality
and fresh ingredients of a traditional meal. Albania's shores are distinguished for
high quality fish, in terms of taste and freshness, and male and female tourists can be
attracted by this kind of food.
From the data analysis it was found that more food neoofobic is the age group of
tourists up to 25 years old. So, these is the age group to be more than others afraid
of trying unknown foods. Considering the fact that the average age of the Italian
population is 42 years (Italian tourists coming to Albania are mostly 31-40 years
old), as well as the growing potential of food tourism, there are good chances for
traditional albanian meals to be tasted by Italian tourists, though such meals may be
unknown.
Another important result of our research highlighted the fact that Italian tourists are
not fanatical keepers of their ethnic identity (18%). This makes us hope that Italian
tourists, having a low ethnic identity, will be more inclined to test the host country's
food, being not only firmly tied to the country's cuisine. More eﬀorts to promote
Albanian food should be devoted to 25-30 year-old age groups, married couples,
male tourists and those who have attended secondary education, who most preserve
ethnic identity in other countries.
Culinary tourism helps diversify income sources and improves employment and
income levels (Kivela and Crotts, 2006, Okumus, 2013). Economic goals are as
important as environmental, social and cultural ones. Local meals are extinguishing
because they are no longer profitable. To continue their activity, producers must have
an economic guarantee for their future. Thus, by promoting the culinary tradition of
our country, the quality and price of foods (positively evaluated by Italian tourists),
we increase the number of foreign tourists while helping to develop and preserve
local foods and create positive economic and community impact.
Finally, we can say that to better analyze the food neophobia of tourists when they
go to unknown destinations, research studies like this one may be conducted with
sample tourists who do not belong to similar cultures. Perhaps, the impact of this
phenomenon on the food consumption at a given destination would be more distinct
if it were to be tested in tourists whose country of origin is geographically far from
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our country.
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